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Amber Hickey

IntroductIon

Imagining the present in profoundly different and promising
forms is challenging without concrete examples—and where
might these be found when so many signs tell us that the
world is spiraling downward: ever more economically
unsound, environmentally crisis-ridden, and lacking in
obvious avenues for everyday people to make their voices
and visions heard?
With particular fervor since the financial crisis erupted
in 2007, creative movers and shakers, with stars in their eyes
and dirt under their fingernails, have been dreaming up
projects and ideas that directly address and re-imagine the
world around us: its ecologies, economies, communities,
resources, spaces, and histories. Their propositions range
from witty to earnest, from utopian to pragmatic. Bursting
with street-smart optimism, what they share is belief in the
possibility of generating versions of now that are not yet
fully manifest.
A Guidebook of Alternative Nows brings together such
proposals—beacons of inspiration with clear practical resonance in this time of potential radical transformation. What
you will find here are not mere criticisms of the systems in
which we are now entangled, but inventive suggestions and
tangible alternatives—what we might think of as “prefigurative
interventions,” 1 or actions that presuppose their desired results—
by artists, activists, and others. It is not intended to pinpoint
the next grand solution. Instead, it seeks to shed light on a
cacophony of realities and potentialities.

1

See Andrew Boyd, “Prefigurative Intervention,” in Beautiful Trouble, ed. Andrew
Boyd (New York and London: OR Books, 2012), 82-85.
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Envision:
A now in which the necessity of interdependence is not
only acknowledged, but considered a tool for growth,
strength, and survival.
A now in which local people work to re-invigorate their
city spaces.
A now in which the definitions of possibility and impossibility transform.
A now in which fruit is not something bought from a
store, but something found in our neighborhoods.
A now in which censorship is prevented through exercises in solidarity.
A now where maps reveal not simply roads, but spaces
of collective hope and action.
A now in which “the economy” is something that everyone can understand and shape.
A now in which we acknowledge the complex relationships of existence.
A now in which creativity is valued as a legitimate force
of change.
A now in which GMO seed development and corporate
agriculture are questioned and disrupted.
A now with food economies that answer the needs of
people, rather than corporations.
A now in which we share meals with strangers and friends.
A now in which the “capitalist juggernaut” crushes
itself instead of crushing people.
A now without so much “stuff.”
A now in which cyclists feel safe on our roads.
A now in which people can barter for their educations,
and diverse skills and talents are valued.
A now in which the underrepresented and underserved
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have accessible avenues for sharing their stories.
A now in which language is a form of activism.
A now in which there is no separation between life and art.
A now that plays with different conclusions.
A now with independent and democratically controlled
financial support for creative projects.
A now that is open to interpretation.
A now in which art is synonymous with protest.
A now in which disused spaces are re-appropriated for
community benefit.
A now in which we can grow our lunch on our rooftops.
A now in which our every action towards the environment is carefully considered.
A now in which acceptance of sponsorship from unethical companies is questioned.
A now in which exercises in rhetoric become exercises
in action.
A now in which public space is reclaimed and re-shaped.
A now in which alternative histories are made visible.
A now in which space-making is engaged in as a practice
in community-making.
A now in which residents greatly influence how their
neighborhoods develop.
A now in which Permaculture means not only sustainable agriculture, but sustainable culture.
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As editor, my hope is that this book functions as a platform,
encouraging awareness of and engagement in the web of hopeful endeavors. Use it as a toolbox; a coffee table conversation
starter; an encyclopedia of change-making techniques; as
evidence; a springboard for your own creative resistance;
a schoolbook; as something in which to scribble ideas; a bible;
a songbook; a window into the possibilities of today and tomorrow; the basis of your next action…
•
•

•

Suggestions for how to read this book
WHAT NOW?: These are starting points for making your own alternative nows, scattered throughout the text.
Notice the following tags below the titles of each chapter: Economies,
Ecologies, Communities, Resources, Histories, and Spaces. These tags
helped to conceptualize the book, and I hope they help you read through
and build from it.
Those chapters of the book that are under Creative Commons licenses
are noted as such at the end of the entries. You are welcome to get in
touch if you would like to use the chapters that are not under CC
licenses.

I would like to thank Dr. Emily Eliza Scott for offering generous input and feedback
on this introduction. Her insightful help and suggestions were invaluable.
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Temporary Services

Communities, Economies
We depend upon others to live and thrive in the world. The systems and infrastructures that allow us to use electricity, to eat food without growing or hunting
it ourselves, and to collect and archive our history, along with every other aspect
of our lives (including making and viewing art) were created by groups of
people. No one person can survive without the support of others.
Why, then, when we talk about the future, do we often rest upon the idea of
individual achievement rather than group responsibility? We know that the
problems of the socio-political structures that we live with today are based on
the insidious myths that surround the idea of the lone individual genius.
This ideology only serves those who want to accumulate large amounts of wealth
and power at the expense of and detriment to others.
We propose that people give more attention to how important their
friends and loved ones are, and to the vast potentials of collaborating in groups.
Groups can make art, make a neighborhood, or even make a region. Think of
group work as a training ground for what we will all have to accomplish together
after the entirety of our systems break apart and we must learn to deal with a
post-carbon world. Hyperindividualism will not save us and will make the
transition a whole lot worse.
In 2003, a sympathetic building owner offered Temporary Services
a free storefront space to use in exchange for bringing more free cultural events
to the neighborhood of Rogers Park in Chicago. We knew that the three of us
could never run the whole thing ourselves and still have jobs and do all of our
other work as artists, but the offer of a free space was too good to pass up.
We invited five more people to join us in this endeavor and together we created
the space Mess Hall, an experimental cultural center where art, activism, urban
planning, radical city space use, and more things intersect and complicate each
other. In 2012, Mess Hall continues to be group run, even though two of us
moved away from Chicago and we are no longer involved. New people have
been added to run the space, rent is still free, and Mess Hall continues to host
at least several events every week.
What a huge missed opportunity this would have been for so many
people if the three of us felt that we had to do everything ourselves and refused
to share this gift. The people that co-ran, or currently co-run Mess Hall, have
always been diverse in their creative practices. Not everyone loves each others’
work or every program that is organized, but there is a commitment to giving
time and resources for the larger project, and maintaining its core values of
providing a free, safe space for experimental culture in Chicago.
Nearly fourteen years into the work of Temporary Services, perhaps the
most enduring, grounding, and sustaining thing to have arisen from our practice
are the many friends and strong relationships we have made along the way.
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Friendships (ones you do not get by just clicking a button)—many of which
emerge from or result in creative collaborations—can be maintained long after
physical art spaces close, during periods with and without funding, across great
distances, and major life changes. Former students become colleagues, collaborators, and curators. Friends become sympathetic landlords. Colleagues become
customers and professional advocates. Systems of barter are created based on
mutual trust. We are constantly amazed at the opportunities that arise because
someone remembers something about us from ten years ago.
Friends and family are also more than just potential networks.
They are valuable for something that cannot be monetized or enumerated.
Having a wealth of people in our community that believe in us, that are open
to working together and learning from each other, creates a new emotional
landscape for each of us that would have been impossible to realize without
the input of the whole.
Creating friendships and sustaining and nurturing these relationships
gives us much more than just good conversation and an occasional pat on the
back. It is only through mutually-supportive relationships that one can build
the kind of trust necessary for attempting the most challenging of ambitions.
Risk-taking is not a solo act. We know that if we falter or fail with any project
or challenge, we will have the ever-widening net of our community to fall back
upon and make our landing smoother.
The images included are from an installation of our Self-Reliance
Library: an ongoing project and mobile library of books that teach us how to
do things, show examples of Do-It-Ourselves, Do-It-Together, survivalism, and
other initiatives that share a spirit of “self-reliance.” The project’s moniker was
inspired by a credit union named Self-Reliance that is based in our old
shared neighborhood in Chicago. Seeing the sign over the credit union’s front
door as we would pass by on a regular basis was a hopeful affirmation and a
gentle reminder that we are able to accomplish pretty much anything as long
as we learn to rely upon our selves and our community. We interpret SelfReliance as not a call to work alone, but rather a call for us all to trust our
communities and look to the people around us as a resource for hope and
strength.
The American version of a credit union is often an alliance of funders
and investors that is built to bring more capital (with a small “c”) into the
communities that have saved their money in the credit union. Neighborhood
credit unions are often aligned with neighborhood credit unions in other cities
in an effort to create a larger community of self-funders. We are inspired by
the multiplicity of fronts that this idea of self-reliance could transfer to.
Humans have evolved to have a tribal mentality and affinity.
Group coherence is fundamental to our well being and happiness. We live at a
time of severe individualism and greed that divides us, makes us compete, and
causes a lot of suffering and isolation. We feel that the potentials of making art,
and making a different future, have just begun to open up and the possibilities
are tremendous. We already dwell within a different now with our work, politics, and lives, and want this to expand outwards. Paying attention to friendships,
deep ties, group cohesion, and health, and the possibilities they represent is the
future of artistic practice for us and a way out of the dead history of isolated
artists making aesthetic things for our entertainment.
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Temporary Services, Self-Reliance Library,
books, shelving, banners made from recycled plastic bags, 2010—ongoing.

•
•
•
•
•

© 2008 by Temporary Services and Half Letter Press LLC
Some rights reserved. You are free to share, to copy, distribute, display, and/or
perform this work, under the following conditions:
Attribution. You must attribute this work to Temporary Services and the contributors,
and include the full title of the book, publisher, and year of publication.
Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.
No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build upon this work.
For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of
this work.
Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright
holder.

Jeanne van Heeswijk

Communities, Economies, Spaces
Freehouse is a project that is based on cultural production as a means for economic growth. We support setting up small-scale skills-based coops and making
an innovative programmatic design of the market. Freehouse acts in the Afrikaanderwijk area (in its market and local economy) by improving products,
services, market interactions, and social integration, so that the area’s intimate
local character and cultural diversity can be retained. In collaboration with
residents, shopkeepers, artisans, artists, and designers, new sustainable cooperative infrastructures, where different knowledge and skills are combined, are
created. These include: a neighbourhood workshop for making and designing
clothes, a communal kitchen area, a neighbourhood shop for local products, and
a delivery service, offering jobs and various internships in the community.
Together we also actively challenged the strict new rules imposed by the local
government on the market by creating over 300 interventions, mostly acts of
civil disobedience, in close collaboration with market salespeople, in order for
the market to become a site of cultural production and a meeting place for the
neighbourhood again. Tomorrow’s Market is a sparkling urban market with new
products from the neighbourhood, new services, fashion shows, performances,
special mobile vending carts, unique market stalls, and much more.
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Afrikaandermarkt

Tomorrow’s Market

New city extension
KOP VAN ZUID

KATENDRECHT

The Afrikaander market, whose 330 stalls offer the most exotic range
of produce to be found in Rotterdam, has been in decline for several
years. Tomorrow’s Market is a detailed live sketch of the ideal market of
the future, devoting more attention to the quality of goods, introducing
new products and services, styling and forms of presentation in stalls,
including cultural expressions and public speaking. Tomorrow’s Market
will design new market stalls, a renewed market organization as well as
a considerable rearrangement of the available space while negotiating
altering legislation. Daily small-scale interventions will test and advocate
a new market. In 2008-2010 over 300 tests were made.

1. New market stalls

4. Branch selection and clustering

7. Local production

The production of fresh, unique food and products,
produced by local people, can be a valueble
contribution to what the market currently has to offer.

New prototypes of market stalls that will influence the
future organization of the market, its presentation and
retail opportunities were designed. One prototype is
currently in use as a tea house in the adjacent park.

Themed areas were introduced to expand the range, to
achieve a quality balance and to trim back on the market glut
of cheap textiles and vegetables. They can pay extra attention
to the linking of products, related services and functions.

By rearranging the position of the stalls, seats were
made on the existing metal guards that protect the
trees.

Co-productions of amenities and/or services in combination
with products were added to the market.

The Afrikaander market is missing a central gathering
point, around which the market could be oriented, and
the market and neighbourhood could present itself.

The existing market assortment of wares was expanded with
higher quality products and new stalls with biological products
and products from city farms.

The market should be a place with a commercial,
social and political function. Speakers corner is a
spot to meet and to exchange thoughts.

2. A place to sit
3. Services

Co-productions of amenities and/or services in
combination with products were added to the market.

5. Styling

6. New products

8. Presentation Platform
9. Speakers Corner

10. Food Court and terrace

One of the benefits of the themed areas is for instance
the possibility to create a food court; an area in the market
where people can take a seat and eat food from one of the
surrounding food stalls.

11. Vending cars

Due to regulations vending cars larger than 6 meters
are not permitted at the Afrikaander market. Tomorrow’s
Market invites the most beautiful, well-equipped and big
vending cars.
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The Neighbourhood:

Communal work places

The goal of the Neighbourhood kitchen of South is to put the area on
the map as a location where unique products are available, cooks and
inhabitants make the best dishes and unique cooperation’s are possible
between inhabitants and entrepreneurs. By keeping production within the
area the independency of the economic and social position of the
inhabitants and entrepreneurs is actively stimulated. This way the
Neighbourhood Kitchen forms an important link in the shaping of the
area’s image.

The Afrikaander district:

Freehouse, radicalizing local production

Freehouse want to creates space, both literally and metaphorically, for encounters between local
shopkeepers, young people, local residents, artists and designers to exchange skills, knowledge,
experience and ideas. Through linking of economic and cultural capital in a form of co-production
it reinforces the economic position of the parties involved and makes visible the cultural process
of devising and implementing new products. From 2008-2013 the Freehouse model is applied
in Rotterdam-South to give a boost to the Afrikaander district so that the people who live there
could share in the economic benefits of the redevelopment. In order for the Afrikaander market, to
become a vibrant community heart again.
In the coming years the Afrikaander district will undergo a major change. The nearby construction
of two housing estates of middle class homes will alter the social and economic composition of the
population in the whole district. Afrikaander district surrounding developments are Kop van Zuid,
Katendrecht and Parkstad.

Facts
+\- 9400 inhabitants
The Neighbourhood:

Communal work places
Political:

Communal neighbourhood service

For FFF (Fast Flex Feijenoord) Freehouse is cooperating with Bemobi and
foundation FLEX in order to develop environmental, friendly and service
oriented transportation. A neighbourhood service that people pay a small
amount to use based on an inventive electric cart. FFF offers an alternative
for occupied parking spaces, walking around with heavy groceries and
noisy delivery mopeds. For example the drivers can transport you with your
groceries from the market to your parking space at the edge of the
neighbourhood.

In the Neighbourhood workshop on South fashion production is
combined with design and education. In the workshop amateurs and
professionals cooperate. Inhabitants from the neighbourhood have
knowledge of materials and master techniques that are important and
interesting for contemporary designers. By actively using this knowledge
and techniques they will be passed on and preserved for the future. In
the workshop participants are involved in the whole production process,
from design to end product.

79% non-Dutch origin
29% below poverty index (11% in NL)
48% social security, unemployed, pension
84% rent, social housing
33% is younger than 23 year

The Neighbourhood:

Communal shop
The Neighbourhood:

Local shopkeeper

Freehouse is helping local people to set
up their own skill based business. Suzy
Season Cake is a shop selling home
baked Antillean pastry.

The Neighbourhood Store of South is a shop where products of
various local designers are presented. This approach is based on the
store-in-store concept, using temporarily empty locations. Young
creatives can easily participate and offer their products to a wide
range of people. They can also test the interest for a product at
a neighbourhood level in practice. At the same time the area will
become a more attractive location for entrepreneurs to start.

Location Afrikaandermarkt in Rotterdam

w w w. f r e e h o u s e . n l
info@freehouse.nl
+31(0)10-2134201

Ethan Miller

Economies, Communities
The #Occupy Movement that spread like wildfire across the United States and
around the world in the Fall of 2011 was a wake-up call. And we are awake.
We stand at the edge of the world as we know it, and the question is whether
our future will simply happen to us, or if we will participate in its making.
In this space, our conversations and our imaginations are buzzing. What are
we doing? What should we do? What’s coming next? In particular: as we condemn this economy built for the benefit of the 1%, what do we want in its place,
and how will we build it? This text, grounded in several years of collective
thinking and writing, is meant to be a contribution to this vibrant conversation.
The Trap
We’re in a hell of a mess. Major economies of the world are coming
unravelled, teetering at the edge of all-out crisis and living by the fickle mercy
of volatile financial markets. Meanwhile, the “experts” poised to deal with this
mess are working in the service of the very institutions that profit from it.
Nor do we have any reason to believe that their ideas, which have torn apart
our lives, our communities, and the ecology of our planet, have anything to
offer us in the work of weaving them back together.
And what if these experts could “fix” our economy? What if we could
convince them to “curb the excesses of Wall Street” and get our economic engine
“back on track”? This demand would ignore the fact that the very success of the
capitalist market economy—the ways in which it has seemingly provided so many
with so much in so short a time—is built on violence and plunder. For every
glorious triumph of economic growth and progress, there has always been another
story unfolding behind the magic curtain: the story of enclosure and colonization,
of slavery and military coercion, of the exploitation of working people, of the
suppression of struggles for dignity and justice, of the unravelling of culture and
community, and of the looting and destruction of ecosystems around the world.
The sorcery of capitalist economics is precisely to make its own
violence invisible, so that it can appear to be nothing but the miraculous liberator of human potential and the progressive deliverer of ever-abundant goods.
And there is a disturbingly good reason for us to give in to this illusion: most
of us are dependent on the very economy that has systematically exploited us
and undermined the health of our communities and our environments. We have
come to rely on the very “job creators” (that new euphemism for exploiters)
whose project of profiting at our expense we condemn. We have come to need
the very economic growth machine that is eating our world and destabilizing
our planetary climate in the name of “progress.”
We can no longer ignore the immense challenge at the heart of this
moment in history: We are trapped in patterns of life on which we have come
to depend, but which we must fundamentally transform as a matter of our very
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survival. How do we acknowledge our dependence, and address the needs that
it gives rise to, while also imagining and constructing new forms of freedom?
The politics of our age must be the politics of our creative and collec
tive escape from this historical trap. We are called to imagine and create new
ways of meeting our needs and living together on this shared earth. We are
called to participate not just in the emergence of new movements, but of new
forms of living. This is not about “reform” nor “revolution,” but about how we
build relationships, communities, and institutions that simultaneously meet our
immediate needs and open up possibilities for other forms of livelihood.
As the old ways crumble, as we face the non-viability of the economic machine
that has chewed us up and spit us out, this is no longer a matter of “alternatives.”
It is a matter of survival.
The name of the trap is “the economy”
At every step in our work for a more just, democratic and ecologicallyviable world, we are haunted by this thing called “the economy.” We know that
“it” doesn’t work, that “it” is broken, that “it” has served the interests of the
wealthy and powerful for generations, that “it” has systematically undermined
the health of life on earth, and that “it” needs to be fundamentally changed.
And yet at the same time, we confront this economy as if it were a force of
nature, a weather-like system that batters us with its shifting whims. At best, it
appears as a massive and complex infrastructure of institutions, primarily owned
and ruled by the “1%” and managed by obscure experts running elaborate
mathematical computer models. They whisper into politicians’ ears while the
rest of us are locked out. At worst, it is a hurricane barreling toward our shores,
tracked by satellites and mapped on charts, but beyond mortal control. We board
up our windows (if we haven’t already lost our homes to foreclosure) and pray.
What is this thing?
First and foremost, it is a story. A story designed to stop politics, to
shut down ethics, and to stifle our imaginations. “The economy” is a way of
thinking and experiencing the world in which our power and agency is robbed
from us. In this story, the economy is portrayed as a massive, unified system, a
thing that we’re inside of that is animated by specific “laws” and “logics.” It is
for others to deal with, manage, or fix, and we are to simply follow their commands. We’ll vote in the next election for someone to tell us, after consulting
with the experts, what we must sacrifice, change, or accept in order for the economy to get growing again. “Democracy” is the name for all the minor tinkering
we’re allowed to do inside the space in which this economy has us locked.
But there is a dirty secret here that we weren’t taught in school or on
the news: the whole concept of “the economy” has existed for less than two
hundred years! No human beings in history, prior to Europeans in the early eighteenth century, lived in anything like what we today call “the economy.” In order
for us to find ourselves inside an “economy,” this economy had to be made. 1 It did
1

See, for example: Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston: Beacon Press,
2001); Michel Foucault, The Order of Things (London: Routledge, 1970); Rene Dumont, From Mandeville to Marx: The Genesis and Triumph of Economic Ideology
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977); and Timothy Mitchell, “Fixing The
Economy” in Cultural Studies Vol.12, Issue 1 (1998), 82–101.
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not emerge from some “natural” process of inevitable evolution; it was constructed,
often violently, by specific groups of people and specific institutions in order to
serve their purposes. “The economy” was not a reality that was “discovered” by
some brilliant economists: it was a project of the elites from its very origins.
This economy was constructed by processes of enclosure, where
people were forcibly separated from their means of subsistence (land, community, tools, and skills) and pushed into dependence on wage jobs and commodity
purchases. It was constructed by the legal and military authority of centralized
states who sanctioned the private property of elites and enforced their contracts.
It was constructed by the specific, politically-enforced organization of wage
jobs, in which workers were systematically excluded from democratic ownership
and control over the products of their own labor. It was constructed through
the outright theft of life, labor, land and resources from people in colonized
places around the world. It was constructed in concert with a notion of “nature”
that enabled living beings to be turned into exploitable objects, and for ecosystems to become nothing but mines and dumping grounds. It was constructed
by the ongoing, violent suppression of social movements seeking to transform
all of these relationships. 2
It was a perfect scenario: the ruling elites could systematically institute this new economy through enclosure and violence, all the while drawing
on the theory of the economists to show that this economy was nothing more
than the inevitable unfolding of human nature.
Let’s be clear, though, to avoid any confusion: humans have always
engaged in diverse forms of production, distribution, exchange, and consumption. What the concept of “the economy” did, in its specific historical form, was
to create a kind of conceptual enclosure around a very particular set of human
rationalities, motivations, social activities, and ways of life. Economic theory
said: self-interest is the legitimate, and natural, economic motivation. Exclusive,
individual private property is the legitimate, and efficient, way to organize
access to resources and the means of livelihood. Accumulation of wealth (and
the fear of poverty) is the legitimate incentive that will generate human wellbeing. Wage labor (a world divided into owners and workers) is the way to
organize effective and innovative economies. Competition is the dynamic that
generates efficiency in production and exchange. Bundle all of these things
together, publish books about their necessity and build institutions on their
certainty, lock the rest of life’s complexity and possibility in a closet (or a jail)
and call that…economics.
The physical enclosures that drove people from their common land
and forced them into dependence on wage jobs over the course of the sixteenth
to eighteenth centuries in Europe, and that robbed indigenous peoples of their
lives and land, were accompanied and supported by the conceptual enclosures
that made the story of “the economy.” These are two sides of the same coin.
And this process of double enclosure is ongoing. It is called “privatization,”
“colonialism,” “neoliberalism,” “development,” and “economics 101.” 3
2

3

For at least some of this story, see Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston:
Beacon Press, 2001); E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class
(New York: Penguin, 1991); and Peter Linebaugh, The Magna Carta Manifesto
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, California: University of California Press, 2008).
For more on contemporary enclosures, see Massimo De Angelis, The Beginning
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The economy has to be made continually, and it is made by institutions that
enforce this story on us, that put us in debt to its dependency-machine, that
steal our labor, our ideas, and our futures in the name of our own best interests.
It is made by convincing us that its story is true, and then punishing us when
we fail to act accordingly. This is why we need a different story, and a new array
of practices to make it real.
From Economy to Livelihood: Five Principles
The glimmers of a new economic story are emerging. These are
concepts and intuitions that can help us to begin freeing our imaginations from
the grip of the old “economy” and to embark on new collective explorations of
how we might live together in this coming age of uncertainty and change.
Let’s begin with five principles for re-orienting our economic thinking.
1. From “The Economy” to Diverse Livelihoods
There is no single “economy,” except as a story that is enforced by
institutions to maintain the status quo. There are, instead, diverse forms of
livelihood, multiple ways that we make our livings in relation to each other and
to the living world of which we are a part.
The idea of a single “economic system” made of money and markets
is a bankrupt story that serves only to make our economic possibilities invisible. It is time to move from a notion of “economy” to one of livelihood. 4
We do not just depend on jobs and money for our livelihoods.
Our lives are more than our work, and our work is more than our jobs. We
depend on each other, on our families and friends, on our neighbors, and on
the many communities of which we are a part. We depend on gift-giving and
bartering, generosity and solidarity, lending and borrowing, sharing and holding
resources in common. We depend on our own skills and the skills of others, on
shared wisdom, and on shared forms of work within and beyond the workplace.
These are the forms of livelihood, in fact, that keep us alive in the most difficult
times. We don’t rely on “the market” to provide us with our needs when the
floodwaters rise, when the mill closes down, when the company downsizes, or
when the hurricane strikes. We rely on each other, because we are the economy
of life and community.
In a larger sense, we also rely on the ongoing labor of other living
beings and the world itself, processes of livelihood which “the economy” cannot provide (and most often works to exploit or destroy): the plants that make
our oxygen, the soils that grow our food, the insects that pollinate our fruit, the
climate that turns our seasons, the clouds that bring the rain, and the wind that
sweeps them away to reveal the sun. This is not “natural capital”: this is our
shared world. It cannot be turned into money.

4

of History (London: Pluto Press, 2007); David Bollier, Silent Theft: The Private
Plunder of Our Common Wealth (New York: Routledge, 2003); and The Commoner,
Issue 2 (2001) and Issue 7 (2002) (www.commoner.org.uk) among others.
For more on this shift in perspective from a monolithic “economy” to a diverse
landscape of practices, see J.K. Gibson-Graham, A Postcapitalist Politics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006); and Jenny Cameron and J.K. GibsonGraham, “Feminising the Economy: Metaphors, Strategies, Politics,” Gender, Place
and Culture, Vol. 10, No. 2 (2011) 145–157; also other work of the Community
Economies Collective: http://www.communityeconomies.org.
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→

See p. 90
Jenny Cameron: The Economy as an Iceberg. Courtesy of the
Community Economies Collective 2001, J.K. Gibson-Graham 2006

The story of “the economy” has hidden from us our possibilities. These are not
just imagined, not just fantasies of what might yet be. No, the creative action
of generations of economic pioneers has already given rise to a whole array of
living possibilities in which we might participate, or on which we might come
to depend: worker, consumer and producer cooperatives; community currencies;
fair trade initiatives; housing cooperatives and intentional communities; volunteer rescue and fire squads; collective childcare and education networks;
community-run social centers; public libraries; non-profit community development credit unions; free schools; cooperative forms of no-interest financing;
community gardens; neighborhood care networks; open source free software
projects; community supported agriculture (CSA) programs; farmer’s markets;
community land trusts—commons of all sizes and shapes.
These are not utopian projects. They are the imperfect shapes of our
creative struggles to build different forms of livelihood in this actual world.
They call us toward possibilities that we have only begun to explore and to
fight for.
2. From Economy/Nature to a Communit y of Life
“The economy” is not a subset of ecology, and “nature” is neither a
limit nor a source for an “economic system.” We are fully members of a community of life on this planet.
How many more times will we be asked to choose between “jobs” and
“the environment”? This choice is the insult added to the injury of enclosure.
It is a demand that we choose between two forms of slow death: to starve our
families one by one or to destroy the earthly base on which our lives depend.
Yet this is not an inevitable struggle between competing goods. It is
a violent effect of the very concept of “the economy” as it has been historically
constructed and justified. The process of conceptual enclosure that created the
economy also created an ecology. Inside the economy are all the things that
count. Outside the economy is everything else, including “nature,” the living
world from which all livelihoods are made.
It is a convenient separation: as long as “nature” is seen as a separate
domain of life, a realm of valueless objects, a pool of resources to be mined
(and made “valuable”) or an empty space into which all waste can be dumped,
then “the economy” can just get along with its business of exploiting everything
in the name of profit and growth. Even more convenient is the way that certain
humans, along with their cultures, communities, and homelands, can be tossed
into the realm of nature (as “savages” or as “primitive peoples”) and then colonized or destroyed in the name of necessary economic development. Economics
is for real humans, we are told; ecology is for everyone else.
But we rise up and resist. Mass social mobilizations, protests, strikes,
and occupations: we refuse to be ignored or exploited. Ecosystems, too, reach
their limits and cease to be silent. Large-scale extinctions, fishery collapses,
new emerging diseases, mass deforestation, devastating droughts and floods,
soil nutrient depletions, rising food insecurity, and ever-increasing rates of
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cancer are all ways in which we are learning that no economy can get away for
long with the systematic plunder of its own base. And perhaps no message
could be clearer than the dawning collective realization that the spewing emissions of our economic monster are—as we speak—destabilizing the 10,000
year-old planetary climate pattern which has made agriculturally-based civilization possible.
There can be no doubt: the extent to which “jobs” appear at odds with
“the environment” is precisely the extent to which we are trapped by the economic
institutions of the status quo. We must make a creative and collective escape from
this disastrous trap, as if our lives depended on it. Because, in fact, they do.
A new politics of ecological livelihood is calling us: to collectively
refuse either form of slow death; to directly confront not the question of “jobs
or environment,” but the absurd structure of the trap itself. This, then, is the
work of defending our livelihoods and our ecological communities while, at
the same time, imagining and building forms of life in which our economies
and ecologies are no longer placed in opposition.
How do we do this? We are only beginning to explore the possibilities,
but we can catch glimmers of emerging pathways: first, a collective refusal to
accept the old choices, a defiant opposition to ecological destruction, and an
emerging awareness that no economics can be taken seriously that does not
place the work of ecological restoration at the very center of its theories and
practices. Second, an emerging dedication to transforming our own needs and
aspirations. We are learning that we—not just individually, but as communities—
must come to want different lives, to make these lives possible for each other,
and to find joy in these different ways of living. And third, the ongoing invention of new forms of production and provision: zero-waste, closed-loop manufacturing, bioregional re-localization of industry, principles of “permaculture”
applied to broader economic processes, 5 forms of decentralized and distributed
community-controlled production, ecological design through biomimicry, the
defense and reclamation of local and indigenous livelihood practice and knowledge, and the re-construction of shared and protected resource commons. 6
3. Beyond “the Market” and “the State”
There is a world of possibility beyond ”the market” and “the state,”
and our economic politics must stop see-sawing back and forth between these
two poles. More market! More state! More market! More state! Is this not the
repetitive debate of mainstream economic politics over the last dozen decades?
Have we had enough of this yet? It is crucial for us to recognize that our imaginations and our economic possibilities are stifled by this radically oversimplified way of thinking.
One effect of this story is to make “markets” seem inevitably linked
with “capitalism.” The term “capitalist market” ends up seeming redundant,
5
6

See, for example, David Holmgren, Permaculture: Principles and Pathways Beyond
Sustainability (Hepburn: Holmgren Design Services, 2002); and Bill Mollison, Per
maculture: A Practical Guide for a Sustainable Future (Covelo: Island Press, 1990).
Freya Mathews describes these various practices as pointing toward the possibility
of economies of “biosynergy,” that is, forms of livelihood that not only refrain from
destroying ecosystems, but work to heal and enhance them. See Freya Mathews,
“The Moral Ambiguities in the Politics of Climate Change,” in Climate Change and
Environmental Ethics, ed. Ven Nanda (New York: Transaction Publishers, 2010).
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and to be for (or against) one is to be for (or against) the other. But this is a link
that we have to break. Capitalism is a specific way of organizing production:
a separation of working people from our abilities to meet our own needs, and
a relation of wage-labor in which workers have neither ownership nor control
over the profits we create. Markets are a form of exchange in which sellers and
buyers meet to trade products using some agreed-upon medium of exchange. 7
Capitalism requires markets, but markets do not require capitalism.
This does not at all imply an endorsement of “alternative” markets
as a grand and equitable solution to our economic struggles. It is simply to say
that we do not yet know what kinds of markets we can create. Markets are
animated by all kinds of dynamics, depending on the institutions that participate in them and the rules that are set up to structure them. What kinds of
“solidarity markets” might emerge from a network of exchange among worker—and community—owned businesses? What would it look like to sever
capitalism from markets in our public politics? We can meet the pro-marketeers
not with another demand for state control, but with a challenge: let’s take the
ethics of democracy and freedom all the way into the heart of the exploitative
capitalist firm. Let’s transform that, and then see what forms of freedom we
can make together.
The other side of this coin, the side of the state, presents us with a
similar trap we need to avoid. We have been handed an image of “the state” as a
single, unified, coherent thing. 8 You are either for it or against it. To advocate for
one function of the state is to ally yourself with all of them. The state is either
the bureaucratic boogeyman working to destroy our freedom and steal our hardearned money, or it is the singular leverage point for progressive politics, the great
protector of public goods and the provider of social resources.
We either work to abolish it, or to restore it to some mythic, past democratic glory.
This story narrows our political and economic possibilities by hiding
two key things. First, it hides all of the complex differences that exist “inside”
the big box that we call “the state.” All kinds of different and conflicting relationships, politics, interests, and functions get bundled together in this packagedeal. The question is not “state or no state”; it is this: whose values are institu
tionalized in the specific programs of a specific state? Does a given element of
the “state” help or hinder in forming the conditions of possibility for new forms
of democratic and equitable livelihood in our communities?
But perhaps even more importantly, our oversimplified story of “the
state” hides all of the possible ways that we might imagine and struggle for the
transformation and decentralization of many state functions. What does the
state need to do, and what does the state need to coordinate, but delegate to a
more direct and local level? What can we remove the state from altogether, and
do for ourselves?
These questions might seem terrifying if you’ve been thinking that
the problem of “neoliberalism” is its assault on the state. But the problem of
neoliberalism is, more accurately, its agenda to “privatize the benefits and
7
8

This is a distinction that comes from Karl Polanyi, The Livelihood of Man
(New York: Academic Press, 1977).
For some theory that supports this critique, see Timothy Mitchell, “The Limits of
the State: Beyond Statist Approaches and Their Critics,” The American Political
Science Review Vol. 85, No.1 (1991).
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socialize the costs.” It is a project of social theft and enclosure. The state appears
as its target, and as something we must absolutely defend, only because we have
conceded the entire terrain of possibility to the old state/market divide! Might
we imagine a more inspiring politics that sees the widespread public critique
of the state as an opportunity to experiment with new forms of grassroots
democratic practice? Might we learn to selectively defend and fight for certain
elements of the state while remaining true to an aspiration for maximum direct
democracy? Might we move from privatization to cooperativization?
And this points to the final problem of the state/market divide, and
one that is likely clear by now: there is an entire universe of livelihood practices and institutional possibilities that are neither part of “the market” nor part
of “the state.” It is this huge space—in fact, the space in which most of us live,
most of the time—that is rendered invisible when we reduce “the economy” to
its old twin forms. This space has been called “the social economy,” the “third
sector,” and “civil society.” But these terms fail to capture the diversity and
scope of all that we make and do outside of the market and the state: all forms
of gifting, sharing, collective-doing; in fact, all forms of the work of living
itself. Neither job nor handout: this is how we occupy our world.
4. From Necessity to Possibility
There are no “economic laws,” and there is nothing necessary or
inevitable about economic dynamics. We make our economies, and therefore
we can make them differently.
Economists have been the priests of the possible. When they appear
in public to address some issue or key question, it is most often to tell us (directly
or implicitly) what we can or cannot do, what is or is not viable, what is reasonable and what is merely naïve dreaming. They seem to have it all figured out:
direct access to the sum total of human potential. Interested in social change?
In imagining a more equitable and democratic future? In exploring new possibilities for how we might live together responsibly? Don’t get too excited until
you talk to the economists. They’re the ones who sign your permission slip.
It’s time to begin consciously and systematically ignoring anyone who
claims that they have figured out what can or can’t be done. This is not to say
that everything is possible—it is not—but simply that we do not yet know where
the line is between the possible and the impossible, and stories that stop us
from exploring this frontier are stories that we must leave behind. 9
Every society creates the conditions of viability for its own practices:
certain things are permitted, and others forbidden; certain things are supported,
and others denied. We must remember this: capitalist businesses did not spring
up magically into the world already “viable.” The supposed practicality, efficiency, and creative power of the market economy was not simply waiting,
ready-to-go, for its successful release into the world. The world had to be
radically transformed so that these institutions could become possible and
viable. Political struggle and creation cannot be simply about realizing that
which is already possible, but must be about changing the conditions of possi
bility themselves so that new forms of life can be born.
9

See J.K. Gibson-Graham, A Postcapitalist Politics (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2006).
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This is our task: to begin envisioning and creating relationships and
structures that make new ways of living and new forms of livelihood more and
more viable. This is, in part, the work of making visible, and then connecting,
the practices of cooperation and solidarity that already exist in our midst—the
work of a solidarity economics. And the question of what economic reforms to
fight for should always be asked with this in mind: will this reform help to
change the conditions of possibility for other kinds of cooperative, equitable,
and ecological livelihoods to gather strength? Will this open the door to new
possibilities for grassroots, democratic organization? Will this help to strengthen
movements that are fighting to take back commons, build collective power, and
enact new ways of living?
5. From “The Economy” to Economic Solidarity
and Democracy
We must no longer think of economics as the objective analysis of a
“system.” It must now become an active practice of solidarity and democratic
organizing.
“The economy” is something that is built for us. Livelihoods are what
we, collectively, make for ourselves. We must cease to see economics as the study
of a “system” that stands apart from us, and that we can influence only by demanding regulations from politicians or accountability from corporations. We must
begin to see economics as something that we do, and the economy as that which
we make. To the extent that this power of making our own livings has been taken
from us, we will take it back.
Our social movements must begin to make a tremendous shift.
We have protested, we have expressed our outrage, we have demanded changes,
we have struggled to win. But we have not yet begun, in a serious, strategic, and
connected way, to build our own economies. This is the power that we handed
over to the experts and the policy-makers, and this is the power that we must
reclaim: if we want to live in a just, democratic, and ecologically-viable world, we
need to organize ourselves, organize our resources, organize our collective power,
and build this world in the here-and-now. No waiting for a better president. No
waiting for the “recovery.” No waiting for the revolution. Just the hard, slow, but
powerful work of reclaiming commons, learning how to make democracy work
in our lives and organizations, constructing new forms of shared livelihood, connecting them together in webs of mutual support and recognition, and fighting to
overcome or transform every obstacle that gets in our way.
This is the call: Occupy! Connect! Create!
Occupy!
What is it “to occupy”? What is this charged word that has spread
like wildfire and incited us to reclaim public space? It reminds some of us, quite
appropriately, of invasion or colonization—as in “an occupied nation.” At the
same time, the #Occupy Movement is pointing toward a different sense of the
word: a taking back. From its Latin roots, “to occupy” can, in fact, mean to
seize a space against the status quo and to turn it towards something new. 10
10

Occupy: from obcapere (Latin). The “ob-” can mean “in the directions of, towards,”
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To occupy is to construct a space in which we can engage in the craft—the
occupation—of enacting the world we long for.
We need to understand and to enact “occupation” in the widest sense
possible: to seize every single space that we possibly can—physical and conceptual—in which to exercise collective power and experiment with new forms
of collective life. This is also about making visible the spaces that we have
already occupied, the practices and forms of life in which we are already rooted
and which we already share in common. Think of us as water; think of our
spaces of occupation as the cracks into which we flow. These are the footholds
from which we launch each new moment of creative action.
Connect!
We are only as strong as our connections with others, and the work of
building other forms of livelihood cannot be done alone. Remember “the trap”: our
creative escape, if it is to work, has to be collective. We will do it together, or we will
not do it at all. Our work, then, must be about making connections at every step.
First, linking our work across multiple issues: building relationships
of solidarity between people struggling against Wall Street financiers, predatory
lending, corporate personhood, military action, the prison-industrial complex,
the many faces of racism, the ongoing colonization of indigenous land and
culture, climate change, the ecological devastation of industrial and factory
farming, islands of plastic collecting in our oceans, toxic waste in low-income
communities, privatization and slashing of social programs, decaying public
infrastructure, and skyrocketing foreclosure and unemployment. We are engaging here in the work of learning to hear each other’s stories, to connect with
each other’s differences, to take responsibility for our own complicities, and to
build solidarity across many kinds of work and struggle.
Second, linking our many practices and institutions of cooperative
livelihood together in webs of mutual support: This is the task of the emerging
solidarity economics movement. Here, our work is to begin building concrete,
material relationships of support and exchange among initiatives working in
multiple sectors of economic life: projects that are caring for and defending
creation (the gifts of the earth: all that from which we draw our livelihoods,
but which exceeds human agency); forms of production; types of exchange and
distribution; forms of organized consumption; structures for saving and allocating surplus (recycling and financing); and practices of democratic economic
governance (decision-making, rules, and agreements). We need to connect
diverse initiatives engaging in these forms of work in order to build new, synergistic ecosystems of livelihood, to pool resources and create shared support
structures, and to build collective and organized economic power.

→
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Third, connecting the work of solidaritybased economic organizing with the
broader work of building diverse, multiissue social movements: we must
integrate economic alternatives into social movements, and social movements
into economic alternatives. Organizations working for economic, social, and
ecological justice can act as sources of accountability for emerging solidarity
economy networks that face cultural and economic pressure to adopt “market
values.” And reciprocally, solidarity economy networks can infuse social movements with concrete examples and experiences of their values in action.
These linkages offer ways for oppositional social movements to strengthen their
critiques and demands with an increasing commitment to building new economies and ways of life.

Solidarity Economy Movement Tree, 2011.

And fourth, the work of linking multiple forms of transformative work: defense,
offense, creation, and healing. We must connect the work of defending our lives
and communities from colonization and injustice, the work of actively opposing
oppression in all forms, the work of healing together from trauma and hurt, 12 and
the work of imagining and building alternative ways to live together and meet
our needs as integral parts of a holistic movement for transformation. We cannot
afford to divide ourselves along these lines, and we must cease to participate in
a culture of activism which tries to place final judgments on the importance,
effectiveness, or “radicalness” of our diverse forms of work. We need each other.
We need each other’s differences. We need the many different things that each

See p. 54
Cheyenna Weber, SolidarityNYC: Solidarity Economy Circle.
Courtesy of Ethan Miller. 11
and at the same time “against,” or “in a direction or manner contrary to the usual”
(as in “obverse”). Capere is “to take, to seize.” At the same time, “to occupy” is “to
employ, to make use of, to exercise one’s craft” (from the Oxford English Dictionary).
Minnesota Press, 2006).
A larger version of this circle, with descriptions of many of the initiatives listed
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on it, can be downloaded here: http://www.geo.coop/files/Solidarity%20Economy_
Circle%20and%20Key.pdf. For more on solidarity economy linkages, see Ethan
Miller, “Solidarity Economy: Key Concepts and Issues,” in Solidarity Economy I:
Building Alternatives for People and Planet, eds. Emily Kawano, Tom Masterson,
and Jonathan Teller-Ellsberg (Amherst: Center for Popular Economics, 2010). This
can be downloaded at: http://www.communityeconomies.org/site/assets/media/
Ethan_Miller/Miller_Solidarity_Economy_Key_Issues_2010.pdf
See Yashna, “Communities of Care, Organizations for Liberation” accessed October
5, 2011, OrganizingUpgrade.com. http://www.organizingupgrade.com/2011/07/
yashna-communities-of-care/.
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of us has to offer. This is about relentless humility: we do not know how to make
the changes that we need to make, and we will only discover the paths together.

Four Wings of a Transformative Social Movement, 2011.

Create!
The work of occupation and connection must become the work of
creation: the creative, collective construction of forms of livelihood and community that might enable us to imagine a day when Wall Street can topple
without bringing suffering millions with it. This is our way out of the trap. It
is not a naïve notion of “dropping out” (as if everyone had the privilege to do
this, or the privilege to choose otherwise), or a dreamy hope of evading hard
work and struggle. It is, rather, about recognizing that the work of breaking out
of our dependence is a necessary site for our creative action.
There are two views that we must keep in sight, never letting go of
either. The first view is the need to build and fight for stability and security for
ourselves, each other, our families, our communities and those with whom we’re
connected around the world, here-and-now. This is where we demand (and the
list can go on): equitable social policies, demilitarization, restructuring of
financial systems, debt forgiveness on multiple fronts, trade policy oriented
toward economic justice, public investment in post-carbon conversion and
ecological restoration, free education for all, and fiscal policies which significantly and progressively redistribute wealth from the 1% to the rest, particularly
those who have been systematically excluded even from the shrinking “middle
class.” This is where we work, recognizing our dependency on that which we
must transform, for job creation. But not just any job creation: we must take
the initiative in creating locallyrooted jobs in workplaces that we own, manage,
and share together, and that enhance the resilience, stability, and health of our
ecological communities.
At the same time, we need to keep the second view in sight: a world
of livelihood beyond employment. We must shift from simply asking how we
might create more (or better) jobs to asking about how we can progressively
create the conditions in which we no longer need them.
How can we begin to build a world in which the unpaid labor of birthing, parenting, caring for elders, building community, creating art, working for
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justice, and defending and restoring our ecosystems can be supported as shared
social goods? What forms of accounting would make this work and its value
publicly visible? What structures for supporting each other and sharing surplus
can make this work more viable and sustainable?
Moreover, how do we recommon the enclosures that created our
dependency on wage-work in the first place? How do we construct forms of
direct, collective access to our means of subsistence? How do we make growing
our own food, gathering and sharing resources collectively, producing for ourselves at home and in cooperative communities, building our own housing,
providing our own non-monetized networks of support and care, all the more
possible and viable? Life beyond “jobs” is not for everyone, and nor does it need
to be. But it must become an ever-more available option. Let us keep our eyes
on this prize: the possibility of diverse, dignified, democratic, and cooperative
livelihoods available to all.
Do we know how to make this possible? Not yet. But we can say this:
It is time to launch the largest explosion of practical experimentation that our
society has ever seen.
To do this work, we must all begin to imagine our lives differently.
What does it mean to stand on the edge of everything we once took for granted
and choose to step into the unknown? Alone, this work is terrifying.
Together, it becomes an adventure in living. We need to begin imagining lives
in which our forms of security (if we have them at all) do not lie in the structures held up by Wall Street or beholden to the banks and corrupt governments.
We need to begin exploring the possibility of new forms of security, new forms
of resilience. Not in banks or retirement funds, not even in money, but in rela
tionships, in community, in commons, in common skills, common land, common
resources, and common movements of people experimenting, imagining, and
building a different life together.
This creative experimentation cannot ignore the work of long-term
visioning, the work of developing and debating blueprints and maps for the
future we seek to create; but nor can we get stuck in the all-too-common and
dangerous demand for “an alternative.” There is no singular “economy,” and
there will be no singular alternative. This is a path of many paths, and the work
of many hearts and minds. We are a movement, not a destination.
This is going to be a hell of an adventure.

Gratitude to Kate Boverman, who inspired this piece and provided crucial ideas,
support and editing; to Michael Johnson for extensive, spirited comments and
helpful critiques; to Annie McShiras, Cheyenna Weber, Len Krimerman, and Anne
O’Brien for excellent suggestions and edits.
This chapter is an abridged version of a longer piece of the same title, which can
be found at www.geo.coop.
Occupy! Connect! Create! Imagining Life Beyond “The Economy” by Ethan Miller
is licensed under a Create Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0
Unported License.

Fallen Fruit

Communities, Resources
There is no better way to get a group of strangers to interact than to give them
a task. The core of Fallen Fruit’s work is social, finding ways to get strangers
to not just talk, but to develop relationships. Conversations between jammers
begin with fruit, jam, and food, but they often move into childhood memories
of cooking and picking fruit, family stories, personal stories, and esoteric facts.
Often people’s stories include tales of immigration—the sour oranges used for
cooking in Mexico, or a grandmother’s gooseberries in Germany. Talk turns
to the neighborhoods where the fruit was picked, what grows where, what once
grew, and what might grow. The subject of place is always related to migration:
Americans move an average of every five years. The event becomes a forum on
how we live, eat, and use space that is neither theoretical nor abstract: everyone
is an expert on the taste of a banana.
No one uses recipes at a Public Fruit Jam, just a set of proportions that we’ve
found pretty fail proof. The jams that arise are often unexpected and unrepeat
able, a flavormemory of a moment of time spent with strangers. Strawberry
grapefruit with mint, kumquat jam, and “sunshine,” a mixture of four or five
citrus fruits, are just a few of them. People perceive jammaking as something
laborious and difficult, but in fact no skills are required other than the ability
to handle a knife and work a stove. Demystifying the making of jam somehow
fuels the power of forging these new and temporary communities. We’ve learned
not to offer too much direction because collectively people know a lot, and this
knowledge sharing is one of the engines of creating social bonds.
For Fallen Fruit, the end product is as much the social experience as the actual
jam produced, and perhaps the more durable one.
The Public Fruit Jam has a radiant quality echoing the symbolic
qualities of fruit: goodness, bounty, and sweetness. From one perspective you
could say it even has aesthetic qualities such as color, form, and embedded
symbolism. Occasionally we are asked if the jam itself is the “art” part, the
thing we contribute as artists. While the public is jamming, they have a complete
sensual experience, a Gesamtkunstwerk, with smell, taste, color, light, and
sound. However as much as we value the jam, it’s a bit the byproduct, or even
side effect, of the basic social experiment this work engages in. While Fallen
Fruit has produced many images, graphics, videos, sculptural objects, and
installations, the Public Fruit Jam is a key template of our collaboration, and
we often return to it as a guidepost when creating new work.
The work of Fallen Fruit erases the distinction between artist and
audience, between the creator and the receiver of a work of art. Not positioning
ourselves as the authors (despite the number of times we’ve made jam) puts us
on an equal basis with all the participants. The collaboration is with the entire
group. Participants are invited to take the jam they make, but to consider trading
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with each other and to leave jam on a communal table for tasting and sharing.
As the various jams start materializing after an hour or so, a group forms around
the tasting table, and their conversation is fueled by toast, tea, and jam.
The ambience at the table is both strange and familiar, as it echoes back to
primal rituals of collective food preparation and preserving. Participants often
comment that communal events like this must have been common in premodern
times. The Public Fruit Jam connects us to a sense of the past and also suggests
an alternative future, in which the way we live is both less separate from our
food and less isolated from each other.
The Public Fruit Jam is an annual event in Los Angeles, almost always
hosted at Machine Project in Echo Park. We present them often when we travel,
and often elsewhere in LA at other times of the year. At Machine Project the
jams now spill out onto the street, covering almost half the block with tables
of people cooking and talking; suddenly the city feels different and surpri
sing. Funding is either through grants or hosts venues. There is no cost to the
public and the jam is never sold. The fruit comes from public space, is trans
formed by the public, and returned to people as Public Fruit Jam.

FIND TWO OR THREE PEOPLE YOU DON’T KNOW AND SIT DOWN
what do you mean there are no recipes I need a cutting board

Fallen Fruit is David Burns, Matias Viegener, and Austin Young.

WATER IF IT SEEMS TOO DRY. WHEN IT COMES TO A BOIL, ADD THE
peel if you want to use avocados that is your business that’s so

apples and loquats, berrylike, bergamot oranges, blushed

AT A TABLE. NEGOTIATE THE MIXTURE WITH YOUR COLLABOwhere is the pectin can I use two of your lemons can you make jam

peaches, can I taste it? cheerful chatter, chunky, citrus peel,

RATORS. TAKE FIVE CUPS OF FRUIT AND CUT IT INTO SMALL
from bananas did someone take my jacket keep stirring seed the

deep pomegranate red, delicate, did you try this one? earthy,

PIECES. MEASURE FIVE CUPS OF SUGAR, AND OPEN ONE
pomegranates this really needs to get in a jar soon wow mint have

fleshy, floral, fresh, fruity, full-bodied, grassy and sweet,

PACKET OF PECTIN. THE PROPORTIONS ARE IMPORTANT.
you tasted the loquats on Lucille wash your hands don’t tell me that

handpicked, hearty, homegrown, hot on toast, it really smells

PUT THE FRUIT AND THE PECTIN IN A POT, ADDING A LITTLE
you grew those at home no pith no seeds let’s add more tangerine

like roses, just a little sour, laughter, hurry up, lemons with figs
and lavender, lush, more grapefruit peel, nectarines, nutty, oh

SUGAR. SUGAR IS A PRESERVATIVE, AND PECTIN IS A FIBER THAT
funny we live on the same block are those cactus pads I’m ready

those berries, orange with red blobs, pale orange, passionfruit,

BINDS THE MOLECULES OF WATER TO THOSE OF SUGAR. AFTER A
chop it finer ok improvise keep stirring this one is amazing yes
perfumed, pink, pungent and sweet, purple with orange flecks, quick!

SECOND BOIL, THE JAM IS DONE. LADLE THE JAM INTO JARS.
I love blueberries is that enough pectin that is a smell like no other

reddish, ripe, robust, rose petals, purple like plums, ruby, rustic,

WRITE THE INGREDIENTS ON THE LID. CONSIDER SWAPPING
yes there’s at least five different berries in here equal quantities I’ve

saturated, smells like a candy factory, spattered with red, spicy,

JAM WITH OTHER PEOPLE, AND LEAVE A JAR FOR THOSE WHO
never done this before wow the lavender smells great can we trade

soft, steaming, sticky and sweet, supple, tangy, tart, the flavor of

BROUGHT NO FRUIT. THESE JARS ARE ONLY PARTLY STERILIZED,
ok I wish mangos grew here add some more peaches it’s delicious

tangerines, toasty, try it, velvety, very yellow, violet, yes but did you

SO EAT THE JAM IMMEDIATELY, OR KEEP IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR.
another batch is ready and we need more jars can I have a taste?

try that one? zest of lemons and bitter oranges, zippy kumquat.
Fallen Fruit, Jam Score, 2009.

JAMSCORE by Fallen Fruit, 2009
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Alvarado Blvd, just outside Machine Project,
Los Angeles, 2008.
Photograph by Fallen Fruit.

Public Fruit Jam, 2008.
Photograph by Fallen Fruit.

Public Fruit Jam, 2006.
Photograph by Amber Seeley.

Public Fruit Jam Invitation, 2008.

Precarious Workers Brigade

Communities, Economies
The following co-authored account introduces and reflects on the people’s
tribunal as a format for examining systemic problems of precarity. Based on
the example of Precarity: The People’s Tribunal, carried out by the Precarious
Workers Brigade (PWB) at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London,
UK in March 2011, we make a special reference to this event in an attempt to
troubleshoot any future iterations of such an action. This account is also an
open invitation to adopt and adapt this tool from the PWB’s toolbox, to address
the ethics of collective action and institutionalized precarity. People’s tribunals,
like the one proposed here, can be applied in work-related situations where
systemic injustice, normalized to the point of intractability, lies beyond the
reach of existing labour and employment legislation and policy.
Precarity is an adjective referring to a set of conditions, such as insecurity,
instability, and vulnerability, affecting both life and labour of an individual.
The expression has its roots in the notion of “obtaining something by prayer.”
The condition of precarity plays out via short-term contracts, no-contract work,
bad pay, deprivation of rights and status, vulnerability to mobbing, competition
and pressure, high rent, lack of accessible public services, etc. Precarity is not
linked to a specific type of employment status, but manifests itself through an
insecurity whereby one is at the mercy of others, always having to beg, network,
and compete in order to be able to pursue one’s labour and life. Precarity is the
paradoxical state of being both overworked and insecure at once, regardless of
being employed or not.
The PWB is a UK-based group of precarious workers in culture and
education organised around the issue of precarity. We call out in solidarity with
all those struggling to make a living in the current climate of instability and
enforced austerity.
We come together not to defend what was, but to demand, create and reclaim:
Equal Pay: no more free labour; guaranteed income for all
Free Education: all debts and future debts cancelled now
Democratic Institutions: cut unelected, unaccountable, and
unmandated leaders
The Commons: shared ownership of space, ideas, and resources
The PWB’s praxis springs from a shared commitment to developing research
and actions that are practical, relevant, and easily shared and applied. If putting
an end to precarity is the social justice we seek, our political project involves
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developing tactics, strategies, formats, practices, dispositions, knowledges, etc.
for making this happen. We inherited this hands-on, action-oriented approach
from the Carrot Workers Collective (CW).
Over the past five years, this self-organised, London-based initiative
has been active around issues of free labour, particularly internships, in the
cultural sector. However, several circumstances converged in the spring of 2010,
prompting the CW to seek solidarity with other like-minded groups. The massive bank bailouts that followed the inconceivable mismanagement of the
banking sector by the previous Labour governments led to unprecedented cuts
to public spending being introduced by the recently elected coalition (Conservative-Liberal Democrat) government. Research funding cuts were only the
beginning of a wider project, which appears to lead to an effective privatization
of culture, arts, and higher education sectors in the UK. Beyond these changes
to the situation in the UK, there was a desire within the CW to broaden the
group’s remit beyond internships, by framing precarity as a systemic problem
present in all aspects of cultural and educational work. The reliance on a
willingness to work for free in the arts, for example, means those who can afford
to work unpaid are at a distinct advantage in this sector. This leads not only to
the exclusion of those who cannot afford to work for free, but also perpetuates
a culture of poor working conditions where unpaid overtime is the norm, the
minimum wage regulations are often ignored, and competition among peers
becomes even more fierce.
A residency invitation from the ICA in autumn 2010 offered the CW
an opportunity to open the group to other individuals and collectives. This lead
to the CW putting out an open call for contributions, which brought together a
diverse group of artists, activists, and educators who began to map their personal
experiences of precarity. The Precarious Workers’ Brigade was born.
As a fledgling collective we had come together to try to deal with the many
facets of precarity and at the same time investigate how, through working together
as a group, we could counteract our own individualised precarious conditions.
The discussions we had were heated and complex as we reflected on, for example,
the romanticised view of privileged artists in search of a precarious existence
and our own complicity in the reproduction of our own precarious conditions.
We began to gather testimonies of other people’s experiences, used forum theatre exercises and co-counselling techniques and discussed relevant film and
video materials to further our understanding of the matter at hand.
We wanted to share our research and experiences in a public arena
and considered the format of a people’s tribunal as a method of continuing a
collective conversation that would reflect our interest in recognising the characteristics and repercussions of precarity, as well as holding the conditions
that allow it to continue to account. We hosted Precarity: The People’s Tribunal
at the ICA on March 21, 2011.
What is a People’s Tribunal?
A people’s tribunal is not a trial. People’s tribunals have been used in
circumstances where legal norms do exist, but their breach is not being prosecuted by the courts, for example, if the identified injustices are not illegal per
se, but could and should be outlawed or if injustices cannot be grasped by the
law because the existing law is unable to identify structural causes that lead to
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an unjust situation. Our understanding is that precarity is not a perpetrator,
person, nor a crime. It is a condition brought on by a set of interrelations that
connect the deeply personal and the systemic, the political and the economic.
As a result, in the condition of precarity there are regular breaches of legal
conventions, such as failure to provide payment, to provide proper contracts, to
comply with oral agreements, and to provide safe working environments. These
injustices are often not prosecuted for a whole host of reasons. While some of
the aspects of precarity are covered by existing law and are therefore illegal,
the vast majority is not. Therefore the condition of precarity seems to lend
itself to the form of a people’s tribunal that can provide a public space where
voices of the implicated can be witnessed, for example, by listening to the
stories of precarious workers in their own words, gestures, sounds, and images.
The more we worked together to understand the complexity of precarity in tandem with the tribunal format, the more we recognised the value of
the tribunal’s structure for organizing, presenting and activating the form and
content of our research. Rather than taking on a role that is already scripted,
the tribunal format allowed us to adapt and script our roles ourselves, as we
went along. We received an overwhelming amount of personal testimonies
leading to questions concerning how they could be used in the tribunal.
We were keen not to abstract them into bullet points or sound bites, draining
them of the real-world significance of the contributors’ lived experience.
Rather than merge many testimonies together to create more generic/
fictional ones, we chose a few pertinent accounts. The rest will provide the basis
for an archive, which we continue to add to and/or use in future tribunals.
Throughout our workshops and preparations, four themes emerged
when organising the tribunal’s content. These themes formed the basis of four
cases. The cases were scripted using some of the collected testimonies and
presented by and to the participants in the tribunal. Evidence was brought to
bear in the form of images, transcripts, and objects. In some cases, the lack of
evidence itself was acknowledged as significant by its very absence. Expert
witnesses also testified in relation to each of the themes.
The four cases presented at the tribunal were:
The underpaid and the unpaid.
This section was concerned with the casualisation of the labour force,
whose contracts are shorter and less reliable and often only exist in the form of
spoken agreements. It also looked at the commonly held misconception that
people should work for nothing.
Institutionalised precarity.
In this section, we talked about institutionalised precarity in terms of
the role of institutions in the production and self-replication of different aspects
of precarious life, for example, poor or no pay; the exploitation of cultural
workers’ willingness to work for free; the false promise of future opportunities;
the expectation of long working hours; the lack of resources for production and
artists’ fees; and directorships being led by marketing and branding strategies,
de-prioritising engagement in the work their organisations supposedly support.
We looked at both the situated and the systemic aspects of precarity that arise
in our work and life experiences.
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Immigration.
In this case, voices of absent contributors related experiences of precarious realities arising from constantly changing immigration policy.
We looked at how visa and residency issues intersected with the other themes
and compounded the difficulties faced by individuals.
Affect.
This section presented several cases that illustrated how precarity
impacts on the body, mind, and soul. Testimonials broke the silence on the
physical and mental symptoms caused by long term casualisation and uncertainty
of working conditions. As each person told their story, they asked: “why did I
accept this situation?”
After hearing the cases, tribunal participants organised into breakout
sessions to discuss the evidence, share their own experiences and begin to
collectively formulate responses, judgments, proposed remedies, and demands.
While this public manifestation of the people’s tribunal at the ICA has come to
an end, the PWB are interested in the notion of a permanent people’s tribunal
and we consider our research and actions on these issues to be ongoing.
We would welcome others to develop and rework this tool so that we can build
further solidarity with other precarious workers, continue to highlight and hold
to account, the conditions of our “employment.” Based on what we have learnt
from our experiences of developing the tribunal format in this context, we would
like to offer some points for further consideration.
W h AT n oW?
Points to consider when developing a people’s tribunal on precarity:
Retain the multitude of voices, whilst ensuring the
evidence is treated seriously.
The collective research process and the tribunal itself mapped multiple “truths.” Voices were amplified through anonymous testimony, which was
heard by an audience of witnesses who became active participants in the tribunal, contributing their own experiences and reflecting on those presented.
The tribunal format allowed us to keep the research alive and open to a collective process of re-reading, re-writing, and re-imagining. Drawing on methods
of forum theatre and the concept of law as being performed, this performative
aspect allowed us to open up the evidence for further discussion. We were also
concerned, however, with turning this “serious research” into a spectacle, performed in a theatre space at the ICA. How can you keep the balance between
the politics and poetics offered by the format of the people’s tribunal so that
the evidence being presented cannot be easily ignored?
Say the unsaid—go public with what we can’t usually talk
about by speaking collectively.
The whole issue of precarity relies on its normalisation and acceptance
by all parties. We chose the people’s tribunal format precisely because it is
useful in exploring such systemic issues and allows those who have been silenced
to speak. The position of victim is one of being wronged, characterised by power
structures weighted against an individual—it can be empowering to speak from
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this position, especially if the conditioning is not to acknowledge what is going
on and to remain silent. It is also vital to implicate ourselves in institutional
and other structural aspects of the issue. How can we avoid being debilitated
by such an implication?
We did not anticipate the strength of the emotional aspects of the
tribunal—the anger, relief, anxiety, fear. It can be difficult to talk about such
issues and even more difficult to listen. It is particularly empowering to speak
and listen collectively.
Create a space for the audience to become participants
in the tribunal process.
When preparing for the event, we thought about the tribunal’s audience
as participants. The tribunal appeals to its public through its open format,
allowing a direct engagement in social justice. We moved back and forth between
group discussions and breakout sessions in order to create a space for voices to
be heard beyond those of the facilitators, the PWB. We were there to learn from
each other, through the testimony and contributions of our peers, articulated
through the performative format of the tribunal. Those who attended seemed
to have broadly familiar and commensurate thinking and concerns. We were
united in our conviction that precarity is unacceptable. There was a yearning
to move beyond consciousness raising—to move beyond representing politics
and to do politics more directly.
Find ways of productively implicating yourselves and the
staff of your host institution, in the tribunal process.
How can we highlight working conditions without exacerbating them?
The people’s tribunal is a sensitive format that can support the anonymity of
precarious workers. We intended to productively implicate the ICA in our
discussion around precarity and to do so in ways that might change policy or
other managerial approaches and advance the struggle against this issue. Unfortunately, this was not something we were able to explore and the initial idea of
working with the ICA staff over the course of several months was never realised.
The ICA managed the residency process in such a way, that we could never
interact with its staff until the day of the tribunal. For us, in the entire involvement with the institution, this was the biggest missed opportunity.
Continue to open the process up, so that others can carry
out their own people’s tribunal on precarity.
We invite others to develop and improve the people’s tribunal as a
tool. Use our experience outlined here to add to the research and host your own
tribunal. We would like to learn how you are mapping, articulating, and collectively and confidently rejecting situations affected by the conditions of
precarity. Perhaps in this way we could raise awareness of these increasingly
prevalent conditions and have a direct input in improving our own and our
fellow workers’ circumstances.
http://precariousworkersbrigade.tumblr.com
precariousworkersbrigade@aktivix.org
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Facilitators gather to discuss the proceedings, Precarity: The People’s Tribunal,
March 2011. Photograph by the Precarious
Workers Brigade.

View from the audience, Precarity: The
People’s Tribunal, March 2011. Photograph
by the Precarious Workers Brigade.

Blank speech bubble placards, Precarity:
The People’s Tribunal, March 2011. Photograph by the Precarious Workers Brigade.

The empty ICA theatre, Precarity: The
People’s Tribunal, March 2011. Photograph
by the Precarious Workers Brigade.

The tribunal addresses issues of complicity
for art workers and institutions, Precarity:
The People’s Tribunal, March 2011. Photograph by the Precarious Workers Brigade.

Tools for Collective Action—Precarity: The People’s Tribunal was originally published in DIS Magazine on August 15, 2011. The original version can be seen here:
http://dismagazine.com/discussion/21416/tools-for-collective-action-precarity-thepeoples-tribunal. This article is reprinted with permission from Precarious Workers
Brigade and DIS Magazine.
Precarious Workers Brigade have a policy of including information on the context
in which their work appears. Written July 2011; by 6 people of PWB; published in
DIS Magazine (August, 2011) and A Guidebook of Alternative Nows (June, 2012)
published by the Journal of Aesthetics and Protest Press; text online available for
free, book costs $30; writer fee total $0; A Guidebook of Alternative Nows employed 1 interns in 2012; 0 interns collaborated in preparing this text for publication;
they are paid at $0 per hour. Tools for Collective Action—Precarity: The People‘s
Tribunal by Precarious Workers Brigade is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

A tribunal witness gives testimony, Precarity: The People’s Tribunal, March 2011.
Photograph by the Precarious Workers
Brigade.
Programme, Precarity: the People‘s Tribunal, March 2011. Photograph by the Precarious Workers Brigade

Llano Del Rio Collective

Communities, Spaces
This is not a green guide. It isn’t a guide to non-profit art spaces. It isn’t a cyclist
guide, a look-book for an alternative city, a situationist dérive. It is of course
all of these things and none of these things. It is an incomplete collection of
sites, most likely showing the limitations of the Llano Del Rio Collective’s
ability to communicate. Its aim, however, is to help you find your way to another
city, spatially, and cerebrally.
Collectivity is where this map begins. We’re hoping to find another city beyond
our normative experience of it, alone, in a car passing through. We don’t feel it
necessary to describe contemporary Los Angeles as it’s commonly perceived,
and to do so would mean slipping into the ready clichés that the previous sentence already congers. On the other hand painting a picture of a future city
would lead to utopian or dystopian images and ideologies with only passing
relationships to actual practices of surviving. This map was a born of a desire
to express emerging flows—ones we’ve felt together, specifically, when we
haven’t been in places of cliché and fixed ideology. A map of another LA, presented here, is a map of collective practice.
Post-politics can describe a political position that refuses the fixed
terms of politics as we have known them: hierarchical, divisive, pedantic, legislative, stuck. The practices, resources, and locations sited on this map can be
said to act from a post-political position. And whether these collectivities are
based on lifestyle, identity, a quest for justice, ecology, health, or practicality—
it is the stress on collective practice that marks them as germane. There are
“anarchists” on this map; and several of those collectives listed herein practice
it as a working methodology (rather than an armed dogma) of resisting capitalism and other forms of fixed and exploitative power, through practice.
By working together to create ways to eat, play, teach, aid, house, or transport
each other in non-coercive manners, these practitioners are reinventing, through
productivity, a way we can live in the city.
The DIY impulse brings many groups together to discover, and along
the way they bump into the old city. This old city is felt in the form of un-bikeable streets, out of date agricultural laws, regressive building codes, secreted
public lands, empty myths, and stale standards of bureaucratic power.
The people on this map responding to the city’s 1946 Truck Gardening Ordinance are not “urban farming activists,” they are gardeners. The people on this
map bringing to light the public right to beachfronts and traffic islands for
public use are not working for NGO’s, they are artists and geographers.
The people on this map feeding the poor in Macarthur Park are not poverty
pimps or the church, they are practicing mutual aid. The people on this map
painting bike lanes on to Glendale Boulevard are not Caltrans, they are cyclists.
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Llano del Rio Collective, A Map for An
Other LA, 2010.
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It is not surprising that the practices on this map are representative of the genealogical nature of contemporary collectivist activity. There are the bicycle kitchens
(Bicycle Kitchen, Bikerowave, Bike Oven, Valley Bikery…), there are the gleaning
groups (Fallen Fruit, Hillside Coop and it’s many iterations, RAC…), there are
free-schools and independent think tanks (JOAAP, Farmlab, Public School,
Machine, Makeshift, Homegrown Evolution…), there are places to share tools
and resources (Indymedia, EP Time Bank, TOW, Machine, Sewing Rebellion,
bike kitchens…), and spaces to share space (community gardens, Urban Rangers,
Islands of LA, Sea and Space, HM 115, Tree and Space…). Some of these
typological practitioners have pioneered platforms that are reproducible infinitely. The fact that the Bicycle Kitchen may have been the first in LA or the
Hillside Coop in Highland Park was first, but maybe Fallen Fruit came beforehand, is irrelevant. What matters is that these are workable models that go on
to generate other models and practices.
We can broadly say that an other LA is an LA based on group tinkering. This tinkering is not limited to those with access and privilege. As it is
tinkering, not manufacturing, it has a low threshold for entering and is regularly
done by amateurs, those lacking specific training, and those without much money.
Tinkering is done after work (and despite it). Through this tinkering our city’s
use is expanding. There literally are more good things to do for free together.
Because of all of this it can be said that an other LA is for the hobbyist. And this remains a declaration, a challenge, and a living contradiction.
If another LA is being built by amateurs, what is the role of the professional in
building this city? Can the challenges of twenty-first century cataclysm be met
by hobbyists? Can those stumbling through the practices of beekeeping, bike
repair, urban gardening, and relational aesthetics successfully negotiate the
hierarchical power of City Hall, LAPD, DWP, Cultural Affairs, developers, and
pavement? Further, is there an opportunity cost to be paid for investing heavily
in positivist practice to the negligence of innovation in antagonism, criticality,
and direct confrontation?
A common word is “possible.” It is undefined yet hopeful. It is vague
yet certain. It is nothing but could be everything. It is a gamble. Possibility
contains all of the contradictions of an other LA. It is there on this map for us
to see; though driving around looking we probably and unfortunately won’t be
able to see a most of what we can on the map. We know what’s truly there; strip
malls, super markets, mansions and slums, commuting, asphalt, shopping.
Perhaps though if we look enough, really get to know what’s going on, we can
catch a glimpse of this other city that’s possible.
W h AT n oW?
Notice and nurture the relevance and prevalence of a-professional,
frequently hobbyist, group activities which sustain a household, a neighborhood,
a community. This infrastructure is the frame for a pleasure based free city.
Map it and name it as such. Understand the map will shift with people and the
climate. Know that the guide frames reality for those participating in it.
This essay and map was put together in late Fall of 2010. The author would like to
acknowledge Erik Knutzen, of Homegrown Evolution, and Chris Carllson, author
of Nowtopia. Both strongly influenced this writing and this map project.

Cheyenna Weber, SolidarityNYC

Economies, Communities
Most of us are well-versed in the story of the economy, a thing that is dependent
on unknown factors and measured by trained specialists who read some tea
leaves and explain to the rest of us what’s happening. Fundamentally, Americans
are taught that we’re caught in the economy and at the mercy of its ups and
downs but that the free market is the only way to ensure choice and efficiency.
This is the stuff of which the American dream is made!
The problem is that all that narrative and jargon obscures how economics—which is just another word for meeting needs—actually operates in
our daily lives. I’m from the school that anything can be considered economic
activity, but for the most part people only consider things “economic” if they’re
in some way part of the capitalist market economy that is measured by established indexes or factors, like GDP or new home construction. That means
things like consumption count as economic activity but childcare or barter
don‘t—unless a capitalist finds a way to turn a profit on it. Then it goes from
being “uneconomic” to a great “business” idea. All the stuff that the economy
requires to function—like housework, socializing, gardening, etc.—gets subsumed as uneconomic while only a small section of our activities count as economic. This hides how most of us are actually meeting our needs.
Solidarity economics often gets hidden by the traditional narrative,
and that might be why you likely haven’t heard much about it. Solidarity economics is identified as economic practices that utilize principles of cooperation,
ecological sustainability, justice, mutualism, and democracy. It’s part framework
and part process, both a lens for viewing our activity and a set of guidelines for
creating new arrangements to meet our needs. It presumes that everything we
do to take care of ourselves and be in the world has a relationship to our ecosystem and community, that we are all interdependent, and that when we place
our responsibility for that interdependence at the centre of our economic functions we begin to act in solidarity with each other.
This sounds good, of course, but what does it really mean?
Ethan Miller, a solidarity economics activist from the Justice, Ecology, and
Democracy (JED) Collective in Maine, created this graphic to demonstrate how
all these activities break into sectors you can visualize as an ecosystem. (see fig. a)
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fig. a: Solidarity Economy Circle. Courtesy
of Ethan Miller.
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The graphic contains both models and practices, like worker co-ops
and sliding scale pricing, and almost everything on here has reams of paper
devoted to it. You might look at this graphic and get excited about a particular
model, like community financing, or decide to use it as a guideline for your
own purchases, or find a way to describe what’s here in graphic or artistic ways
to challenge people’s thinking. You could go in any direction (that’s the exciting
part, right?). I saw this graphic and thought “WOW, I bet all this stuff is happening in my city and no one even knows about it.” Then I got to work making
sure they did. First, I started researching what was happening in my city—and
given that I live in New York, that turned out to be a lot. I put all that data into
a spreadsheet and started categorizing it. Mostly, I used Google for my research,
but sometimes I heard about networks or groups and went to their meetings and
heard firsthand what was happening in each sector. I wanted to learn everything
I could about New York’s solidarity economy, including getting to know the
people involved.
While I was doing this, I also started talking about it with others, and
a group soon formed. While we were mapping, we started to dream big about
how a solidarity economy movement in our city might look. We decided to
share that dream with other advocates in the New York area and get our information organized. That led to the development of the SolidarityNYC collective,
which seeks to connect, support, and promote NYC’s solidarity economy.
(Check us out at www.solidaritynyc.org.)
We decided on three initial steps: create a beautiful map of all this
data we’d collected in spreadsheets, partner with some filmmakers to tell the
stories of solidarity economy leaders, and create a short workshop we could
give to groups who wanted to learn more about solidarity economics.
That’s how we got an online and print map, how I became a film producer, and
how we ended up with a snazzy presentation about how all of this works (check
out the films and workshop online).
As soon as we got the map finished, Occupy Wall Street began. Suddenly people were hungry for alternatives and there were new opportunities to
bring solidarity economics into our communities. At SolidarityNYC we’re busy
sharing information about what we’ve learned with the Occupy movement and
beyond, but we’re also still working to learn more about the many groups and
communities that comprise NYC’s solidarity economy. We’re convinced that
if all these different groups could connect in some way we could build a powerful base that would challenge the dominant economic narrative and procorporate policies that define how our city meets its needs. We might help each
other with training and growing our businesses; design new ways to house, feed,
and care for our communities; or help reinvigorate democracy in our culture
by participating in democratic institutions in all parts of our lives, not just the
electoral system. There are many things we could do to build a better economic
system, and that’s part of the problem. Where should we start?
This is the hard work we‘re just beginning. Our next step is a deep
listening and movement building project to find out what our solidarity economy
needs and provide a way for all the participants to hear each other and build
together. Our hope is that through listening we can find a way to link grassroots
efforts together, support leadership by those most impacted, and build power
together to change our city. We feel that it isn’t enough to have community
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gardens, barter networks, credit unions, and co-ops—we also we need to organize together to create a movement. This is how we can create systemic economic
change here and now.
W h at N oW?
You might try the same mapping and deep listening strategy, or you
might decide on something different. Rural communities where there are fewer
existing solidarity economy organizations will require a different kind of engagement than an urban area with many. Every area is unique and requires its own
strategy. What anyone can do is listen to those already practicing solidarity
economics, study examples, and then invite people to think deeply about incorporating those ideas into existing efforts, whether artistic or activist. That’s the
first step for anyone who wants to build an economy worth occupying.

A Practice of Problems and Propositions
Resources, Ecologies
What has (not) come before? How are we in the now?
Who is the We?
“It is what it is” is perhaps the most tragic phrase to populate our
contemporary vocabulary. Implied in this tautological vernacular is the belief
that the world, in all of its multifarious aspects, can only be the way it currently
is manifested. While it is true that what presents itself does so on the backs of
complex and entangled genealogies (e.g., lungs exist because 2.4 billion years
ago cynobacteria filled the earth’s atmosphere with oxygen, killing off most
anaerobic forms of life), the presentness of the world is one of radical indeterminacy and is always open to being other than it currently is. This “isness” of
the world is precisely what we wish to question and we believe that any argument
that naturalizes, essentializes, or ascribes a simple causality to quotidian reality
does so by first removing the possibility for change.
To assume that an alternative present is possible requires an
alchemical mix of rigorous curiosity and scrupulous practice. SPURSE believes
that crafting a new world involves more than drawing attention to issues, or the
creation of solutions for pre-existing problems. To affect qualitative change, we
must first imagine the world could be assembled otherwise and that the convenient pairing of empirical problem and efficient solution are themselves frequently
products of ossified association. Other worlds are possible, but only if we
exercise the proper care towards their emergence. To this end, SPURSE employs
a unique consultation model that brings multiple stake-holders together so that
new opportunities emerge from a process of exchange rather than an imposition
of expectations and assumptions. This emergent aspect of our practice recognizes that to be of the world is to occupy an entangled state where the way one
measures, describes, and represents something has a profound affect on how it
enters the regime of sensibility, becoming a matter of concern.
As you read this document, a multiplicity of forces act in collaboration to sustain this experience. The lighting you use to make the text visible
is a narrow aspect of a vast distributed network. We may have assembled this
apparatus, but it is now very much an active agent in creating us. This assembly
includes multiple actors like coal, our unquestioned habits of comfort, electrical fields, interlinked watersheds, Milton Friedman’s ghost, millennia of geological pressure, heat, plastic, the industrial revolution, Reagan era deregulation,
labor relations, and so on. Acting in coalition with other assemblies, this ubiquitous network produces cascading emergent effects. As we have come to see,
the global theater of climate change lends urgency to our need to understand
and re-configure these intimate connections.
It is of critical importance that we begin to understand our habits
as part of a larger systems dynamic and simultaneously embrace the fact that
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humans are not the only things in this world with agency. Conceiving matter
inert and inanimate allows us to instrumentalize the world and continue our
blind cycles of conquest and consumption. Simply put, our ability to act happens
because of a host of non-human actors. Understanding how these networks
shape politics is a step in the right direction; however, the production of different ways of actually being in the world requires us to develop new modes of
sensation and consultation. Sensuous enchantment plays a critical role in the
way we affect and are affected by the world. Aesthetics allows us to actualize
ethical principles into practice; we will never build a resilient ecology or equitable economy until we are able to broaden our senses, mobilize new desires,
and forge a new commons that radically re-distributes agency.
SPURSE’s practice considers ecological questions and actions, and
as such, our working method crosses borders with humans (scientists, economists, philosophers, tradespeoples) and non-humans (oceans, bacteria, laws,
fishing nets, fossils, music lyrics), using experimental tools to produce genuinely
emergent outcomes. Underpinning these tools are provocations that we believe
have pushed SPURSE into a space of paradigm-making. Call this our manifesto
disguised as a “How To” for ecological production, or more critically, consider
this an urgent plea to rethink our roles as artists, and more as co-composers of
meaning with the real.
Where do we begin? (Anywhere…)
Procedures:
1. The world exceeds us.
We have the power to transform and destroy many forms of life and
untold ecosystems, but not the world. The world is what radically exceeds us.
It is a world that we are of, we are not simply in the world or on the earth;
we are of this world that exceeds us. This world will always surprise us by
evolving, changing, destroying, entangling, and becoming radically otherwise.
And it is this double fact that is at the beginning of action: we are always already
in collaboration and creation is a quality of this entangled reality (and not the
property of human minds).
How do we work to co-compose new futures with a world
that so exceeds us?
2. Rethink the Commons.
We need to understand how the world exceeds us. It exceeds our
categories and our logics. Our classical categories of fixed needs, rights, and
resources cannot come to term with our dynamic, evolving, emergent reality.
Likewise, the boundaries between a descriptive and empirical science that tells
us what “is” and the other more prescriptive disciplines that tell us what “ought”
to be cannot be sustained in the face of a world that is, itself sustaining and
sustained by the entanglement of these two categories. We would like to reframe
the term the commons to designate this fundamental quality of reality.
What do we mean by the commons? The word simply and radically suggest
what it is: common. Common: to open to all becomings, open to all connections,
relations, processes, and determinations. In this sense things are both always
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common and must be made common. A lake, a forest, a street, or a concept are
specific actual things that go beyond human purpose and utility. A lake, for
example, is not reducible to a resource such as “water” (which becomes a scaleless resource that serves some fixed and abstract end). Approaching a lake as
an exploitable resource instrumentalizes and destroys its complexity, dynamism
and openness to change. Things have a radical openness and this openness is
at the heart of a commons, which is always an emergent phenomena.
While resource thinking has been central to classical ideas of the commons, it
only extends the fallacy of the tragedy of the commons, and strips us of the
possibility of being of a world and not merely in the world.
Each commons is a world with a distinct boundary and composition
of agents that needs to be taken into account. The commons consists of actual
places, actual systems, actual processes that are held common. This holding
common is an ongoing task. It is our strong sense that we need to begin with
the goal of helping new commons emerge.
What will help to allow us to experiment with an emergent
commons?
3. Drop the concept of Nature.
Yes, really. We do not live in two worlds. We do not even live in one
world. We are of the world. The division of reality into nature and culture is
not only misleading, it endangers the potential for new paradigms. It posits that
there is a world “out there,” removing us from the world we claim we engage
with. No matter how we rework the term, the conceptual logic of this divisive
two-worlds model remains. The reality is that we are of the world, and it is time
for our thinking to move beyond the concept of Nature.
How could we engage with “being of the world”?
4. Consider everything real and develop procedures.
Everything has an effect. Everything is affecting everything else.
Nothing stays within the neat categories of the natural, or the cultural.
Given this, we need a way of thinking and working that considers the reality
of every thing as equally real: books, microbes, weather systems, fashion trends,
unconscious desires, boats, swarms of dolphins, and nuclear waste. Could we
not simply say: If it has an effect, then it is real? And what has an effect is active,
with a type of agency.
If everything is active, then all actions are creative. Creations exceed
representative logics. They are creations produced by and producing actions.
Representations are false claims that we can stake a neutral position outside of
a system. Taken seriously, this changes a lot.
New ideas, concepts, and paradigms are fine, but how do they get
actualized? Consider the life of a habit. Before a habit is a habit, it is an emerging action that does not yet know its outcome. Our actions are habituated
during stable states, becoming habits that we use to modulate the world.
How a fishing net is made, how schools of fish migrate, how the sun is transformed by phytoplankton—these are habits. We need to work directly at the
level of habit production. Here is where procedures come into play.
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SPURSE, Event of Becoming, 2009.
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SPURSE, Assembling (Via Worldmaking)
Prodecures, 2012.
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How do we meet everything as procedures?
5. Things are bigger than we think.
Things—whatever they are—do not show up alone or neatly.
Nothing exists in isolation. They are part of multiple worlds and have multiple
paradoxical logics. In other words, they are bigger when we consider the shape
of their becoming. Trying to find a thing’s singular essence is to deny its linkages with other things. How the ocean folds deeply into the land, into our bodies,
distributing materials and agency is an example of this process of becoming.
Additionally, things exist at multiple scales. One fish is a thing and a school of
fish is also a thing. A species is a thing. So too is the ecosystem of which they
are a part. Fishing is also a thing. One level might be dependent on another
level, but each is its own thing. Thinking things as events and assemblies means
we have to become aware and accountable for the qualitative changes that
happen as they move across scales.
How then do we render the shape of a thing?
6. Every thing is a relation.
Things are what they are because of their relational network.
The effect of a thing is relational. The relation is in itself a unique thing.
This is a dynamic and emergent logic. We need to ask less what something “is,”
and more what it can do—how it links and what emerges from these new relations. Life/action is a question of composition, or better yet, co-composition,
because we never act alone. We co-compose with the strangest of things: bacteria, ocean currents, pharmaceuticals circulating in the water supply, cell
phones, and fashion trends. This makes reality a question of aesthetics. It is an
aesthetics of singularities, alliances, compositions, apparatuses, and systems.
There is an art to this that is not of, for, or from the human alone. It proceeds
by fusing unlike things to create an assemblage: The evaporation plus crystallization of sea water into salt plus navigation techniques, deep ocean currents,
temperature gradients, plus cod, plus religious practices plus metallurgy plus
organization of Atlantic slavery, etc.—and one has the early North Atlantic
fisheries. The entanglement has agency. One works at the level of the entanglement. Perhaps this too suggests an alternative model of the commons?
How do we develop tools to engage with a fully relational thing?
7. Engagement is indirect.
It is imagined that direct action with a thing is best—a one-to-one
causal relation. But this is an illusion, stemming from a false desire for purity.
Nothing happens directly; everything occurs through alliances, entanglements,
tools, bodies, and concepts. We all need mediators and modulators, and these
mediators do not always know their intention to engage until they reach a new
emergent relational state. Systems are by definition dynamic, which is to say they
quickly oscillate between states, provoked by the slightest disturbance in initial
conditions. The results are often non-linear, exponential, and unpredictable.
This suggests a new logic of sustained experimentation and engagement.

How do we create forms of engagement with the unknown?
8. Knowledge is darkness.
The classical image of knowledge as a shining light into the world’s
darkness only gets us closer to understanding the things that already exist.
However, we have to be just as curious and actively engaged in what is to come,
what is emerging from relational reconfigurings, and what has never before
been. This requires working/experimenting within darkness. What does it mean
that causality is never simple, predictable, or traceable? A single ant follows a
set of simple hardwired genetic codes, but an entire colony can solve incredibly
complex problems of geometry and social organization. The interconnectivity,
feedback, and feedforward of emergent systems suggests new modes of knowledge production.
How do we induce forgetting what we already know?
Apparatus:
We need to do things. But it is not the action that changes things.
Paradoxically it is our tools that change things. We are the outcomes of our
tools and procedures. We do not pre-exist them. How does one act? What is a
tool? Here the concept of an apparatus is of use. It is more than a seemingly
neutral tool that does one’s bidding and it is more than the materialization of
social logics. An apparatus is, as Karen Barad notes, “specific material reconfigurings of the world that do not merely emerge in time but iteratively reconfigure spacetimematter as part of the ongoing dynamism of becoming.”1
Our apparatuses shape a world co-emerging with them. We need a new ethics
of tool making and apparatus forming.
W H AT N oW?
Procedures:
So we need tools and procedures. What are the procedures?

•
•
•
•

1. Diagnosing Procedures
Warding off procedures:
Crisis thinking (rush to solutions)
Confirmation biasis
Escalation
Untangling the hygiene model

•
•
•
•
•

2. Assembling Procedures
Agitate framework
Refuse identities
Follow emerging properties
Track triggers
Invent tools (to link and stabilize emergent properties)

1

Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning (North Carolina: Duke University Press, 2007), 140.
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•
•
•

Take into account (what shows up and why)
Define scales and activate thresholds
Visualize dynamics of system

•
•
•
•
•
•

3. Prototyping Procedures
Diagnose + Forget + Agitate
Respond + Entangle + Disturb
Articulate problems worth having
Make pirate projects/apparatuses
Resist logics (of previous world)
Entangle with other worlds

•
•
•
•
•

4. Commons Procedures
Track triggers
Invent tools (to link and stabilize emergent properties)
Take into account (what shows up and why)
Define scales and activate thresholds
Visualize dynamics of system
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SPURSE, Live Feeds, Urban gleaning and
cooking workshop held in Hunts Point,
Bronx, NY as part of the BMW Guggenheim
Lab, 2011. Photograph by Matthew Friday.

An Aesthetics: Towards Co-compositions of the Real by SPURSE is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

T.J. Demos

Ecologies, Economies
The night sky may never have looked as disturbingly different as it did in Black
Shoals Stock Market Planetarium, 2001/2004, for which the London-based
artists Lise Autogena and Joshua Portway projected an array of otherworldly
constellations onto a planetarium-style dome. Each astral body corresponds not
to nature but to a publicly traded company, as a computer program translates
the real-time financial activity of the world’s stock exchanges into glimmering
stars. At Tate Britain in 2001, the piece connected to a Reuters news feed;
at the Nikolaj Copenhagen Contemporary Art Center in 2004, it was wired to
the local stock exchange. Stars flash brightly whenever their stock is traded,
gathering into clusters or dispersing according to market momentum.
Adding to this celestial panorama of astronomical complexity, the artists introduced digital creatures into the luminous ecosystem. Evolutionary algorithms
designed by the artificial-life researcher Cefn Hoile program these creatures
to feed on the energy of the stars, growing into complex beings and reproducing
in order to better survive in this strange media ecology. When there’s a market
downturn, they experience famine and die out, overcome by the darkness.
But this extraordinary ecosystem is also, pointedly, devoid of natural
life. The title of Autogena and Portway’s project puns on the so-called BlackScholes option-pricing formula, published in 1973 by University of Chicago
professors Fischer Black and Myron Scholes, which set the course for the trading
of financial derivatives on an unprecedented scale. Black Shoals Stock Market
Planetarium reduces complex calculations of this kind to the level of a video
game’s seductive visual logic, whereby the ravenous animals simulate the speculative passions that have led to real-life suffering and disasters. As Hoile says,
“The creatures’ relationship with their artificial world of stars is a mirror of our
relationship with the financial markets—they strive to survive, competing with
each other in a world whose complexity they are too simple to fathom.” 1 In this
regard, Black Shoals’ creatures are nothing but a purified expression of selfentrepreneurship—approximating what Michel Foucault, in his later writings
on biopolitics, called Homo economicus, the subject of neoliberalism. 2
The piece is not just a means of visualizing abstract data but an existential
model for predatory life under advanced capitalism, within a zone where nothing
else—not bodies, social life, religion, or aesthetics—matters. The fact that the
“creatures” have repeatedly rendered themselves extinct during the running of
the piece proposes that, at its most extreme, the project be taken as a dark
1
2

Cefn Hoile, “Black Shoals: Evolving Organisms in a World of Financial Data,” Last
modified January 11, 2008, http://cefn.com/cefn/?BlackShoalsPaper.
See Michel Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France,
1978–1979, trans. Graham Burchell (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 226;
and David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2005).
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allegory—and a stark warning—for our precarious existence as a species whose
actions are putting its very viability at risk. 3
Picturing a life-world merged with capital, Autogena and Portway’s
starry sky presents the activity of the stock market via a technology of visualization, showing just how artificial the financial system is—and revealing the
vulnerability of life exposed to a purely economic rationality. The work thus
counters the idea that “the market is in human nature,” a proposition that Fredric Jameson once said “cannot be allowed to stand unchallenged,” arguing that
the contestation of this ideology—the idea that the market is our second nature,
a given, a biological fact—is “the most crucial terrain of ideological struggle
in our time.” 4 Jameson was mostly concerned about the naturalization of finance,
but around the same time, coinciding with the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro, there emerged the first glimmerings of the inverse of this neoliberal
doctrine: the financialization of nature, which threatens to be even more consequential. 5 According to the latter, the environmental crisis is first and foremost
an economic crisis to be repaired via economic incentives. Such thinking is
what underlies the Kyoto Protocol and subsequent efforts to stem climate
change—including last year’s UN climate conference in Durban, South Africa—
which advocate “carbon market” mechanisms such as cap-and-trade. By marketizing the environment in the form of carbon credits, this system effectively
amounts to the selling of the “right” to pollute. As each passing year sets a
world record for the emission of greenhouse gases, it becomes all the more
urgent to dismantle this logic of naturalization.
Directly addressing this need, Amy Balkin’s Public Smog, 2004–,
proposes a creative modeling of the links between nature and finance. The San
Francisco-based artist’s ongoing project, which will be shown this summer at
Documenta in Kassel, documents her Sisyphean attempts to set up a clean-air
“park” in the atmosphere, one whose dimensions and duration are contingent
on the emissions credits the artist purchases and on the length of their contracts.
Having acquired the carbon offsets, Balkin, if on a small scale, subverts the
cap-and-trade system by withholding the credits from industrial usage.
She opened the “Lower Park” above the Coastal Zone of California’s South
Coast Air Quality Management District during summer 2004; the “Upper Park”
existed for a year beginning in December 2006 over the European Union, then
again from April to August 2010 over the United States. Balkin also installed
a series of thirty billboards across Douala, Cameroon, to announce the possible
inauguration of a clear-air park over Africa. A digital slide show on the Public
Smog website reproduces the financial and legal documents from which these
parks derive, including details of letters she wrote to traders to acquire offsets,
as well as legal agreements concerning sales. Also included are snippets of
conversations with various unidentified bureaucrats relating to Balkin’s attempt
3

4
5

In fact, some conservation scientists argue that we are in the midst of a “mass extinction event” as a result of human activity. See Juliette Jowit, “Humans Driving
Extinction Faster Than Species Can Evolve, Say Experts,” The Guardian, March
7, 2010, http://guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/mar/07/extinction-species-evolve.
Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism; or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1991), 263.
See Neil Smith, “Nature as Accumulation Strategy,” in Coming to Terms with Nature, ed. Leo Panitch and Colin Leys, Socialist Register 43 (London: Merlin Press,
2007), http://neil-smith.net/vectors/nature-as-accumulation-strategy.
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to register the earth’s atmosphere as a Unesco World Heritage site. This aspect
of the work raises questions about who is entitled to nominate and enforce such
protections, and some of the transcribed responses—such as “Mmhm, right.
Right, right”—indicate the wall of bureaucracy Balkin ran into. One Francesco
Francioni explained to her that “the nomination could be possible only if all
parties agreed…that the atmosphere is a part of the general environment of
‘outstanding universal value’ and that its conservation is essential to the conservation of the ‘territorial’ environment of every state”—as if those conclusions
were questionable!
The virtuality of the project—a “park” in the air can neither be seen
nor exist in any stable state—mirrors the invisibility and abstract quality of
atmospheric carbon dioxide and, indeed, of climate change itself. This very
invisibility eases the denial of global warming and facilitates its economic
manipulation, whose problematic nature Balkin’s project seeks to expose.
As her website states, “Ultimately, as the logic of privatization points to the
commodification of all common pool resources, a reduction model based on
trade is contradictory to a socially just solution to global air pollution. We need
another model. In the meantime we have Public Smog, a way for the global
public to buy back the sky on the open market.” 6 Balkin’s work thus mimics
the financial practice of offsetting as a response to climate change only to reveal
its specious logic. Yet in declaring that “Public Smog is no substitute for direct
action,” the artist acknowledges that merely drawing attention to the problem
is not enough.
That these ideas are taking on greater significance in the art world is
evident in the growing number of exhibitions, catalogues, and critical texts
dedicated to the topic of art and environment. For instance, the 2007 Sharjah
Biennial, titled “Still Life: Art, Ecology and the Politics of Change,” explicitly
focused on such practices, filtering them through the Gulf state’s many contradictions, including its reliance on a fossil-fuel economy of spectacular real-estate
development and its support of a biennial that, even more than most, generates
huge costs in terms of flight transportation. Responding to the biennial’s broader concerns, Tue Greenfort produced Exceeding 2 Degrees, 2007, a work that
involved a thermo-hydrograph (which measures both temperature and humidity)
installed in the Sharjah Art Museum on a table that had been fabricated from
Malaysian wood in Japan before being sold in Dubai. This incarnation of the
conditions of globalized production was only one part of Greenfort’s modeling
of an innovative eco-institutional critique, however: The artist also raised the
temperature of the entire museum by two degrees Celsius—the interval set as
a plausible but now seemingly unreachable goal in the fight against global
warming in the Stern Review, the 2006 British-government-sponsored report
(extracts of which were also on view here).
Another aspect of Greenfort’s work involved using the money saved on
air-conditioning to protect an area of rain forest in Ecuador via the Danish environmental organization Nepenthes. Some two square miles of rain forest were
purchased for around four hundred dollars. This was hardly presented as a solu6

See Amy Balkin’s website, which includes links to critical literature, including
Tamra Gilbertson and Oscar Reyes, Carbon Trading: How It Works and Why It
Fails (Uppsala, Sweden: Dag Hammarskjold Centre, 2009), http:// publicsmog.org.
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tion—rather, the piece, in an act of critical negation, revealed the daunting complexity of the problem it addressed by entangling itself in its paradoxes. However,
although it rescued only a tiny piece of land, Greenfort’s work successfully
demonstrated the connections, between economic, ecological, and institutional
systems. Greenfort’s work points to the inherent flaw in the logic of offsetting,
which involves trading environmental damage here for protecting nature there.
As critics have noted, such thinking fails to take into account the impossibility
of exchangeability within biodiversity. Offsetting depends on the theory of biotic
and monetary equivalence, which, in seeing nature as a commodity, overlooks
the fact that life-forms are embedded in singular knots of local relations, so that
a South American rain-forest allotment cannot ultimately substitute for Persian
Gulf air quality. Indeed, Greenfort’s work echoes the thought of eco-critics such
as Timothy Morton, who has recently proposed that we begin to think of “ecology
without nature,” arguing that the very idea of nature has become too ideologically
compromised to warrant continued conceptual and aesthetic usage. This doesn’t
mean, of course, that there isn’t an environment filled with life-forms; rather, it
insists that “nature” can’t be objectified as separate and external, because living
and nonliving objects are embedded within a “mesh” of social, political, and
phenomenal relations. 7 Exceeding 2 Degrees, like Public Smog, visualizes all
three aspects of this network.
In this regard, these projects stand in marked contrast to the idea of
nature in projects by many of the 1970s pioneers of eco-art, which tended to
posit nature as a separate realm of purity needing protection from industrial
degradation, pollution, and economic exploitation. This defense, however, often
had the effect of reifying nature—ironically and problematically paralleling
the very objectifications of industry. But figures such as Joseph Beuys, Agnes
Denes, Peter Fend, Hans Haacke, Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison,
and Alan Sonfist nonetheless helped to focus on the representation of often
ignored natural sites and processes and, like their contemporary counterparts,
addressed ecological issues by visualizing what is normally hidden.
Sonfist’s Time Landscape, 1965–78, is a telling example: The artist returned
half a block in New York’s Greenwich Village to its precolonial, native condition, protected from surrounding invasive species, urbanization, and development—even if that aim has repeatedly or even continually been challenged by
the multiple encroachments of Manhattan’s urban life.
Indeed, the impossibility of separating “nature” from human activities
is ever more evident as ecology has become further intertwined with economic
calculations and legal regulations—and as the industrial domination of nature
grows more entrenched, leading to ever more horrific environmental disasters,
as well as climate change. Many ecologists and atmospheric scientists argue
that we now live in the anthropocene era, when human activity has become the
central driver of the planet’s geologic changes. 8 The Indian scientist and envi7
8

See Timothy Morton, Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007) and The Ecological Thought
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010).
Dipesh Chakrabarty surveys the scientific consensus and points to one historiographic challenge: the imperative to think the “species history of humans” with the
“global histories of capital,” in “The Climate of History: Four Theses,” Critical
Inquiry 35, No. 2 (Winter 2009): esp. 212.
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ronmental activist Vandana Shiva has defined a further challenge to the concept
of the natural: “the corporate control of life” by means of biotechnology and
intellectual property law. 9 This represents a new stage in what Shiva, after
eco-feminist Carolyn Merchant, calls the “death of nature,” whereby living
organisms themselves have come to be seen as “man-made” phenomena, stripped of their autonomous, self-organizing capacity. It is here that groups such
as the Critical Art Ensemble have staged important interventions, with projects
such as Free Range Grain, 2003–2004 (a work made in collaboration with
Beatriz da Costa and Shyh-shiun Shyu). This mobile laboratory-cum-performance
piece traveled around various European art venues, where visitors were invited
to bring in store-bought groceries for CAE to test for genetically modified
ingredients. The project exposes the slippery space between the European
Union’s anti-GM regulations and its open markets, which inevitably leave holes
for the import of processed foods, especially from the United States, where
many corporations have successfully resisted the transparent labeling of GM
products. While the piece offered “a means to visualize the material reality of
theories of global trade,” as the artists explained, it also demonstrated how
scientific detection techniques can be utilized by non-specialists, dramatized
by the T-shirt-clad artists appearing behind tables filled with intimidating
equipment. Yet such cases also reveal a complication of the postnatural condition: Proponents of non-GM food by necessity maintain a nostalgic belief in
the natural and defend it as a sphere in need of protection. Indeed, just as some
eco-critics wish to put nature to rest theoretically, environmental activists such
as Shiva take recourse to “the rights of nature,” which they have defended in
courts of law willing to use “universal jurisdiction” to protect against the encroachments of corporate globalization. 10
If art cannot match such performative legal action, it can unravel some
of the utopian and critical myths on which “the natural” rests. Works such as
Greenfort’s, CAE’s, Balkin’s, and Autogena and Portway’s use the visualization
of environmental, technological, and economic processes as a means of comprehension: In each case, if to varying degrees and with varying emphases, the
artist gives shape to abstractions and normally invisible externalities on which
both finance and global ecology depend. Yet these visualizations—according
to which appearance represents a complex index of institutional determinations,
economic machinations, and subjective negotiations—are not simply mimetic
but also posit transformations and deformations of the systems they engage.
In this sense, the entire endeavor of ecologically minded art presses the age-old
question of art and life—the union of which long glimmered in the dreams of
the neo-avant-garde—into literally new terrain that is not only social but more
specifically biopolitical and eco-financial. Just as nature can no longer be
understood as a pristine and discrete realm apart from human activity, art’s
autonomy is all the more untenable when faced with ecological catastrophe.
Or so some artists are now demonstrating, by going far beyond institutional
critique (and the eco-institutional critique of, say, Greenfort’s work) and opting
for an explicitly activist and interventionist practice, one that knows there is no
9
10

This is the title of Vandana Shiva’s contribution to Documenta 13’s “100 Notes—100
Thoughts” publication project (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2011).
Among the pertinent examples here are the Bolivian 2011 “Law of Mother Earth” and
the 2010 Ecuadoran lawsuit against BP following the Deepwater Horizon disaster.
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Eden, no virgin spring to which we may return.
These agents—perhaps there is no better term—often shun institutional
enclosure, privileging the importance of local projects and communities and
blurring the distinctions between art and activism. A number of figures successfully straddle these contexts—artists and groups such as Fritz Haeg, Superflex, Marjetica Potrcˇ, Art Not Oil, Allora & Calzadilla, the Yes Men, and the
London-based artist Nils Norman, who has focused on producing artistic
interventions that promote a model of community-driven ecological sustainability. Norman is best known for his 2001–2004 Geocruiser—a refurbished
coach running on biodiesel, fitted with solar panels, and containing a community library and a greenhouse. His Edible Park, which opened in 2010 in the
Binckhorst area of The Hague, serves as a more ambitious and long-term
laboratory for sustainable urban planning. Mapped out in working drawings
that explain the project’s mixture of agricultural biodiversity, localism, and
experimental collectivism, Edible Park was conceived in part as a response to
a proposal by Rem Koolhaas’s Office for Metropolitan Architecture for a new
creative hub for The Hague, which would have included an amusement park
and leisure district, a beach, a range of skyscrapers, and a Formula 1 race
track—a high-impact, energy-intensive “spontaneous city,” the plans for which
were unsurprisingly mothballed following the 2008 financial meltdown. In
striking contrast to OMA’s visions of grandeur, Norman’s low-tech “counter
‘master plan’” joined organic agriculture and practices such as rainwater harvesting, forest gardening, and composting to craft his model of eco-communalism and bioregionalism, realized in collaboration with a local group of permaculture activists. Norman also worked with Dutch architect Michel Post to build
a central place-making structure, a “round-house” with passive solar front
windows and straw-bale construction. The structure’s shape recalls the fantastical modernism of German architect Bruno Taut, who worked closely with
landscape architect Leberecht Migge in the 1920s on models for communal,
grassroots socialism in the design of Germany’s low-lying housing projects.
More than simple eco-gardening, Norman’s project offers an experimental approach to agro-social construction: a test case in how to think differently
about the link between ecology and economy. Norman chose permaculture as
a trial system because it unfolds onto inclusive social processes, taking account
of local weather, soil conditions, geography, and collective subsistence farming—
all ingredients for a sustainable society. 11 Indebted to historical utopian models
of social and economic life, such as 1960s San Francisco anarchist collective
the Diggers, Norman’s plan is no less ambitious but infinitely more pragmatic.
It is based on the idea that changing the ways energy, food, and site design are
organized will in turn alter social organization and economic and distribution
systems. Although Norman’s activism here takes place within an art context—
Edible Park was sponsored by Stroom Den Haag, a foundation devoted to art
and architecture—it is an outdoor, public project that to a considerable degree
represents a withdrawal from art-institutional practice. (Conversely, its “artistic”
categorization allowed the project to be realized in an area whose zoning
11

See, for instance, “Ten Principles for Sustainable Societies,” in Alternatives to
Economic Globalization: A Better World Is Possible: A Report of the International
Forum on Globalization, ed. John Cavanagh and Jerry Mander (San Francisco:
Berrett-Koehler, 2003), 77–104.
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restrictions normally preclude agriculture.) In his proposal for the project,
Norman asks: “Can a grassroots, biodynamic system that comes out of a utopian
tradition operate city-wide, become integrated in the city’s existing planning
processes and possibly eventually replace them?” Or, as he continues, “Is this
in itself a naive and misplaced utopian idea?” In fact, the naive and misplaced
utopian idea would be not to try to think differently—believing against all
evidence to the contrary that we can simply continue down our self-destructive
path. In this regard, Norman takes up Félix Guattari’s late-1980s plea that we
must develop new “’stock exchanges’ of value” that exit from the domination
of “general equivalence,” according to which everything—including nature—
becomes a form of currency. 12 In other words, the solutions to the environmental crisis must precede and predetermine economic decisions—not vice versa.
For the many artists who have put such issues at the core of their practice, it’s
perfectly justifiable to claim, with a nod to Jameson, that in doing so they are
occupying “the most crucial terrain of ideological struggle in our time.”

12

See Félix Guattari, The Three Ecologies, trans. Ian Pindar and Paul Sutton (London:
Athlone Press, 2000), 65.
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Artforum, April, 2012, “Art After Nature,” by T.J. Demos. This article is reprinted
with permission from ArtForum and T.J. Demos.
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Ecologies, Resources
“… by any means necessary …”
Malcolm X
If the left has learned anything from resistance against capital-driven technocracy, it is that the democratic process is only minimally useful for slowing the
profit machine of pancapitalism. Since corporations and other capital saturated
institutions own the process, and tend to function outside national democratic
imperatives, other methods of power appropriation have to be developed. In the
case of biotechnology, the resistance is unfortunately in a position of reactivity.
Corporations have already infiltrated most governments and markets at such a
furious pace that all that can be done is attempt to slow them down, while cells
and organizations regroup and decide on a way to address the many problems
that have already arisen, and the many potential accidents that are in front of
us. Assuming that inertia is always useful in disturbing capitalist production
and distribution, one must ask how this principle can be applied to the current
molecular invasion. Certainly, traditional tactics have some use, and electronic
civil disobedience (ECD) will be of value, although it should be added that this
is a time for hardcore ECD (blockage of internal communication systems,
blockage of databases, the disruption of routers, etc.). Soft-core tactics like
denial of service (DOS) can be of use in disrupting retail services such as
assisted reproductive clinics (eugenics clinics by any other name), but most of
the biotech industry is not about retail, so DOS is not much use in these cases
except as a low-quality theatrical tactic with little pedagogical value.
In the end, however, resistant culture always needs to find a means to
fight fire with fire. In other words, how do we develop tactics using biological
materials and processes? In response to this question, CAE and some rogue
scientists set about trying to form a model of direct biological action. The first
unfortunate conclusion that we came to is that civil disobedience (CD) will not
work in this situation. While inertia will always disturb a society of speed, it
cannot be implemented on the bio- logical front by blocking methods partly
because the boundary and territorial models that CD was developed in response
to typically have no place in the organic realm. Moreover, since our focus is
on trying to intervene in the production of transgenic life-products, almost any
action will have some destructive effect. This problem puts resistant agents in
a very difficult position. We do not want to make it easy for capitalist spectacle
to label resisters as saboteurs, or worse, as ecoterrorists. These terms are used
very often and generously by authority and tend to have the profound effect of
producing negative public opinion, which in turn allows state police and corporate posses to react as violently as they desire while still appearing legitimate
and just. Escaping these labels completely seems nearly impossible; however,
we can at least reduce the intensity and scope of these forms of labeling, and
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hopefully escape the terrorist label altogether. In any real sense, the association
with terrorism is completely unwarranted, since it is not possible to terrorize
plants, insects, and single-celled organisms. The problem with GMOs, however,
is that they are not open to the kind of destruction that occurs when someone
kills a fly or swats a mosquito, because they are more than organisms—they
are private property. Since capital values property over all (humans included),
one can only expect the strongest types of denunciation and response to its
destruction.
In addition, there is already a very reactive history in regard to transgenic crops that can be of symbolic use to authorities. Test sites for new product
lines of GMOs in the US, France, and India have been burned. This was and is
flagrant sabotage. The location attacked was right. Test sites are a key location
to disrupt, because if the studies being done at the sites are corrupted, they have
to be redone, thus causing a very costly type of inertia in the developmental
system. However, tactical arson plays right into the hands of the authorities.
Such action gives them the examples of hard-core sabotage that they need to
label, harass, and arrest potential transgressors, as well as individuals and groups
opposed to sabotage who have little more than a modest philosophical association with violent resisters. One interesting element does emerge from the Indian
burnings. The group responsible paid the farmer hosting the test site for the
crop before burning it. The message here is clear: Do not hurt the farmers/
workers physically, psychologically, or financially. Agrarian complicity, in many
cases, is nearly a given, because people have no real alternative to the markets
dominated by the coercive power of the biotech industry. Grass-roots harassment
is an unacceptable tactic that the left has debated and is hopefully pushing aside
as the Indian example shows. In the 1980s, some AIDS activists suggested that
pharmaceutical salespeople should be harassed as a means of disrupting distribution and thereby leveraging a price reduction of the astronomically expensive medicines needed to combat HIV. This was a terrible idea then, and it is
a terrible idea now. From the corporate perspective, workers are expendable
and there is a large enough reserve labor army to fill the ranks, so this would
have no effect other than making a working family miserable.
CAE believes that the best response to these ultimately unsolvable
problems is the idea of fuzzy biological sabotage (FBS). The fuzzy saboteur
situates he/rself in the in-between—in the areas that have not yet been fully
regulated. This situational strategy was very well developed by Brian Springer
in his backhaul video work and in his laser information conduit interventions.
His idea was to take what was considered private property, but functionally was
public property. A backhaul (off-air live satellite video feeds) was considered
the property of the media, but since it was in the public domain of the reception
of airwaves and existed without copyright, it could be copied, replicated, and
even marketed (now backhauls are scrambled to stop this process).
Springer was brilliant at finding these little cracks in the system and exploiting
them. The fuzzy saboteur has to stand on that ambiguous line between the legal
and the illegal (both criminally and civilly). From that point, the individual or
group can set in motion a chain of events that will yield the desired final result.
The opening activity—the only one to which the saboteur should have any direct
causal link—should be as legal as possible and hopefully within the rights of
any individual. The more links in the chain, the better from a legal standpoint,
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but extending causal chains increases the difficulty of controlling all the exponentially growing number of variables that could doom the action. For the most
part, such actions will only have two phases—the legitimate or fuzzy act and
the upheaval it causes. The authorities then have the legal conundrum of proving
guilt by indirect action—an unenviable task for any attorney. Moreover, unlike
CD, fuzzy sabotage does not require a physical confrontation with authority,
and in many cases does not require any type of trespass.
If an action is done correctly, the fuzzy saboteur has an additional
safety net supplied by the various governments of the world—plausible deniability. For centuries state forces have sabotaged one another by various means
that cannot be proven within any judicial system other than by military field
justice. Simply by creating a nonaggressive scenario, or denying activity all
together, agencies of discord have avoided direct charges. This symbolic shield
can be reverse-engineered to serve resistant culture. With any luck, the fuzzy
saboteur will never have to use this shield, but if this is necessary it can create
a platform for public attention where “tactical embarrassment” (to use the
RTMark term) can be employed. It may be nostalgically reminiscent of 19thcentury anarchism, when it was incumbent upon any member of the movement
who was arrested to use the court or any other public stage to denounce the
bourgeois system, but practically speaking, and for the health of the tactic, such
public displays should be avoided at all costs. A single publicity battle can
potentially be won through deniability and campaigning; however, a series of
these occurrences will dilute the plausibility of the denial and allow the development of spectacular countertactics by the authorities. Like hard-core ECD,
FBS is not a public process. CAE requests that those groups and individuals
whose goal it is to spectacularize hacking and perform as activist pop stars to
do the movement(s) a favor and leave this method alone—particularly in its
testing stage.
The final question then is, who are the agents of FBS? CAE suggests
the use of wildlife to do the deed. Microorganisms, plants, insects, reptiles,
mammals, tactical GMOs, and organic chemical compounds can all be a part
of the resistance. The use of living nonpathogenic biological agents as disrupters will depend on each individual’s or group’s particular relationship to these
creatures, as well as on localized conditions. Obviously, considerable arguments
will erupt between the various positions on what constitutes an acceptable
relationship between humans and other living creatures, and how various creatures will be employed, but let us say at the outset that we are not proposing
that sentient organisms be considered for suicide missions or other incarnations
of sacrificial economy.
Pranks
If FBS has roots, it is in the realm of pranks. Most readers probably
have a story of a prank that they or someone they knew did involving a biological agent. Placing a dead rodent or fish (nature’s stink bombs) in a heating duct
at school or some other offending institution is one of the classics.
However, these are not among the class of pranks that are of interest to the
fuzzy saboteur. FBS pranks are not done for a good laugh, for public embarrassment, or simply to be annoying; rather, they should be done as a form of
psychological disturbance—more along the lines of LSD in Castro’s cigars and
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liquid refreshment before a public address (to use an example from the CIA’s
book of practical jokes). Pranks can be used to stir up internal institutional
paranoia, or they can be used to divert attention toward useless activities.
Pranks can provide their own unique blend of inertia.
For example, the release of mutant flies in research facilities and
neighboring offices can potentially have a disturbing effect. There are all kinds
of mutated flies available on the market. They come in various colors with
almost any type of deformity one might desire. Labs use them for cross-generational study because they are easy to raise, reproduce quickly, and maintain
unusual genetic codes. Choose a set of mutated flies and begin a steady release
of them into biotech facilities (it also works well in nuclear facilities). They can
be set free in lobbies, parking garages, parked cars, almost anywhere. One does
not have to challenge a fortified site—the flies themselves will do the infiltration.
If enough flies are acquired or produced, you just have to be near the site and
release swarms of them. Trespassing is not really necessary, unless there is a
need for specific targeting. It only takes the occasional observation of them on
a regular basis for people to start wondering what might be causing the appearance of these strange creatures. Needless to say, the first conclusion will not
be that some fuzzy saboteur must be letting mutated flies go in the offices.
The imagination will provide more exotic scenarios. The key here is consistency,
not quantity. Moreover, relying on the power of the rumor mill that develops in
any workplace, we can be sure that the fear and/or conspiracy factor will be
considerably amplified. A paranoid work force is an inefficient work force.
This approach thus creates inertia in the system. In the best-case scenario, an
investigation into the origins of the flies would be launched, which would burn
more cash and waste even more employee time. In the worst-case scenario, the
prankster would provide a topic of conversation at breaktime.
If there are other businesses near the research facility, let the flies
loose in there too. Restaurants are particularly good locations, since customers
are sedentary for a while there, and flies call attention to themselves in environments where food is served. This can have the effect of aiming local business
owners’ and workers’ suspicions at what may be occurring in labs nearby.
Needless to say, local tensions could easily increase, and those who never would
join a movement could become unknowing cohorts or willing allies.
Pranks such as this one are easy and inexpensive. As for the flies, they
really don’t care where they are, as long as it’s a location that corresponds to
their adaptability range. As for environmental danger, this is negligible.
Mutant flies have no adaptive advantage in the wild and their recessive characteristics are not likely to be selected for. They are not overachievers when it
comes to survival, so there should be few worries about environmental pollution
in any ecological sense. The pollution will be in the human psyche. And isn’t
it better for a mutant fly to soar free for the resistance than serve a lifetime in
laboratory servitude?
For those who would like to have their own mutant fly hatcheries, they
are fairly easy and inexpensive to start and maintain. The flies are free, and
can be obtained on the web from the Bloomington Fly Center. To maintain the
flies you will need fly bottles (they hold about 100 flies); however, if you are on
a small budget, you can substitute milk bottles for this function. The fly food
is made from molasses, yeast, and apple juice. To get the perfect consistency
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requires a little human power, but a machine to do this is also available (but
they are costly). For optimum breeding an environment with a relatively stable
temperature is necessary. The flies should be kept at a temperature between
18-25 Celsius with humidity between 40% and 50%. Flies are fairly robust, but
must be kept away from extreme temperatures (especially heat). The life cycle
is about one month, so producing a swarm (10,000) is a laborious, assembly-line
like task; however, maintaining a small amount over a long period of time is
relatively easy.
Test Site Disruption
Over the past forty years, resistant groups have made tremendous
strides in terms of organizational principles. Many have said a happy farewell
to central committees, unions, and parties, and replaced them with autonomous
cells and temporary, single-issue coalitions with ever-shifting rotational leadership. “The people united will never be defeated” has given way to the more
practical idea that tactical unity among resistant political configurations for an
immediate and specific purpose can have a systemic impact in spite of differences and contradictions within coalitions. Such immediatism and decentralization has proven to be the best defense against infiltration and co-optation, as
well as aiding in the creation, albeit temporary, of powerful popular fronts.
Unfortunately, resistant tactics have not always maintained the same level of
sophistication and complexity. This is not necessarily the fault of activists since
tactical possibilities do not always present themselves as clear and easy.
Further, as new contestational situations arise, the reactive tendency of radical
subjects pushes them toward immediate action. There is little time to think
matters through, because with each passing moment, the object of activists’
political offense becomes increasingly entrenched in the system both materially
and ideologically. Radical research and development is something of a luxury
process, and so the balance between direct action and R&D is one organizational element that remains underdeveloped.
Such is the case with the response to GMOs. There has been a good
deal of hard-line direct action, but the tactics are incredibly crude. The use of
arson and vandalism by radicals as a means to insert inertia into corporate
initiatives is a sign of desperation and a robust imbalance between thinking and
acting. Whether one considers the examples of Professor Najundaswamy and
his followers in India, José Bové and his followers in France, and especially
the Earth Liberation Front (ELF) in the US, the destruction of assets has been
of limited impact, and has functioned primarily as counter-spectacle ripe for
recuperation. This is not to say that there are no advantages to such tools.
Fire, for example, works on all crops; it is inexpensive to produce, and insures
a devastating kill ratio. The problems, however, are also clear. The illegality of
direct incendiary sabotage creates a host of difficulties for the perpetrators.
As previously stated, this kind of sabotage allows for corporate culture to cry
“terrorism,” so they can represent themselves as the victims of extreme injustice.
In turn, the state and corporate security apparatus grows in strength because
sabotage also creates the opening for the successful petitioning by security
agencies for increased funds and human resources. Moreover, pancapitalist
spectacle can cast guilt through association on all resistant organizations, leading to more segments of the movement coming under direct investigation.
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This also helps create the public perception that all greens are at least potential
eco-terrorist wackos. At the other end of the spectrum, saboteurs can count on
long-term incarceration if apprehended. The loss of committed activists to the
prison system is not helpful in the long term. A short-term stay in jail for purposes of civil disobedience is fine, since those confined are returned to the
ranks rather quickly. Political prisoners as living martyrs do not have a desirable or very useful status as long as other options are available.
If one examines the example of state military sabotage, an optimized set
of attack principles is revealed. First, only use the minimum amount of force necessary to accomplish an objective: Mosquitoes should not be killed with a shotgun.
Second, focus the attack on the weakest link in the system. The classic example is the Allies’ strategy during World War II of bombing all the
German ball bearing factories. These metal spheres were necessary for all
vehicles. By focusing on their elimination, vehicle manufacture and field maintenance was brought to a near halt. Another principle that was reinforced during
these bombings was the need for accurate and precise targeting systems (a wing
of military research and development that has only accelerated in scope and
sophistication to this day). Even from the military perspective, deficient as it is
in financial logic, carpet-bombing a city to destroy one factory is an unfortunate
waste of assets. While activists have done well on the second principle, they
have done poorly on the first and third. Burning crops and labs is certainly
overkill. Targeting is just as bad. One of the things that greens complain so much
about is the potential death of nontarget species due to certain GM products.
Fire has the same nontarget effect.
In using the above principles and combining them with fuzzy sabotage,
what is the best way to disrupt GMO research? The choice of research sites as
a site of resistance is an excellent one. In spite of the fact that corporations
generally get a free pass from the EPA and USDA to market their products, as
long as they can produce minimal research that demonstrates that a product is
“safe,” they still must produce some research. If they fail to do so, the product
line completely stalls. Since this type of research is incredibly protocol-laden
in order to achieve accepted standards of scientific rigor, test contamination is
very easy. Samples and study replicants are two fragile areas. If either are
corrupted, the study has to begin anew, because the research will not generate
the statistical power necessary to produce confidence in its validity. For example,
when the growth of worms is studied as an indicator of safety in regard to soil
toxicity related to Bt products, all that is necessary is to add more worms of
varying weights to the sample. While researchers will probably notice that the
sample has been tampered with, they would be unable to clean the sample.
The study would have to start again. The facility does not need to be burnt to
the ground to place the desired inertia into the system. There is no need to kill
nontarget organisms (humans included), nor disrupt or destroy other research
initiatives that are not causing any harm that may share a given facility.
Such an action is cheap, requires minimal human resources and minimal force,
and is specifically targeted.
The lack of organic boundaries in ecological systems allows radical
subjects to use corporate culture against itself for purposes of distribution.
Canadian organic farmer Percy Schmeiser had his fields corrupted and seed
banks contaminated by neighboring Monsanto “Roundup Ready” crops.
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In Canada, biotech corporations have the right to inspect anybody’s crops.
After sampling Mr. Schmeiser’s canola crop, they discovered this hybridization
and slapped the farmer with a lawsuit for patent infringement. Mr. Schmeiser
had been growing canola the “traditional” way for fifty-three years and wanted
no part of GM cropping. Unfortunately, not only is he now a part of this system,
he is now being used as a example of what will happen to those who refuse
corporate crops. You will be attacked one way or the other. As this case has
shown, the option for a countersuit is available, but private citizens fighting
against capital-saturated corporations in costly court battles do not have significant chances of winning.
The part of this sad story that is of interest to fuzzy saboteurs is that
private boundaries are not recognized as sovereign if a nonhuman organic agent
crosses them. Have a problem with a test site crop? Go into free-range rat ranching (reasonably low cost), and release as many as possible near the offending site.
Moles, gophers, ground hogs, rabbits, mice or any pest not susceptible to given
toxins could also be released en masse near the test site. After all, laws of private
property, trespass, and vandalism do not apply to them. Again, the whole crop
does not have to be destroyed; the sample just has to be damaged to the extent
that it is no longer representative of the population from which it was taken.
High-Intensity Resistance and Precision Targeting
The question which must now be answered is what to do about the
wide variety of potentially dangerous GMOs already fully distributed? In this
case, the use of fire or other limited means is totally useless. It simply does not
produce the kind of threat that would convince any major corporation to change
policy, because it has neither the scope nor the impact on profits (at least not as
long as there is corporate insurance and tax write-offs). Offensive mechanisms
such as artificial selection are a possibility. For example, feeding Bt to a population of pests that is supposed to die from contact with it would eventually
yield a subpopulation of pests that are immune to it. This subpopulation could
then be bred to create a population that could be released into the wild where
it would hopefully spread the resistant gene(s).
While this method would be good only as a long-term strategy, it
could eventually have an impact in that it would force corporations to increase
the speed (which always costs money) at which they had to respond to shifts in
the pest population. At the other end of the spectrum, this type of breeding
would not have a destructive impact on the environment, nor increase the pest
rate for organic farmers. The downside to this potential strategy is that it is a
low-efficiency method, and thereby would probably not be a great enough threat
to corporate profits to leverage a change in safety policy and research methods.
The real solution, however, is precision in targeting systems. Any offending organism has its weak link, and it is precisely the same trait that supposedly
makes it strong. The gene(s) or biological process that modify the organism can
be targeted, and turned from a trait of adaptability into one of susceptibility.
For example, Roundup Ready (RR) could fall prey to this strategy. 1
The herbicide Roundup (glyphosate) kills every plant in its path, including unmodified crops.
1

CAE is not suggesting that RR is necessarily the best target relative to its potential
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Glyphosate works by inhibiting the enzyme 5- enolpyruvylshikimate3-phosphate synthase (EPSP synthase), which is found in plants and microorganisms but (as far as we know) not in any other life form. EPSP synthase is a
necessary enzyme for the organisms that do have it. It is used to synthesize
aromatic amino acids, without which the organism cannot survive. In nature,
EPSP synthase makes EPSP by bringing shikimate-3-phospate (S3P) and phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) together. Glyphosate binds the enzyme better than PEP
and prevents this reaction from occurring, as shown below.

Thus, Roundup kills by literally starving the plants that it attacks.
However, Roundup Ready plants have been genetically modified to produce a
version of the enzyme EPSP synthase that protects the plants. This version of
EPSP synthase is a natural enzyme found in some bacteria and does not bind
glyphosate very well. By genetically modifying the target plant to overproduce
the resistant enzyme, the GMO producers insured that the RR plants are immune
to the effects of glyphosate. Using pro-drug theory as a model, it may be possible to produce a biochemical intervention that could either specifically inhibit the resistant EPSP synthase that is present in the GMOs, or one that could
set off a cascade of physiological effects that could retard or mutate the plant.
Two compounds already exist that may fulfill this function, both of
which were developed or discovered by Monsanto itself. The best option seems
to be pyridoxal 5 phosphate (P5P). This compound, when mixed with Roundup
and exposed to light, will kill the enzymes that protect the plant. CAE knows
it works in the lab, but we have yet to field-test it. Killing an enzyme in a test
tube is not the same as killing one in a plant. CAE does not know how well a
given RR plant can defend itself against the introduction of the compound
(either from protection from the cell walls or from increased manufacture of
the enzyme by the plant at a rate faster than the compound can inhibit the
enzymes). However, if it works, this compound is simple, safe (it is used in
vitamins), and fairly inexpensive when produced in bulk. Because it is such a
simple compound, it cannot be patented, so no civil liabilities are associated
for environmental danger; the example given here just illustrates the point. The
preponderance of evidence (although it is not conclusive) does not show any real
problems with RR. The primary reason RR could be considered as a target is because it is so common. The creation of an organic substance or creature that could
have a devastating affect on RR would get the attention of all food source biotech
companies. However, it is just as likely they would use force as a response. In the
era of pancapitalism, only the corporations have the right to manage and control
the food supply. If anyone else intervenes, it’s terrorism. The danger with this roll
of the dice is as significant to individuals as the potential dangers from undertested
GMOs are to the environment.
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with it. Instructions for the creation of the photocombustible compound are
available from the US medical library. This defense system is available for field
testing now, and the real strength of this system is that it will only affect the
targeted plants (those using Roundup).
The best civil action that CAE has in development is a model to bond
a colorigenic compound (dye) onto the RR enzyme. A colorigenic compound
is one that has been synthesized so that it is initially colorless. Upon reaction,
the compound is modified and releases a dye. Again, we would exploit the fact
that GMOs carry a specific EPSP synthase that transforms chemical compounds.
The trick is to create either a PEP or a S3P look alike that is actually a colorigenic compound that only binds to resistant EPSP synthase, but not to the plant’s
natural EPSP synthase. Upon binding to the enzyme this compound could then
release a dye, thus making all RR crops an undesirable color from the point of
view of the consumer.
There are three requirements for this application to be successful: 1)
That a colorigenic compound can in fact be created; 2) that the compound has
an affinity for the active resistant RR enzyme that is substantially greater than
its affinity for the endogenous enzyme; and 3) that the compound and the effects
that emerge from its application are harmless to living creatures.
The best case scenario is that the compound can be made using FDA-approved
food coloring already available and deemed safe for human consumption, as
opposed to producing the dye from scratch. If the dye can be developed, it would
function as a contestational marker in the fields, and possibly in supermarkets
and homes. Home testing kits are a viable possibility. This marker would act
as a DIY labeling device that could potentially force a better labeling policy
out of the corporations. Finally, it would demonstrate to corporate culture that
the future of biotechnology and transgenics in particular will be made a matter
of public policy one way or another.
The hope in transforming this potential into reality would be to
demonstrate to all corporations that they are vulnerable, and that the public
interest must be a part of their testing and distribution procedures. With such
leverage, it is possible that the corporations would begin kill switch and other
safety feature research on their own simply to avoid any such potential profit
disruptions (it would make great public relations advertising at the very least).
One must remember, however, that this plan is not a quick fix; development
could take years, but it can be done. Precise targeting is very difficult to do.
Much like advanced electronic hacking, genetic hacking and reverse engineering are very specialized tactics. This is why corporations do not at present fear
reverse engineering. The GMO revolution has been bloodless, because resistance
does not have the capital to mount a counter-offensive on the molecular level.
Much like fighting nomadic (virtual) power with nomadic tactics, the current
molecular invasion has to be confronted in the molecular theater of operations.
For the resistance to progress on any credible, effective level, rebel labs and
rogue human resources in molecular biology have to be developed.
With the combination of traditional, electronic, and biological means
of resistance, hopefully enough inertia can be introduced into the biotech
industries that there will be time to do long-term, replicated studies that will
sort out the useful products from the pollutants for profits. We can only hope
that the processes and products that pose a threat to the environment will
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eventually go the way of DDT, but now what is needed is time in order to produce the cautious attitude and the rigorous science necessary to introduce GMOs
into fragile ecosystems.

Resources, Communities, Economies
Food is a topic that many of us who are concerned with building better worlds
are keenly interested in. These concerns about food are addressed in a rich array
of recent books and films. One of these is Julian Cribb’s The Coming Famine
which details a future food crisis (or series of crises) that will affect not just the
majority world (that part of the world where famines all too often occur) but
the comparatively privileged minority world. Contributors to this coming famine
include water shortages; loss of agricultural land; loss of nutrients in the agricultural land we do have; loss of our ocean’s fish stocks; over-reliance on fossil
fuels; climate change; a global food system based on distorting trade barriers,
farm subsidies, and financial speculation in food commodity markets; and what
Cribb calls the two elephants in the kitchen—population growth and overconsumption. It’s a daunting list, and it’s hard to see how this coming famine might
be averted. Reading books such as this, it’s easy to feel an overwhelming sense
of despair and to be paralysed by the enormity of the situation.
A wonderful antidote for our paralysis is offered by the late Wangari
Maathai, the founder of the Green Belt Movement in Africa and 2004 winner
of the Nobel Peace Price. In Dirt!: The Film, she tells the story of the tiny
hummingbird who fights a huge bush fire drop by tiny drop of precious water:

Fuzzy Biological Sabotage was originally published by Autonomedia in Molecular Invasion, 2002. An online version of the book can be seen here: http://www.
critical-art.net/books/molecular/. This article is reprinted with permission from
Critical Art Ensemble.
This chapter may be freely pirated and quoted. The authors and original publisher,
however, would like to be so informed at the address below:
Autonomedia
POB 568 Williamsburgh Station
Brooklyn, New York 11211-0568 USA
Phone & Fax: 718-963-2603

“We are constantly being bombarded by problems that we face and sometimes
we can get completely overwhelmed. The story of the hummingbird is about
this huge forest being consumed by a fire. All the animals in the forest come
out and they are transfixed as they watch their forest burning. And they feel
very overwhelmed and powerless. Except this little hummingbird and it says
‘I’m going to do something about the fire.’ So it flies to the nearest stream and
takes a drop of water and puts it on the fire. And it goes up and down, up and
down, up and down, as fast as it can. In the meantime, all the other animals,
much bigger animals, the elephant with a big trunk that could bring much more
water, they are standing there helpless, and they are saying to the hummingbird
‘What do you think you can do? You’re too little. This fire is too big. Your wings
are too little. Your beak is too small. It can only bring a small drop of water at
a time.’ But as they continue to discourage it, it turns to them, without wasting
any time, and it tells them ‘I’m doing the best I can.’ And that to me is what all
of us do. We should always be like the hummingbird. I may feel insignificant
but I certainly don’t want to be like the animals watching the planet go down
the drain. I will be a hummingbird. I will do the best I can.”
Maathai’s closing lines affirm the power and potential of small actions and
initiatives and are a powerful antidote to the sense of despair and paralysis that
can be hard to avoid in our contemporary world.
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This is an understanding of change that many share. It’s wonderfully
captured by Paul Hawken in his book Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Social
Movement in History is Restoring Grace, Justice and Beauty to the World.
Hawken estimates that there are “over one—and maybe even two—million
organisations working toward ecological sustainability and social justice” 1 and
that these organisations are comprised of “ordinary and some not-so-ordinary
individuals willing to confront despair, power, and [like the little hummingbird]
incalculable odds in an attempt to restore some semblance of grace, justice, and
beauty to this world.” 2 Hawken’s book offers “the story without apologies of
what is going right on this planet, narratives of imagination and conviction, not
defeatist accounts about the limits.” 3
So with the voices of Maathai and Hawken in mind, we can return to
food matters and acknowledge and celebrate the imaginative and committed
efforts of people to take back the food economy and make it work as an ethical
people-centred and environment-centred space of action and possibility.
To do this we first need to rethink the economy. Here we can use the
image of the iceberg. (see fig. a) The tip of the iceberg is the familiar understanding
of the economy as made up of paid workers, working in small, medium, or large
capitalist enterprises, producing goods or services for “the market.” But below
the waterline is a much larger hidden economy made up of a host of other
economic activities that include, for example, not-for-market transactions, barter exchanges, volunteer labour, and self-provisioning occurring in places like
families, neighbourhoods, and streets.
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Economies Collective (see www.communityeconomies.org.au). To help interrogate the hidden and diverse economic activities further we have devised the
Diverse Economies Framework (DEF) (see fig. b). The first row of the DEF represents that part of the economy that sits above the waterline. But below the
waterline there is a host of economic activities. The aim of this DEF is to expand
our imaginary of what the economy is, from the narrow set of practices that sit
above the waterline, to a much more diverse array of practices—and possibilities for intervention and change.
EnTERpRisEs

TRansaCTions

LaboR

pRopERTy

FinanCE

CAPITALIST

MARKET

WAGE

PRIVATE

MAINSTREAM
MARKET

ALTERNATIVE
CAPITALIST

ALTERNATIVE
MARKET

ALTERNATIVE
PAID

ALTERNATIVE
PRIVATE

ALTERNATIVE
MARKET

NONCAPITALIST

NON-MARKET

UNPAID

OPEN ACCESS

NON-MARKET

fig. b: The Diverse Economies Framework. Courtesy of Gibson-Graham et al,
forthcoming

We can populate this DEF shell with that range of economic practices that can
be used to secure food. For example, when I look around my local town I find:
•
•
•
•
•

a diversity of enterprises producing and distributing food
various ways that food is transacted between producers and consumers
various ways of compensating workers who produce and distribute food
different types of property which can be used to secure food
a range of financial instruments for funding food initiatives.

This diversity is shown in fig. c. And this table is by no means the complete
food landscape of my town; 4 rather, the table is a starting point to illustrate the
diversity that already exists and the imaginative ways that people are taking
back the food economy.

fig. a: The Economy as an Iceberg. Courtesy of the Community Economies
Collective 2001, J.K. Gibson-Graham 2006.

This image of the iceberg has been developed and used by J.K. Gibson-Graham
and a network of academic and activist collaborators based primarily in Australia, the US, and Philippines—and working together as the Community
1
2
3

Paul Hawken, Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Social Movement in the History is
Restoring Grace, Justice and Beauty to the World (New York: Penguin, 2007).
Hawken, Blessed Unrest, 4.
Hawken, Blessed Unrest, 4 (original emphasis).
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My town is Newcastle (Australia) which has a population of over half a million
people and is approximately 150 kilometres north of Sydney.

NON-MARKET
• Family and friend lending
• Donations and gifts
• Sweat equity
OPEN ACCESS
• Gleaning and scrumping
from overhanging trees
and trees in public parks
• Open community garden
produce
• Dumpsters for diving
• Hunter River fishing
• Open access meals from
community kitchens
NON-MARKET
• Food from backyard production and community
gardens for home use or
gifted to neighbours and
friends
• Donations of food to community kitchens or
OzHarvest Food Rescue
• Donations of waste from
restaurants and coffee
shops for community garden composting
NON-CAPITALIST
• Self-employed farmers
• Self-employed food operators CSA
• Community gardens
• Community kitchens
• OzHarvest Food Rescue

UNPAID
• Community garden volunteers
• C o m m u n i t y K i tc h e n
volunteers
• Self-provisioning workers
(e.g. back-yard producers,
allotment communit y
garden producers, dumpster divers)

ALTERNATIVE MARKET
• Loans from cooperative
banks and credit unions
• Slow money lending
ALTERNATIVE PRIVATE
• Land used for community
gardens from Council,
churches, schools, sports
clubs
• Premises for CSA and community kitchens on notional leases or donated
arrangements from orgs,
institutions
• Showgrounds for farmers’
markets
ALTERNATIVE MARKET
• Food sourced directly
from farmer (e.g. farmers’
markets, CSA)
• Saturday morning sales
of communit y garden
seedlings
• Sales of community garden herbs to restaurants
and coffee shops
• Fair trade produce
ALTERNATIVE CAPITALIST
• Small family-run food
businesses
• State/Council owned businesses (e.g. Lake Macquarie City Council Worm
Farm)

ALTERNATIVE PAID
• In-kind payments for
Beanstalk “volunteers”
• In-kind payments for
community garden workers
• Self-employed workers
(e.g. farmers, sole operator food outlets)

MAINSTREAM MARKET
• Loans from mainstream
banks
PRIVATE
• Retail spaces
• Backyard food growing
areas
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MARKET
• Food from major supermarkets
• Food from local retailers

WAGE
• Workers at national and
international retailers
• Workers at local retailers
• CSA workers
• Community garden workers
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CAPITALIST
• Nationally based retailers
(e.g. Coles, Woolworth)
• International retailers
(e.g. ALDI)
• Local retailers (e.g. cafes
and coffee shops)

EnTERpRisEs

TRans-aCTions

LaboR

pRopERTy

FinanCE
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fig. c: The Diverse Food Landscape of Newcastle.
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One important feature of the diverse food economy in Table 2 is that the rows
do not necessarily line up. For example, although there are capitalist enterprises in the form of nationally and internationally based retailers that transact
produce through the market and employ waged workers (all in the top row of
the table), these enterprises can also be active in other parts of the diverse food
economy. For example, ALDI participates in non-market transactions by donating excess food to OzHarvest Food Rescue, a charitable organisation which
has recently started operating in Newcastle to collect excess food and pass it
on to welfare groups.
Another example is The Community Kitchen in Merewether. It is a
non-capitalist enterprise that brings together Kumera Kitchen volunteers and
access to the facilities of Mereweather Uniting Church. The current iteration
of Kumera Kitchen is the outcome of five years of community kitchen activity.
The Community Kitchen provides meals for around eighty people each week.
Food is donated by individuals and by five local businesses; and some of these
businesses operate as capitalist enterprises and some as alternative capitalist
enterprises (in which the for-profit motive is moderated by other concerns such
as a commitment to making organic produce affordable or provided decent
wages for local staff or paying local organic farmers a decent price for produce).
People who eat at The Community Kitchen are encouraged to volunteer their
labour (particularly with cooking or cleaning) or to make a small donation.
This is to get away from the idea that it’s a soup kitchen where meals are provided as a social service. The idea is The Community Kitchen is a place where
open access meals are produced for sharing—hence it’s a community kitchen
in the true sense of the word.
Another project that demonstrates how the rows in the diverse food
economy don’t all neatly align is The Beanstalk Organic Food, a non-capitalist
enterprise that operates as a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) project.
This means it participates in an alternative market whereby food is sourced
directly from nearby farmers, with farmers setting the price for the produce
they sell to Beanstalk. 5 Beanstalk employs one paid worker to coordinate many
of its activities, but it also relies on workers (“volunteers”) who are paid in-kind
with boxes of produce. It is currently based in the premises of a local church.
As a result of these arrangements, Beanstalk has established an alternative CSA
market that provides affordable organic food for consumers; and finance and
an income for farmers through the guaranteed prices and payment arrangement.
When we portray the food economy in this way we start to see how
the activities in the diverse food economy are interconnected—and relatedly
how diverse groups of people are interconnected: groups like capitalists, alternative capitalists, community organisers and activists, farmers and consumers.
Importantly, many of these interconnections involve some form of ethical
commitment. For example, the local donations of excess food to OzHarvest
Food Rescue and The Community Kitchen can been seen as reflecting an
environmental concern for the amount of waste that occurs within the food
industry and a social concern for people who do not have easy access to fresh
5

For more on this see Jenny Cameron, “Business as usual or economic innovation?:
Work, markets and growth in community and social enterprises,” Third Sector
Review Vol. 16, No. 3 (2010): 93-108.
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and good quality food. Likewise as a CSA project The Beanstalk Organic Food
is underpinned by a strong set of social and environmental ethics. The whole
aim of Beanstalk is to connect people in a transparent and direct way to make
explicit the interdependencies between producers and consumers, and rural and
urban areas. This means that producers are still supported during hard times.
For example, when one farmer suffered crop losses because of floods, Beanstalk
continued to pay him what he would have received even though it meant that
consumers still paid the same amount for fruit and vegetables boxes that may
have had slightly less produce or less variety of produce in them. 6 And of course,
with its commitment to organic food, Beanstalk is supporting farmers who are
producing in ways that are attuned to the environment.
In these examples, the connections are local or local-regional.
However, the diverse food economy can incorporate ethical connections with
people in distant places through practices such as fair trade. More and more
research is demonstrating the benefits of fair trade (e.g. Le Mare 2008) 7—whether
fair trade produce is sourced through major retailers stocking fair trade chocolate from major food manufacturers (e.g. Cadbury’s fair trade dairy milk
chocolate) or through smaller fair trade networks (such as Black Star coffee).
In either case, there is fair trade certification that guarantees that social and
ethical commitments are being acted on through mechanisms such as a guaranteed minimum price for small producers and an additional fair trade premium
that the cooperatives of small farmers can use to build educational and health
facilities and foster more ecologically sustainable agriculture practices.
What is so powerful about this diverse economies framework is that
it helps make visible the ways that people are taking back the economy through
various food initiatives. So “the economy” features not as something “out there”
that is the domain of mainstream businesses or “the market” or “globalisation”
or “capitalism,” but as something that we all can make in ways that are people
and environment centred. Furthermore, “the economy” features not as a bounded entity but as an open space of ethical decision making that is limited only
by our imagination, our creativity and our will to “take back.” And it becomes
clear that there is not one lone hummingbird hard at work but there are flocks
of hummingbirds who are taking back the (food) economy by working together
in exciting and innovative ways.
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swearonourfriendship

Resources, Communities
Introducing Thank You For Coming …
Opening Soon!
An experimental food and art project.
A permanent restaurant with a rotating creative residency program.
A multi-use space with a commercial kitchen, a production farm, and
communal tables.
Meals served daily with changing menus and changing environments.
Encouraging activities and interactions like eating, hangin’ out, cooking, growing, trying harder, making stuff, foraging, playing, exchanging,
repurposing, learning, telling jokes, collaborating, and being spontaneous.
HELP WANTED—Looking for rad ideas, secret talents, and good
good good good vibrations.
We are currently in the process of building and opening.
The following are phrases and ideas copied and pasted from brainstorm, planning, and process notes (scratches) from the past year:
¡comida para todos! // y’all come back now // singing menus // last
suppers // always open // no labels, no limits, no categories // “Make
your own food—we’re tired!” // yo avocado // Sliding scale prices in
which scales are determined by how much $ needs to be brought in
to run the place on a weekly (or monthly?) basis. There will be transparency in what $ needs to be spent on, e.g. $14 for a gallon of olive
oil, $27.32 for the week’s gas bill, etc. The goal will be to make the
total $ amount before the week’s end so that people can come in and
eat for free or exchange something that’s not $ for food. Constantly
striving for a threshold in which everyone can afford to eat. // ichi go
ichi e // exploding ginger beer // gentrifried chicken
W h at n oW?
Anyone can cook for everyone.
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Laura Noguera and Jenn Su
(swearonourfriendship) working on their
Kickstarter campaign for Thank You for
Coming, 2012
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The Yes Men

Economies
Jagannath (“master of the world” in Sanskrit) is an odd but kind little god.
Normally about six inches high and completely improbable in appearance, once
every year he and two siblings are mounted on an even more improbable wheeled
contraption about five stories high. Row upon row of devotees perch on the
different levels of Jagannath’s throne as, clearly unsafe at any speed, he lurches
through the streets of Puri. In reality, fatalities are usually due to passengers
falling off the device, but an early European priest told of it mowing down the
devout as they flung themselves in its path, and that’s the story that stuck.
Today, we have our own much odder and much less kind Jagannath—“Juggernaut,”
as the priest wrote it—and while the occasional fatality is due to a devotee
falling from the upper reaches of its improvised latticework (didn’t one of the
Enron managers commit suicide?) death more usually hews to the priest’s version—except that those that it crushes aren’t normally devotees. The 20,000
victims of Bhopal, or the likely 650,000 (so far) in Iraq, just happened to be in
the path of pan-national greed, sometimes fulfilling its dictates but not really
on purpose or with any special enthusiasm.
Now, our very own Juggernaut is preparing some much bigger death,
in the form of impending climate calamity. Here too, most of us don’t really
want that.
A number of decent people do note that J. has produced many wondrous things. Sure, they say, India’s transformations in the global free market
do produce millions of unemployed farmers, of whom thousands commit suicide
every year—but it’s also producing a flourishing middle class, thanks to the
Bangalore phone banks and tech joints. And although our world-master now
threatens the death of civilization, it’s also brought us lots of technology, as
well as unprecedented luxury and mobility. Even Nero couldn’t eat kumquats
in winter!
Yes, these folks say, this thing we call the free market may well be a
hurtling, death-dealing thing, but it doesn’t really mean ill—you just have to
get to know it, like a big clumsy pet, and it’ll respond with love instead of with
death. Buy a Prius. Invest ethically. Show Coke how to live.
The problem is, our Juggernaut is a force against which a few of us
becoming vegetarians, planting trees in the Amazon, or riding a bicycle is no
match at all. And despite the almost psychotically sunny predictions of corporate seers like Stewart Brand and Kevin Kelly, the global free market doesn’t
want much besides profits and growth; even its own survival comes in a distant
third, if even that.
That’s why others of us think the culture of death needs to be jammed.
The way to jam it is by withdrawing corporate charters after their very first
mass murder (no second chances!), imposing a 1000 percent tax on gas to make
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its cost reflect its true cost to the world, immediately stopping the production
of gas-powered cars as we did during World War I… Maybe then we’ll have a
hope of stopping our mean little god from crushing us all.
The trouble is, these things require a government to enact them, and
here in the US we have chosen a government as uninterested in our survival as
is the free market. Until this changes…well, we can throw a hundred dollar bills
onto the New York stock-exchange floor, revealing the “profit motive” for the
rooting of pigs that it is (Abbie Hoffman, 1967); we can make billboards that
tell the true story about corporate caring (Billboard Liberation Front et al.); we
can simulate billionaires (Billionaires for Bush, 2004) or fake our way onto
television (us, 2004) in a pantomime of what’s wrong; we can even demonstrate
that we already have all the technology we need to solve it all.
These are small, desperate measures, no better than saying “Ride a
bike,” or than the “solutions” Al Gore suggests in the credits at the end of his
climate change film. But there’s hope. Like Jagannath, our own lumbering
monster is at its core a very small thing—not a six-inch-high god, but a flimsy
and absurd little notion, summed up in one short phrase: let the rich do what
they want, and things will work out wonderfully for everyone. It isn’t very hard
to help others see this as the nonsense that it is, which is one reason that soon,
the outraged will be numerous enough to bring the chariot to a halt, just as they
did with segregation, the Vietnam War, and other stupid, suicidal constructs
that were once thought inevitable.
W h aT n oW?
For our part, we like to engage in a therapeutic eco-sport that is much
better for the environment than your usual recreations. What we do—and what
you can do too—is impersonate captains of industry, infiltrate corporate events,
give absurd and revealing presentations, and then escape to tell the story in the
press, hopefully to the great embarrassment of the target.
You don’t have to be a James Bond for this. You can be a bad actor,
clumsy, absent-minded, and even have stage fright. But you might need a fake
email address and a business card. For example, if you’re representing Exxon
as Luella Arschenfleck, buy a domain like exxon-corporate.com and use an
address like arschl@exxon-corporate.com. (Note: a company like Godaddy
will cancel your domain name just because it contains a well-known corporate
name, so you might want to use an off-beat, less stockholder-oriented company.)
Then go to a conference web site, find the page called “speaking
opportunities,” and sign up. If they ask for money, stall and tell them you need
to pay at the door. Come up with an excuse once you’re there.
An even better technique is to simply write to the conference.
In Calgary, Alberta, we decided we wanted to speak as Exxon at a big oil conference, so “Gus” (gus@hillknowlton.com—a domain we happened to own for
a while, until Hill & Knowlton used strong-arm tactics to get it back) wrote to
the conference and told them he would get them Lee Raymond, the former chair
of Exxon Mobil, who happened to be going hunting doves near Calgary and
was interested in speaking at the conference.
Not noticing that doves were not in season, the conference jumped at
the chance. On the day of the event, Raymond was taken with flu, and some
“assistants” showed up in his place.
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The Jagannath Trinity, pre-1894. Source:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/
search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.aspx?objectid=267042&partid=1
&searchText=jagannath&fromADBC=ad&to
ADBC=ad&numpages=10&images=on&orig
=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1. PD-US.

Procession of the Juggernaut at the Hindu
Festival of Rutt Jattra, Courtesy of the
Center for Study of the Life and Work of
William Carey, D.D. (1761-1834), William
Carey University, Hattiesburg, Mississippi,
USA.
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The problem with promising to deliver someone famous is obvious:
everyone knows who they are. So we explained that for security reasons, the
conference was not allowed to say anything about him on their promotional
material: we “embargoed” the information—and that’s a word you can use too.
OK. So suppose you’ve done it: you’ve secured a spot as the star speaker
at a big important conference. You’re all set! All you have to do is craft a talk
that will shock the pants off your audience and enlighten them at the same
time—or (if they just sit there and applaud, the way they always have with us) at
least show the rest of the world that something is terribly wrong with the picture.
Of course, you have to deliver it very convincingly. Fortunately, you
don’t need any talent to do this.
Andy, for example, is such a poor actor that he got kicked out of a play
in college—and that was the first and last play he was in. All Mike ever did,
theater-wise, was play the role of a dinosaur in an elementary school. Pterodactyl experience does not translate into playing a captain-of-industry, but no matter.
Once you’re up there, and everyone thinks you’re the head of Exxon
or something equally groovy—you’re the star! You could stutter, repeat yourself,
laugh inappropriately, or vomit, and people would still take you seriously.
At that same Canadian oil conference, we (as Exxon reps) announced
that Exxon was making a new biofuel called Vivoleum, made from the human
victims of climate change. As we showed a tribute video to the first man testrendered for the new product, candles in his shape were lit. “I’d like to be a
candle,” the man said, as the smell of burning human hair filled the room.
People were disgusted, but most continued to think we were Exxon.
All that’s left after you’ve fled is write a fun press release. Take pictures
and video, and make them available by every means at your disposal. Voila!
Visit www.yeslab.org/get-involved to team up with others who are
hell-bent on making a stink by weird means. And just maybe, with enough
participation, we can play a strange, small role in the big movement that stops
the juggernaut.
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Andy Bichlbaum of the Yes Men (posing as
ExxonMobil and National Petroleum Council
representative) speaking at GO-EXPO,
Canada’s largest oil conference, Calgary,
Alberta, 2007.

Attendees’ reactions to The Yes Men’s
Vivoleum proposal at GO-EXPO, 2007.

Antonio Scarponi, Conceptual Devices

Resources
A hoodie is not just a hoodie. In a world full of stuff, smart items should be
transformable, editable. Further, their transformability should be apparent.
We need to get rid of them instead to reduce the complex network of things
around us. Just undo it is a collection of reversible objects that can be made
from a hoodie at no cost.
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Antonio Scarponi/Conceptual Devices,
Just Undo It: How to Transform a Hoodie
into a Laptop Sleeve, 2008.
Photograph by Monica Tarocco, 2012.
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Antonio Scarponi/Conceptual Devices,
Just Undo It: How to Transform a Hoodie
into a Back Pack, 2008.
Photograph by Monica Tarocco, 2012.
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Antonio Scarponi/Conceptual Devices, Just
Undo It: How to Transform a Hoodie into a
Pillow, 2008.
Photograph by Monica Tarocco, 2012.
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New Social Art School

Communities, Spaces
In Glasgow, as in cities the world over, cyclists form a silent minority.
There are plenty of bikes, but relatively few people willing to use them as a
means of getting from A to B. Cycling has become a dainty leisure pursuit,
an activity that sees people strapping mountain bikes to the roofs of their cars,
or bundling them on to trains, in order to get far from the city and its unleaded engines.
Like many minority groups, city cyclists feel overlooked. They fear—
and not without reason—that their journeys from A to B could result in a bloodsoaked journey to A&E. They fear that, at any moment, a side door on any one
of those cars parked near curbs could open, forcing them to choose between
direct impact and a sudden swerve into moving traffic.
Bodies at both national and local governments are keen to promote
the many obvious benefits of city cycling, but posters and promotional packs
need to be backed by infrastructure and investment. The roads we travel on in
the UK are paid for by tax payers, whether they drive, walk, cycle, or stay at
home. Road tax never is, and never was, a license to rule Scotland’s tarmac.
With the project, No Mean Streets, New Social Art School hopes to
open up a dialogue between all shapes and sizes of road users with the aim of
improving the provision for, and attitudes towards, citizens of a two-wheeled bent.

Antonio Scarponi/Conceptual Devices,
Just Undo It: How to Transform a Hoodie
into a Strap Bag, 2008.
Photograph by Monica Tarocco, 2012.

As part of this project, New Social Art School produced a publication about
cycling in the city of Glasgow, offering interviews, insights, and written statements by some of Glasgow’s hidden pedalers…
In Glasgow it seems like more people have taken up cycling over
recent years, but cyclists are still an overlooked minority and, we think, amongst
non-cyclists, there exists a real fear of cycling. Many people believe that this
is an activity better practiced off-road. We believe that cyclists should enjoy
equal rights with other road users and adequate space on existing roads.
This project is about promoting cycling as an effective, healthy, and
fun means of transportation in the city. We want more cyclists on the roads,
which means increased safety, reduced traffic congestion, less pollution, better
public health, and freer, less mediated social interaction within the city.
There does seem to be an increasing awareness of cyclists, and both
national and local governments are keen to promote the benefits of cycling.
Bike Week 2010, which took place in several UK cities, including Glasgow,
involved mass bike rides, commute to work schemes, and family events, all in
order to encourage “…everyone to rethink their everyday journeys and switch
to cycling as the most convenient way to get around.” However, we think that
the promotional initiatives need to be backed by action, otherwise there will
be no real change.
With this project we hope to open up a dialogue between road users,
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Rush Hour at Charing Cross, 2010.
Photograph by Eva Merz.

The publication was distributed during Bike
Week and Glasgow Cycling Festival,
June 2010.

Police pals reading at Bike Week event at
George Square, 2010.
Photograph by Gregory Chauvet.
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with the aim of improving the provision for, and attitudes towards, cyclists.
As they say, THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE MOTORISED.
W h At N oW?
EVA’s FASt GUIDE to ENJoYING thE RIDE
The best bicycle rides through the city are the ones where you get
along with other road users, and you get the feeling of being respected in traffic. Naturally this works both ways. A good way of increasing the chances of
an enjoyable ride is to COMMUNICATE with other road users. Look around
you, SIGNAL where you are going, make EYE CONTACT, WAVE to drivers
when they are being helpful, ring your BELL, if you have one, or WHISTLE
to pedestrians, when you are behind them and want to pass.
It’s not so smart to run through red lights because it’s the number one
reason why car drivers get annoyed with cyclists—a policeman told me that.
I don’t want to annoy anyone in traffic, just like I don’t want anyone to annoy
me, so I stopped running red lights. Once I got used to it, it’s quite nice, and it
makes me relaxed, rather than stressed and angry. Obviously, you can’t be sure
not to encounter the idiots, and they come on four-wheels, as they do on twowheels and on foot. Swearing is sometimes inevitable and I guess it’s okay, but
no need to get upset, unless absolutely necessary. Remember, aggression takes
the focus off the road. Smiling works better in the long run.
GooD LUCK!
“Cycling lanes, I think you can start with painting them in. That isn’t safe
enough, but it’s a good start and it’s cheap and easily to produce all over the place.
Then, as soon as possible, it needs to be a real cycling lane. And, if the council
doesn’t do it, then people should paint them in. Reclaim the space!”
Lindsay Keenan, Environment communications consultant, Glasgow

Download a free copy of No Mean Streets at: http://newsocialartschool.org/pdf/
NMSpublication.pdf

Communities, Economies
Principles
What: Trade School is a learning experiment where teachers barter
with students. We place equal value on big ideas, practical skills, and experiential knowledge.
Why: Everyone has something to offer. Trade School is not free—we
believe in the power of non-monetary value.
How: Trade School runs on mutual respect. We are motivated by
integrity, not coercion. We are organized without hierarchy. We share power and
information. We are actively working to create safe spaces for people and ideas.
Our organization is always learning and evolving. We are inspired by Mess Hall
and the Principles of Cooperation: http://www.messhall.org/ten_points.html,
http://www.ncba.coop/ncba/about-co-ops/co-op-principles
“If you have come to help me, you are wasting your time; but if you are here
because your liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together.”
Lilla Watson
What is Trade School?
Trade School is a non-traditional learning space that runs on barter.
Anyone can teach a class. Students sign up by agreeing to meet the barter
requests of teachers.
On the day of class, students and teachers gather in a space that is made
available by Trade School organizers. In New York, we make our own furniture,
cook food in the space, and serve tea to welcome people. Students give barter
items to the teacher, and class begins. Trade School celebrates hands on knowledge and experience. It is a place to learn with other people who value practical wisdom, mutual aid, and the social nature of exchange. Local Trade School
chapters open whenever a group of volunteers decide to organize one collectively.
How did we do it?
The first time (2010), everyone contributed time and materials to support
the communities that value cooperation over competition. Rich Watts bartered
design work for GrandOpening’s storefront space and help conceptualizing Trade
School. Louise Ma and Rich Watts designed the website and Caroline Woolard
coordinated with teachers to make the class schedule. We made a weatherproof
flag, bucket furniture, hook-filled shelving, and a huge chalkboard. Incredibly
rigorous, creative thinkers gave time to Trade School from day one.
This second time (2011), we wanted to open Trade School for longer
than a month, and needed to raise money to pay for rent because we couldn’t find
anyone who would barter with us for a three month rental in Manhattan.
We raised money on Kickstarter, and after a LOT of searching and discussion
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with various venues, we were approached by Old School at 32 Prince. It’s an old
classroom in Nolita, so it seemed perfect. Saul Melman joined our team as well,
helping to coordinate and conceptualize the project. We also have a handful of
generous volunteers, and more enthusiastic teachers and students than ever.
The third time (2012), we wanted to open up the organizing to anyone
who was interested in helping. Rather than working as a team of 3–4 people, we
now have 6–12 people who vote and work on Trade School. We started drafting
our principles for clarity, and use rotating facilitation, consensus, and stack to
keep our meetings organized. We now have big group meetings with report-backs
from teams who focus on different aspects of Trade School independently: we
have a party team, a venue team, a design and website team, a furniture team, a
sponsorship team, a special events team, and a class coordination team.
Students and Teachers
Finding teachers:
Where can you find teachers? You probably already know people who
are great storytellers, who give tours, who teach their children, or who are
professors who want to share information in a new setting. They probably just
need a little bit of encouragement to set up and teach a class. For the first few
classes, you will probably have to invite people. Ask people who will open
Trade School with excitement—people who can speak on a range of topics,
demonstrate a range of approaches to learning (from workshops to tours), and/
or who know a lot of people. The first few classes should spread the word, set
the tone, and create a standard of rigor and generosity.
When we first opened Trade School, we spent the month before we
opened asking people we knew if they wanted to teach. We invited a range of
good storytellers and radical educators: a mushroom expert and forager who
wrote the Audobon Field Guide (Gary Lincoff), a woman with an MBA and an
MFA who taught Business for Artists (Amy Whitaker), a singing enthusiast
(Laura Harris), a master composter (Amanda Matles), and an arts festival producer (Chloe Bass). These people each invited their friends to come to their class,
and many of their students became teachers who then invited more friends to
their class. This is how it spread—word of mouth, emails, and links to our website.
Selecting teachers
We do not select teachers or turn potential teachers away. We ask for
proposals so that we know what people want to teach, but we accept 99% of teachers.
If there are any issues with the proposal, we give feedback and work with teachers
to improve the class. We want to give everyone a chance to share what they know.
For special events (like when/if we work with museums and places with
big PR and large audiences), where we can only fit a few classes in one night and
lots of people want to teach, we take proposals for and give priority to people
who have put in a lot of time to make Trade School work. For example, we give
teaching priority to people who have donated food or cooked for us, people who
repeatedly taught amazing classes on our regular schedule, and to people who
both share information as teachers and learn as students at Trade School.
Demographics
If all of your friends are the same age, race, glass, sex, and sexual-
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orientation, you should consider how this relates to your goals for your Trade
School. For example, is Trade School really “open to everyone”? At Trade
School New York, we are beginning to work with community-based organizations to develop a better program that isn’t only made by and for educated white
creatives. We think Trade School will be better with a wider audience because
our goal is to build a culture of mutual respect in New York, and respect can
be built by appreciating differences, confronting oppression in the classroom,
and learning from people who are not all the same.
“Most curators and artists have expressed wariness about the notion of a preconceived audience…. What is usually not questioned, however, is how one’s
notion of one’s self is created. It is the construct of a vast collectivity of people
who have influenced one’s thoughts and one’s values, and to speak to one’s self
is more than a solipsistic exercise—it is, rather, a silent way of speaking to the
portion of civilization that is summarized in our minds.”
Pablo Helguera, on audiences
What teachers ask for
Teachers might say “I don’t need anything” or “I don’t feel comfortable
asking for anything” or “I just want money.” Encourage teachers to make a long
list of things they buy or obscure things they need, and show them what other
teachers have asked for (fresh produce, music suggestions, research tips, materials, drawings, etc.) for inspiration. If someone wants to take a class, but shows
up at the last minute or can’t bring an object, let them help clean up the room
or assist the organizers.
Students become teachers
At the end of each class, ask students to consider teaching a class.
People might say “but I don’t know anything that anyone else wants to know.”
Or, “I don’t have any skills.” If you ask them what they do for a job, what they
like to do, or what their friends ask them to do, you will probably be able to
help them see that there are a lot of skills/ideas/experiences they have that you
and others would like to learn about.
Student sign-ups
Students usually sign up for a class online by agreeing to bring
something that their teacher requests. You can also work out a system where
anyone can sign up for a class in the physical space—but remember to enter it
online so you don’t overbook your classes!
Walk-in students
If people wander in or come without bringing anything, just welcome
them and say “please help us clean up at the end of class.” Remember who they
are and make sure they help at the end. If they want to work out an IOU with
the teacher, that is nice too.
No-show students
We have found that 50 percent of people who agree to bring barter
items actually show up. This is typical of events in general, but a sad statement
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about our culture of flakes. Hopefully, people will stop saying “I’ll be there”
and then not show up. Until we can hold people accountable and people can
learn to take better responsibility for themselves, make sure you allow DOUBLE
the number of students to sign up for each class. For example, if a teacher says
“I want 10 students,” leave 20 spots to be filled. If they all fill, we find that about
10 will actually show up. In the rare case that all 20 show up (about 1% of the
time), you will have to deal with it.
Class time
In New York, we’ve found that classes should be 1.5 hours with .5
hours between classes, so that there’s enough room to ask questions, clean up,
give barter items to the teacher, and hang out. If the class involves a craft like
felting or book-making, leave 4-5 hours or require two classes. Most craftspeople who haven’t taught before forget how long it takes to get everyone at the
same step. Craft classes should be smaller and longer to allow for one-on-one
help. Most importantly, we encourage participatory formats: workshops, breakout groups, walks, and discussions.
Class topics
Classes can be on anything. We’ve had a cartoon-drawing class taught
by a ten-year-old, a foraging in the street class, a philosophy and plumbing class,
and a class about squatting the condos. As long as the person has real-life
experience with the topic, or can relate a theory to practice well, it’s a good fit.
We try to get a balance of craft traditions and contemporary tactics, and to
balance book-learning with hands-on practical experience.
Location
We’ve found that with limited volunteers/staff, it’s best to have a space
that can be reached by the public directly—a public space, storefront, or basement
is ideal. If you have to direct people from the street to meander through a space,
you will need more volunteers every night and you may find out that more
students are lost in the building than you want to deal with. The other nice thing
about being close to the street is that you can attract local students and teachers
who haven’t heard about Trade School online. We like to create our own space,
because existing independent from institutions allows the group to build its
culture and bring Trade School to larger institutions for special events only.
Trade School started because we were given use of a storefront (Rich
Watts had done design work for a group that couldn’t pay him, so he asked to
be paid via use of their storefront). We didn’t know what to do with the space,
but after a wild brainstorm session about many possible barter storefronts, we
decided that “barter for instruction” and a barter school had a lot of potential.
We have done special events with the Whitney Museum and the Museum of Art
and Design, but only after we had a gathering of people who knew that we were
truly about mutual aid and not just big, flashy education-entertainment (as the
museum events can feel if you don’t have a context outside of the museum for
your community of people to get to know each other).
After the first year, so many people were excited about Trade School
that we decided to try to open again. No one would barter with us in exchange
for a storefront the second year, so we ran a Kickstarter campaign and raised
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money for rent and materials. 1 That felt a little weird (many students ended up
donating money and giving barter items to teachers), and we had a bad relationship with the landlord we were renting from. We hope we don’t ever have to
ask for so much money again, but if you absolutely cannot find space and need
to rent some, go for it! We have found that even in New York City, there are
enough spaces with empty areas for us to exist on surplus and gifting of space
(rather than renting). When landlords donate space to us they also demonstrate
that they are aligned with our values—people who are interested in sharing
excess capacity, not turning as much as possible into something for sale.
The third year (starting March 2012), we’ve decided to go with donated space—enough art spaces know about us now that we are getting offers for
free spaces. We are working with a gallery, a school, and a museum for a few
intensive Trade School events. We accept the museum and gallery spaces as
long as they give us autonomy, allow us to clear away any sense of a white cube
with a visitors desk. Again, we build the group culture of mutual respect in
independent spaces and bring it to big institutions for one-night-only events.
Most importantly, we don’t work with institutions that are not aligned with or
in support of our values.
Here are some things to consider:
Where will you be located and what are the demographics of the
neighborhood?
Who are the students, teachers, and participants that you hope to engage?
What are some of the challenges faced by people in the area?
Will you have a space to do the dishes like a slop sink?
Can you get a key to the space?
What are the hours you can access the space?
Does the space want to censor your classes?
Do they want their brand involved directly?
Organizing
A cooperative (also co-operative or co-op) is an organization owned
and operated by a group of individuals for their mutual benefit. A cooperative
is defined by the International Cooperative Alliance’s Statement on Cooperative
Identity as “an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet
their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through
jointly owned and democratically controlled enterprise.” Basically, a cooperative is a business owned and controlled equally by the people who use its services or by the people who work there. Trade School operates as a cooperative
organization, which means that it is organized horizontally, without any one
member having the power to hire or fire any other member. The cooperative
may be closed and require an application for membership, or be open to new
members as long as they attend an orientation meeting, or may be completely
open. All major decisions are made by a one-person, one-vote system, because
all people should be valued. At Trade School New York, we moved from 3–4
organizers in 2010 and 2011 to 6–12 organizers in 2012. This is both good and
bad. More people means more things can get done, but it also means more group
1

See: http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/OurGoods/trade-school-0?ref=live
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scheduling and longer meetings. We now have to be clear about what constitutes
membership in the group (so that new people don’t come in and vote on things
they won’t work on because they never come back), and a need for intense selfcontrol and good facilitation so that we focus on the agenda so that random
details or new ideas don’t make the meeting run off track.
Group culture
As an organizer, you may spend as much time in meetings helping
Trade School get off the ground than you will in classes enjoying Trade School.
If the organizing group builds trust and has fun together, it will be reflected in
Trade School itself.
“In a healthy group, power and responsibility are balanced. Power is
earned by taking on responsibilities, making commitments and keeping them—
sometimes by making mistakes and taking responsibility for them…. In a thriving
group, people invest trust in one another. But to do so, there must be systems of
accountability in place. To create trust, to communicate in ways that transcend
our normal win/lose dichotomy, we must shift our focus from advocacy to
inquiry, from asserting our point of view to listening and opening up to others.”
Starhawk
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co-present the project if the group is asked to give a presentation. Divide the
money equally or based on need (going by hours worked can ruin fun). If offered
airfare and hotel to talk about TS, ask for equivalent $ for the project and present over Skype or make a video instead. Emphasize supporting the project, not
your celebrity. Announce how anyone can apply/join the group if they want to
help organize. Have open conversations about privilege (see below) and hire a
facilitator to help you out.
“Groups that refuse to let people earn social power (the influence you gain by
working hard for the group) inevitably favor those with unearned social power.
The loudest, strongest, most educated or most charismatic get heard; those who
do the actual work may be ignored.”
Starhawk
“Power comes from work and moral courage, not coercion, threats, or control of
resources. This is called ’power-with’ and relates to empowerment, not ‘powerover’ or entitlement.”
Starhawk

2. Scheduling
Meet on the same day each week to avoid scheduling conversations.
Meet in person to discuss anything important and to avoid getting emailoverwhelmed. Rotate or pair up for all tasks: facilitating meetings, hosting
classes, taking minutes, etc.

5. Privileges and anti-oppression practices
Power and privilege play out in our group dynamics and we must continually struggle with how we challenge power and privilege in our practice.
We can only identify how power and privilege play out when we are conscious
and committed to understanding how racism, sexism, homophobia, and all other
forms of oppression affect each one of us. Until we are clearly committed to antioppression practice all forms of oppression will continue to divide our movements
and weaken our power. Developing an anti-oppression practice is life long work
and requires a life long commitment. No single workshop is sufficient for learning
to change one’s behaviors. We are all vulnerable to being oppressive and we need
to continuously struggle with these issues. Dialogue and discussion are necessary
and we need to learn how to listen non-defensively and communicate respectfully
if we are going to have effective anti-oppression practice. Challenge yourself to
be honest and open and take risks to address oppression head on.

3. Meetings and group size
If you’re going to work on consensus (and we recommend you do),
remember that every person you add to the group could double the amount of
time it will take to make a collective decision. You might want to make a procedure for bringing new people into the group (for instance, potential members
can come to meetings but can’t make decisions for a bit). Keep the group small
if possible (we worked in NYC with three primary organizers and 5-20 volunteers during events for the first and second year of Trade School). The people
who are most impacted make the decision. Don’t vote or voice strong opinion
on an issue that you won’t be effected by.

6. Having fun together
The more time you spend hanging out, having fun and/or talking about
your personal struggles and goals, the more you will trust each other’s good
intentions in meetings or at least be more empathetic about where people are
coming from. This can lead towards a group culture of honesty about discomfort
and group conversations about personal and group transformation.
For example, if I tell the group that I am trying to learn to step back and listen
more, and ask for help with this, it will be easier for me when someone reminds
me that I am talking too much. Or, if I know that someone is having a really
hard time at work or in a relationship, I will be more sensitive to them in meetings.

Here are some tips:
1. Transparency
Create a group culture of accountability and shared work. Keep each
other in check by sharing personal goals for your relationship to Trade School,
as well as possible struggles with power and cooperation. Try to ask for help
being accountable and owning up to mistakes.

4. Power and responsibility
Inevitably, your group will have to deal with power and responsibility. Here are
some tips to consider when trying to be as cooperative as possible: Inform
reporters that this is a collective project and list names if necessary. Try to

“Do. Don’t ask other people to do it for you…let’s build better systems by and
for ourselves.”
Carne Ross
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Trade School New York, 2012.

Death to Auto: Maximize The Manual Mode
on your SLR. Filmmaker Alex Mallis gave
students the rundown on how film speed,
shutter speed, and aperture work together
when shooting in manual mode.

Fabric Making Workshop. Weaving
Lead learner Huong Ngo demonstrates how
to make a simple stretcher bar loom, and
basic weaving techniques.

The Education of Men and Women:
A Spanish Intensive. Rocio Rodriguez Salceda entertained fledgling Spanish students
with a bucket full of fancy sangria, stories
from the Spanish Civil War, and gender-specific word play in the Spanish language.

Trade School New York, 2010.

Drawing for Pleasure and Relaxation.
Ellie Irons helped students loosen up
through a series of drawing exercises. The
class drew with sticks, drew in the dark,
drew their shadows, and drew as if skating.

Sasha Costanza-Chock

Histories, Communities
VozMob (Mobile Voices: http://vozmob.net) is a platform for immigrant and
low-wage workers to create stories about their lives and communities directly
from cell phones. VozMob appropriates technology to create power in our
communities and achieve greater participation in the digital public sphere.
The project began as a collaboration between the Annenberg School for Communication & Journalism at the University of Southern California (ASC&J)
and the Institute of Popular Education of Southern California (IDEPSCA).
The IDEPSCA works to to create a more humane and democratic society by
responding to the needs and problems of disenfranchised people through leadership development and educational programs based on popular education
methodology. Specifically, our goal is to organize and educate immigrants
concerned with solving problems in their own communities. Our roots trace
back to 1984, when a group of students and parents met in Central Park in the
City of Pasadena to confront racism, educational inequalities, and the lack of
affordable housing. Stories of joy, struggle, and hope became mirrors for our
educational and organizing processes. This experience, and systematic practice
that evolved from it, has given the Institute the tools and methods to successfully
work with low-wage immigrant workers and other groups committed to solving
problems in their own communities.
Starting in 2008 and continuing today, Drupal developers, IDEPSCA’s
Popular Communication team (a team of day laborers and household workers),
IDEPSCA staff, researchers, media activists, and volunteers worked together to
design a free/libre open source software platform, create and analyze stories,
develop shared knowledge, and produce training materials. Today, a core team
of workers from IDEPSCA continues to send stories to the site from their phones on a daily basis. The Popular Communication Team takes their role of
writing their own history very seriously, and they meet face to face on a weekly
basis to strengthen the project and sharpen their skills as popular communicators.
A special thanks to the group of day laborers and household workers
who, since 2008, have committed their time to make this project a success, and
who continue to provide leadership as VozMob grows into a network with many
local affiliates.
W H at n oW?
In VozMob we read reality to write our own history, and strive to
make visible the true stories of those who have been excluded, marginalized,
and made invisible by the traditional mass media. We amplify the voices of the
excluded by appropriating mobile phones for popular communication.
We created this project using popular education methodology and
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participatory design techniques. Much of our process is documented at http://
wiki.vozmob.net; you should feel free to use anything you find there that might
be helpful for your own popular communication projects.
The VozMob content management system is a customized version of
Drupal, the popular free and open source software. Our code is freely available
at http://code.vozmob.net; we have also created a hosted version of the VozMob
Drupal Distribution at http://vojo.co. Vojo is a space where anyone can quickly
and easily set up their own group for mobile blogging using the VozMob code,
without having to install anything.

Voces Móviles (Mobile Voices).
Courtesy of VozMob.

Billy Mark

Economies
In a marketplace driven by wants, if we do not critically engage our desires,
they will be activated and engaged for us. In this paper we will see how freestyle
poetry uses the same fictive material as modern economics, and employs the
material in a way that not only uncovers unnoticed structural metaphors, but
does so in a non-dialectical manner. This approach allows new forms of exchange
to be explored; exchanges that, at the root level of language, mirror and suggest
new economic possibilities.
The larger structure of this paper will move from one meaning of the
word cipher to another. We will first explore the cipher as a code, a secret language based on mathematical algorithms. Then, we will move on to explore
economic metaphors. Finally, we will interpret cipher by its lesser known
definition: a circle of rappers “flowing” (rhyming) improvisationally. In addition
to this, we will explore the idea of the cipher and all of its lyrical, interlocking
components as one complete, dynamic poem. There, we will begin to connect
the mathematical and poetic dimensions of economics and poetry.
Cipher as Code
“In science one tries to tell people, in such a way as to be understood by everyone,
something that no one ever knew before. But in poetry, it’s the exact opposite.”
Paul Dirac
The first similarity poetry and economics share is that they are both
often greeted with confusion: “I don’t get it.” As a result, they are often left to
their respective experts. But both poetry and economics are more human and
immediate, and rooted in our needs and desires than our common perceptions
of them: those of Great Inevitables, shrouded in esoteric language. Inaccessible.
Many of us treat economics as if it were an indecipherable code.
We know this code affects our lives, but, since we do not have the key and
cannot seem to crack the code, we allow it to remain a language of secrets,
hidden behind a veil of algorithms. How did modern economics come to be so
elusive to most of us? To answer this, let’s first look at what an economy is.
In The Economics of Imagination, Kurt Heinzelman, quoting from a list of
heavy-hitters, describes it this way:
“The economy is shorthand for the contracted and institutionalized economic
processes of Western civilization as embedded in the commodity market, in
all-purpose coinage, in the market mechanism of supply and demand, and in
the trade markets of foreign and domestic commerce. Adam Smith and his
successors used the phrase homo economicus to designate one who was knowledgeable of and sensitive to these formalized modes of expressing production
and distribution. Marx used the word ‘capital’ to describe such instituted eco-
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nomic modes, the systems of productions by which we conduct, in Alfred
Marshall’s phrase, ‘the business of life.’ In classical political economy, there
are no economic principles which are not so instituted.” 1
Heinzelman’s last sentence, “…there are no economic principles which are not
so instituted,” introduces us to why it may be difficult for people raised within
a market-based economy, to imagine alternatives. The idea of the market pervades nearly every facet of our lives, most of our institutions, and, as we will
see, is embedded even in the structure of our language and ideas.
To understand this market, and to begin to trace a path out and regain
our conceptual bearings, let’s look at the words price and value. Many of us
use these words almost interchangeably. Something is worth is its price. Something
is worth is its value. What is the value of that blue Buick? $750. What is the
price of that blue Buick? $750. When we examine the two words more closely…
price…value…we begin to enter into an ongoing debate about the reality of
economics. A debate that began with the father of classical economics, Adam
Smith’s, inability to satisfactorily reconcile these two terms. Is the price of the
Buick, $750, the same as its value? Are there other measurements by which we
could judge a thing’s value other than by its price? Does the market determine
value or the price or both? Here, in the frequent conflation of these two words
we begin to see the creative nature of economics:
“The classical economists somehow had to explain what real value
meant in an economic context in which the only economically significant value
of a commodity was its nominal value, its agreed-upon market price…classical
economist David Ricardo solved the question poetically by positing exchange
value as a fiction which has the force of reality…Ricardo asserts: ‘To facilitate,
then, the object of this inquiry, although I fully allow that money made of gold
is subject to most of the variations of other things, I shall suppose it to be
invariable, and therefore all alterations in price to be occasioned by some
alteration in the value of the commodity of which I may be speaking.’ Money,
Ricardo’s ‘standard measure of value,’ is offered then as an imaginative concept
which exists in the fictive realm of “As If”… ” 2
Engels chimes in from his side of the conversation . . .
“If the economist were honest, he would employ this term [price] for
trade value. But he has still to keep up some sort of pretense that price is somehow
bound up with value, lest the immorality of trade become too obvious.…” 3
Heinzelman introduces the idea of the poetic “As If” and develops it further
until we are able to see the pillars of the economy, land, labor, and money, less
as rational, mathematical inevitables, or as facets of indecipherable code, than
as a series of poetic leaps
the leap that occurs when the poet says: “Your
1
2
3

Kurt Heinzelman, The Economics of Imagination, (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980), 37.
Heinzelman, Economics of the Imagination, 97.
Heinzelman, Economics of the Imagination, 98.
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eyes…are (As If)…two blue Buicks.” But here, instead of leaping from eyes to
Buicks, economics leaps from the experiential world of human and natural
forces to a beautifully crafted, conceptual structure. “Your Nature…is…Land.
Divisible and now able to be sold.” Heinzelman explains:
“Classical economics had to define, for instance, labor, land, and money as
commodities in order to conceptualize ‘the market’ as a place where things were
bought and sold…but labor, land, and money are obviously not commodities,
Polanyi concludes, and when economists speak of markets they do not mean
the agora (gathering place) but the mechanism or verbal nexus by which we may
say that supply and demand coincide: Labor is only another name for a human
activity that goes with life itself, which in its turn is not produced for sale but
for entirely different reasons, nor can that activity be detached from the rest of
life, be sorted or mobilized; land is only another name for nature, which is not
produced by man; actual money, finally, is merely a token of purchasing power
which, as a rule, is not produced at all, but comes into being through the mechanism of banking or state finance. None of them is produced for sale. The commodity description of labor, land, and money is entirely fictitious.” 4
We began this section conceiving of the economy as a cipher, a code, a mysterious mathematical system of obscured processes. However, now that we are
taking a closer look, we begin to see how our image of the economy, as a purely
rational structure, is shifting. It is more poetic in nature than we figured.
Let’s continue to shift our understanding of cipher from the mathematical to
the poetic. Hopefully we can use this view, that of the economy as a poem, to
re-conceptualize our relationship to our larger experience of exchange, and
perhaps begin to see how we can play an active, creative role within it.
Economic Metaphors
If the economy is a fictive device, superimposed upon and circularly
related to human and natural processes, in order to better understand it we must
explore what it would be like to read it as we would a poem. To give a poem a
once-over is to not read a poem. As in economics, a poem slowly becomes clear
through the process of close reading and deep listening. We read the economy
deeply because the poem’s effects on our bodies, our actions, and our lives, are
equally as mysterious, and known only through experience.
Let’s begin the process of reading the economy by identifying the
metaphors at work in our daily experience. But first, in order to read these
metaphors, we need to go one step further in our reassessment of the way we
engage the concept of economics. To access the under-emphasized, poetic
dimension of the economy we must first realize in what ways it has been hidden
by the scientific approach developed over the last few hundred years. We must
see the resistance to the poetic before we begin to access and re-emphasize its
dimensions and values within exchange. The goal is not to hide science from
view, but rather to integrate the poetic.
In Plato’s utopian Republic, the poets and their “lies” were expelled
to make way for the rational Truth to emerge through balanced conversation.
4

Heinzelman, Economics of the Imagination, 99.
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Like Plato’s distrust of the poetic as an aid to human arrival at the Truth, economics, during its development into a predictive science, has distanced itself
from metaphors and other “inaccurate measurements.”
“Economic science…is an attempt to find a body of laws of nature…
Science tries to discover and catalog positive statements that are consistent with
what we observe in the world. Science is silent on normative questions…a
difference of opinion on a positive matter can ultimately be settled by careful
observation and measurement… Economists observe, measure, and explain
what they see. Understanding what makes things work requires the discovery
of laws. This discovery is the main task of economics.” 5

machine; we are just to use it for our ends. The detachment of the machine from
the subjects who will make use of it elevates the economic agent to the level of
the heroic. We control the machine’s output.” 8
Let’s move on to some examples of the “Time is Money” metaphor:
“You’re wasting my time with all of this talk,” “This device will save you hours,”
“I don’t have the time to give to you,” “How do you spend your weekends?,” “That
flat tire cost me an hour,” and “I’ve invested a lot of time in our relationship.”
Lakoff continues, outlining the power of metaphors to emphasize and hide:
“The very systematicity that allows us to comprehend one aspect of a concept
in terms of another will necessarily hide other aspects of the concept. In allowing
us to focus on one aspect of a concept, a metaphorical concept can keep us from
focusing on other aspects of the concept that are inconsistent with the metaphor.
For example, in the midst of a heated argument, when we are intent on attacking
our opponent’s position and defending our own, we may lose sight of other
cooperative aspects of arguing. Someone who is arguing with you can be viewed
as giving you his time, a valuable commodity, in an effort at mutual understanding. But when we are preoccupied with the battle aspects, we often lose sight
of the cooperative aspects.” 9

This attempt to distance economics from metaphor overlooks the pervasiveness
of metaphors in both science (generally) and economics (specifically).
Like many poems, the economy is reinforced by a network of overlapping
metaphors. As we experience this web of associations, we are transformed not
only in thought, but in action and being (like a poem). From their groundbreaking work in linguistics, Lakoff and Johnson explain:
“Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life. Not just in language, but in thought
and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and
act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature…. Our concepts structure what we
perceive, how we get around in the world, and how we relate to other people.”6
The way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day is very much
a matter of metaphor. In most of the little things we do, we simply think and
act more or less automatically along certain lines. What these lines are is by
no means obvious. One way to find out is by looking at language.

In our last two examples, the market is not actually a physical gathering
place where bidding occurs and goods are exchanged; the market, and all of its
abstract processes, is a metaphor. If we look closer into the market, we can see
that even the famous supply and demand curve is a metaphor. Arjo Klamer and
Thomas C. Leonard unpack one of the most famous metaphors in all of economics:
“This [‘the labor market’ and the graph] is not literally true even if frequent
application of this particular metaphor makes the user believe it is. Of course,
there are no demand and supply curves in a market. This expression is metaphorical, actually doubly metaphorical. The supply and demand curve diagram
is a kind of icon, which itself stands in for an elaborate and systematic metaphor
on the nature of work in a commercial society.” 10

Let’s look at a few examples: In the “Economy as a Machine” metaphor
we can see the subconscious perpetuation of unquestioned individualism. Examples of the metaphor include: “We can all make a lot of money,” “The economy
is broken and needs to be fixed,” “The government shouldn’t tinker with the
market,” “The economy is running smoothly,” and “occasionally we need to
prime the pump.” The machine metaphor is not only in common use among
economists it also provides a meta-metaphor for economic thought, capturing
in its complex imagery the core modernist principles of foundationalism, objectivism, and control. 7
“The economy as machine suggests a process of exchange in which
the only active agent shaping the outcomes is the human subject who works
and consumes after having been handed a specific assemblage of productive
forces. The machine has been mailed to us in a box with no return address.
It is not our role to question the legitimacy, effectiveness, or beauty of the
5
6
7

Michael Parkin, Economics (Reading, Berkshire: Addison Wesley, 1990), 22.
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1980), 3.
Paul Wendt, “Comment on Amariglio,” in Economics as Discourse: An Analysis of the
Language of Economists, ed. Warren J. Samuels (Boston: Kluwer, 1990), 48-49.

A supply and demand curve. Source: Feco. Creative Commons BY-SA 3.0.
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Julie A. Nelson, “Value-Free or Valueless? Notes on the pursuit of detachment in Economics,” History of Political Economy Vol. 25, Spring (1993): 124-126.
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Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, 23.
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The more we see the hidden metaphors, the more we see what is hidden in the
metaphors; and the more we begin to see the economy as a poem, the more we
see that its metaphors are not only pervasive, but transformable. These metaphors
can be reassessed and rewritten to allow for richer, fuller experiences of human
exchange. Through deep reading we begin to see how to rewrite the poem, to
disengage from one set of patterns and reengage in others that emphasize different qualities of exchange. Aristotle:
“It is a great thing, indeed, to make proper use of the poetic forms…
but the greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. Ordinary words
convey only what we know already; it is from metaphor that we can best get
hold of something fresh.” 11
So far, we have attempted to develop a vocabulary of transformation; to gain
access into the complexity of the economy through its creative, transformable,
poetic structures, so that we may develop a vocabulary that incorporates both
the rational and poetic dimensions of practical exchange. We build this vocabulary to reengage what has been hidden, and offset, without discounting, what
has been over-emphasized; to experience, within our exchange of goods and
services, a more creative, richer connection with each other and our environment.
Cipher as Freestyle
We began with a cipher. Instead of cracking the code (deciphering it),
we transformed it by emphasizing its poetic dimensions. This brings us into the
second permutation of the word cipher: a circle of poets navigating, through
improvisation and composition, modes of human exchange.
We must first look beneath the web of metaphorical structures and
into our conception of linguistic exchange. Our economy is expressed in our
cultural metaphors. We have seen examples of this in the leap from “Nature”
to “Land,” the metaphors of the “Market,” the “Supply and Demand Curve,” as
well as the “Economy as Machine” and “Time is Money” metaphors. Marc
Shell contends that our economic constructs are embedded, not just in what we
say, but also in our forms of conversation. Shell, who wrote the groundbreaking
work The Economy of Literature, ends his book with this intriguing evaluation:
“The critical thinkers I have studied in The Economy of Literature know
and are uneasy that a special logic, the money of the mind, informs and cannot be
expelled from their thinking…. Plato, however, knew that money could hardly be
eliminated from the Academy where human lovers of wisdom conversed…. Plato
recognized and took into his account of metaphorization and truth, the symmetries
between money and the Idea or between rhetoric and its counterpart, dialectic.” 12
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“The literary and political theorist cannot ignore the economy of literature.
There is no retreat from, no safe lookout onto, no island in the midst of this
intellectual battlefield.” 13
Shell uncovers a circular logic in dialogue that reinforces itself when we attempt
to critique economic metaphors, or locate alternatives. He notes that the way
in which we attempt to transform these conceptual structures is often through
a form of the dialectical model: the back and forth designed to lead to rational
truth. However, the dialectic intellectually reinforces the quantification and
commodification of desire and makes metaphors like “time is money” appear
to be, instead of an emphasized perspective, an inevitable truth.
So then, let’s look at a different way of producing language: Let’s explore
the cipher as a way to incorporate the poetic field into verbal exchange. Moreover,
let’s look at the cipher as a possible model for alternative economic relations.
In the early days of hip-hop, “freestyle” was understood to be lyrics
written without a narrative direction, purely intended to demonstrate lyrical prowess.
In the nineties freestyle shifted to describe rhymed lyrics, produced improvisationally. The freestyle that I will refer to de-emphasizes the importance of rhyme and
emphasizes the collective construction of the larger poem that is the cipher.
The cipher is a work of art made of interlocking poetic contributions,
each rapper building upon the previous rapper’s contribution to create a richer
experience. In an exercise of liberty, each individual is free to contribute to the
fabric of the whole, through improvisational (off the dome) or composed (prewritten) lyrics. The difference between a poem and cipher is, traditionally, a
poem is a written or spoken work, composed by a single person and experienced
by the reader/listener. A cipher is a poem composed and improvised by a group
in which the listeners are the speakers, and the “consumers” are “producers.”
The idea of circularity is not new to economics. The structure is
familiar and can be seen in the circular flow of income, a model designed to
envision the circulation between producers and consumers. The circular flow
of income model is based upon the unending wants of the consumer. In the
simplest form of this model there are two sectors: Household and Business. The
circle that spins continually between Household and Business uses two types
of flow: “real flow” and “money flow.” Real flow is the flow of factors for production (land, labor, money) to the business, and the return flow of goods and
services back to the household. “Money flow” is the movement of money, and
acts as a medium of exchange between all of these goods and services.

He continues to describe the structural nature of the dialogue and the problem
it poses for theorists:
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Circular flow of goods income. Source: Irconomics. Creative Commons BY-SA 3.0.

We can look at this model and now recognize the familiar patterns of the
economy’s underlying literary construction. We have already discussed the
poetic leap that turns nature into the “economic factor” of land, but we can also
see within the circular flow model the same tension between the “real” and
“fiction” that is always at play within the price/value debate. The model’s two
types of flow: “real” and “money,” point again to “real” and “fictitious” structures: there is the “real” flow (goods and services), and the “money” flow. This
distinction not only opens up possibilities of novel, creative forms of “real” flow,
but also exposes money’s fictitious nature and challenges the claim that it is the
value of all values.
Taking heed of Shell’s insight and beginning to move away from the
“money of the mind,” let’s explore how incorporating a new form of language
production will help us move toward ways of engaging in and talking about
exchange. As we do, new dimensions of both poetry and economics will come
to the fore. For instance, to view a poem as a complete and perfect system
developed by a single person, or freestyle as a way to demonstrate one’s lyrical
prowess, both seem limited to an individualized sense of creativity. Whereas,
when we look at the creative possibilities of the cipher, not just as a collection
of creative activity, but as a poem (itself a work of art), we allow our economic
understandings of interdependence to influence our understanding of creative
production. Perhaps these individualized senses of poetry have influenced our
previous attempts to enact economic alternatives.
We find a profound access to the shifting web of desire and values in
the messiness of freestyle. Beautiful imperfection can show us what our ideals
are by surprising us with our own disruptive expression. This contribution, this
“disruption” that escapes our lips has to be accepted by us as something that we
would say or do, because it is something we just said and did. It is at this point
in freestyle when the ideal and the unexpected are forced to interact. Is the
unexpected quickly harmonized with the ideal? Or, is the unexpected a new
course for the entire poem? When in the cipher, how do we respond to someone
else’s “disruption”? The ways to address these moments are as creative and
numerous as the ideals and surprises they reveal. It is in this messiness, in this
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beautiful moment, that we gain intimate access to our desires. We come to know
them not just as consumers, whose identities have been influenced by successful marketing campaigns, but as human beings, filled with the complexity and
weirdness of life.
Our attempt to integrate freestyle into our experience of exchange is
a way of embodying and communicating the spontaneous order inherent to
pre-capitalistic systems of exchange. Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations was
a quasi-scientific attempt to explain cultural processes that had developed over
hundreds of years. Through freestyle we can augment this idea of description
and engage with these mysterious energizing forces that our current economic
language cannot fully explain.
As our conversations and conceptions allow for a more poetic form
of exchange, our practical experience is altered. The elements of poetry could
become values that we incorporate into the way we trade goods and services.
We can see an example of this deep reading and poetic integration in the fair
trade movement. It has brought on a demand for transparency of the involved
industries and expanded our understanding of production, art, and exchange.
In the fashion industry, the whole of production, from the creation of the garments to the shipping of the clothes, and the packaging of goods to advertising,
has become intertwined with the aesthetic valuation of a shirt, or purse, or a
pair of pants. The social injustice of slave labor not only disrupts the balance
of trade, but alters the consumer’s experience. The image of a pair of Nikes,
stained in the sweat of a 12-year-old Indonesian slave, affects the perceived
beauty of the shoe. The inhumane ripples caused by the conditions of workers
in Chinese factories as they construct iPods, disrupts the rhythm of the mathematical pursuit for profit and good design. A deeper reading of the poem
exposes the ugliness, as well as the capacity for transformation.
Multiple types of abundance become clear through the practice of
freestyle. The more closely we read and listen, and the more we practice the
exercise of freestyle, the more adept we will become at reading, speaking,
writing, and transforming the poem. The finer our listening, the more fluid and
agile we will become. Although we begin the act of freestyle still rooted in the
desire to “just make sense” and “develop something useful and interesting,” the
more often we engage in the act, the more we begin to find creative, new positions towards problem solving; solutions that utilize our rational abilities as
well as incorporate the force of our creativity. Gradually, we become sensitized
to the quickly moving rhythms and sounds of letters and words, emotions, and
ideas as they flow from our mouths and through our actions. After a while, we
begin to move past the initial, “What should I say or not say?”, and begin to
work in larger rhythms: patterns of images, shifts of moods, and the living
relationships between ourselves and our environment.
Within the circle of a cipher there are infinite points of connection. In
a political sense, improvisation, on the spectrum, is very “left,” free, liberal,
loosey-goosey; composition is very “right,” conservative, authoritarian, tight. In
a cipher that utilizes both improvisation and compositional structures, we find
ourselves and our creative production in a sustainable, unending circle. Improvisation introduces composition to a context it could never predetermine, which, as
a result, leads to new associations and connections from which new improvisations
emerge that would never be realized without the direction provided by composition.
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Freestyling in the cipher dislocates the sense of protection and isolation we experience in our competitive, individualized dialogues of scarcity.
Economics and poetry are games of relations, living systems whose lifeblood
is the material of connection. As our ability to feel the shifting rhythms of the
cipher matures, we can begin to experience the lines that connect the infinite
amount of points found within a circle. We see that we are not simply from one
group or another. Although we may emphasize different senses of belonging,
the choice of emphasis belongs to us. The cipher provides us with a clearer
picture of undiscovered types of trade within the abundance of community. We
can disengage from the patterns of identities constructed by marketers, based
on mathematical interpretations of our desires, and instead listen and watch for
these points of communion within the cipher. We can engage our productive
creativity when we witness these points and uncover, in the moment, the abundant potential of the cipher as an exercise in community-building, rather than
the uplifting of our rugged individualism.
And so it is in a land in which the poets have been expelled, that the
primacy of the rational dialectic has, nearly exclusively, come to inform our
understanding of economics. It is to this land that we, through the metaphor “the
economy as a poem,” reintroduce the capacity of the poetic to illuminate the
emotional, spiritual, and creative dimensions of economic exchange. It is to this
land that we introduce the device of ciphers to transform, not just the metaphors
within the poem, but the way we produce language in order to locate, within our
collective, cultural imagination the verbal nexus by which we say what our
economy is, so that we may re-imagine and enact what we believe it can be.
Through ciphers we explore a new way of speaking, a new method of exchange.

The Vacuum Cleaner

CAPITALISM. FULL STOP.
Howcan
canwe
we stop
stop making
making capitalism
How
capitalism in
in a time of austerity?
a time of austerity?
Economies

Note to reader.
Read this with conviction and passion,
but fastish, there is a lot to fit in.

What follow are the slides from a performance lecture/manifesto
What
follow are the slides from a performance lecture/manifesto
called “CAPITALISM. FULL STOP.” performed at the Forest
called
“CAPITALISM.
STOP.”
performed
Fringe,
Edinburgh and FULL
Showroom
Gallery,
London. at the Forest Fringe,
Edinburgh and Showroom Gallery, London.
Some of the text has been altered to translate the form.

Some of the text has been altered to translate the form.
You can watch a video the performance here:
www.thevacuumcleaner.co.uk/capitalismfullstop

You can watch a video the performance here:
www.thevacuumcleaner.co.uk/capitalismfullstop
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Could you hold this? It’s my Valium, just in case.
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Hi, We’re the vacuum cleaner, our name real name isn’t important.
We are an artist and activist
collective of one and also
disabled, so performing and
making work can sometimes be a
real battle, particularly speaking
in these contexts, hence why I’m
reading this in this fashion.

In the many forms of medical
treatment that I have received
for the last 13 years, I’ve come up
against one problem that is never
answered, or seems difficult to
answer.

If someone with a bottle of water could put their hand up.

How can I improve my mental illness whilst living in a system that
is mental?
How can I liberate myself within an oppressive framework?
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Surely the whole system needs to change at the same time as me getting
better.
How can one happen without the other?

I never really get an answer to this.

Real life parallel over, onto
the question.
“How can we stop making
capitalism in a time of
austerity?”
But I’d like to change the
question, as I feel it should
actually read,
“How can we stop making
capitalism. Full Stop.”
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The other relevant thing
to consider is, do artists
want to stop making
capitalism?
We only need to look
around us at what is
considered aspirational
for artists to see that
the vast majority have
no interest in this, and
in some cases can’t even
imagine anything else.
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Which to me is the same as saying,
“Now is not the time to have moral or ethical positions.”
But this is not Shoreditch or Peckham, this is not a vacuum.
It’s real life.
And there is never a time to not have a moral or ethical position.
Especially when everything is framed in relation to economics.

So most artists don’t aspire
to,
everything is framed as
economics
and it’s impossible anyway.
But sometimes, however
massive the problem you
must overcome, it’s still
worth trying if it’s the
right thing to do.
And let’s be clear, capitalism is the source of our austerity and of so many
problems in this world.
We were told by the ex-head of the Arts Council on the Today
programme a few months ago, “Now is not the time to be squeamish
about who’s funding the arts.”

So replacing it is the right thing to do.
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So here are a few things I
have found can be useful
to begin that neverending
journey of radical social
and personal change.
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2
Don’t suck corporate cock to survive.
Firstly, ‘cause it taste like shit. And secondly, you’re more imaginative
than that.
Make work that capitalism can’t co-opt into the economic paralysis.
The Tate don’t seem to have
a problem with helping the
branding of corporations like
BP, Bank of America, UBS,
and Unilever. Their reason?
Economic, not artistic.
So ask yourself, is that your
motivation for making/
liking/supporting work?
Me neither.

1
Forget about copyright and
intellectual property.
‘Cause we all know in this
room that the notion of
owning a concept, idea, or
product is so fucking stupid
and arrogant that it could
have only been invented by
capitalists.
Put your hand up if you can claim to have had a truly original idea.
What’s the alternative?
Get down with the kids and start creating work that can be shared
freely, copied, remixed, reedited.
That has cultural value over the value in Pounds, Dollars or Euros.

Am I getting sweaty hands?
Are my legs shaking.
Does everyone in the room hate me?
Am I able to carry on?
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3
Dismantle the art market.
The art market is about
as sensible as Collateralised Debt Obligations
or the Futures Markets.
Art that is a commodity
can change the function of
that work and can destroy
it.
That sucks, more than a vacuum cleaner.
So try to take back power from Jay Joplin, Sadie Coles, Jude Kelly, Nicholas Serota, and that fuck wit tory advertising shit head Charles Saatchi.

Capitalism. Full Stop.

Jesus
Why did I say yes to this?
I thought you’d promised
yourself to only make work
in the non art world.
Sell out? Bills to pay?

4
Cut the head of the culture of
celebrity off.
Make work about the world, not
about how important you are
in relation to it. You’re not that
interesting, trust me. And neither
am I.
Make work because you have to, not because you can or are asked.
Over the last ten months I’ve been making work to stay alive, and one of
the joys of being mental is that sometimes you lose the superego.
Now I’m not advocating that everyone develops a disabling illness, but
moving away from ego driven work is a good way of non-participation
in a system that fuels the superego, and in turn re-enforces the world
viewed through economics.

5
Participate in real progressive change.
Representative art is so 19th century.
Someone once said, “everyone is an
artist.”
Then someone else said, “everything
the artist shits is art.”
And then someone else mentioned
that, “there is no boundary between
life and art.”
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6
Create alternatives, real or
implied.
Consider the reach of
capitalism, how it takes hold
of you, your work, the people
you work with, the institutions
you engage with.
Figure out some alternatives
and take these alternatives
with you, into your life.
As mentioned, there is no boundary between art and life.
So stick with this, as much as you can, try hard, that’s all we can do.

7
Don’t go with the flow.
Do something cause it’s the right
thing for you and those around
you. Don’t believe the hype and
don’t jump on a bandwagon
‘cause everyone else has.

How you doing?
Just don’t talk about the cuts,
without thinking about why
there are cuts.

8
Finally, do it together, act in solidarity, give support where you can..

Artists are generally very generous people, take pride in that.
Okay, can we stop now?
And for those who wish, let’s continue the slow, complex, messy process of
constant radical social change, forever and forever.
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Johannes Grenzfurthner, Monochrom

Interview by Marc da Costa

Thank you.

Capitalism. Full Stop. by The Vacuum Cleaner is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 UK: England & Wales License.

Histories, Economies
Marc Da Costa: The Soviet Unterzoegersdorf, a game created by monochrom,
is described as being at once the “last existing appendage republic of the USSR”
and located inside the Republic of Austria. Could you speak a bit about the
project and its background?
Johannes Grenzfurthner: From a conceptual background we
have to state that we have been occupied with the construction, analysis and
reflection of alternative worlds for quite a long time. A lot of our projects are
treating this field partly as a discussion with concepts deriving from popular
culture, science and philosophy, and partly as a direct reference to science
fiction and fantasy fan culture. We first created the fake history of the “last
existing appendage republic of the USSR” in 2001—ten years after the “mighty
Soviet Union” went into this nation-state-splitting-up-process and new countries
emerged like Firefox pop-ups that you can’t manage to click away.
We wanted to discuss topics such as the problems of historiography,
the concept of “utopia” and “socialist utopia” and the political struggles of
postwar Europe in a playful, grotesque way. You have to bear in mind that the
real village of Unterzoegersdorf was part of the post-World War II Soviet zone
from 1945 until the foundation of the “neutral” Republic of Austria in 1955.
Reactionary Austrians talk about 1955 as the “real liberation”… and I have to
mention that that’s rather typical: cheering when Hitler arrives and being proud
members of the Third Reich, afterwards proclaiming that Austria was the first
victim of Nazi Germany and complaining about the allied occupation forces—
especially the Soviet.
We transformed the theoretical concept into an improvisational theatre/performance/live action role-playing game that lasted two days. That means
we really organized bus tours to Unterzoegersdorf—a small village that really
exists—and acted the setting, beginning with the harsh EU Schengen border
control. Later, in 2004, we started to think about a possible sequel to the performance. We thought that the cultural format of the “adventure game” provided
the perfect media platform to communicate and improve the idea.
We started to work in February 2004 and presented Sector 1—the
first part of the trilogy—in the form of an exhibition in Graz/Austria in August
2005. We released Sector 2 in 2009, featuring guest stars as Cory Doctorow,
Jello Biafra, or Bruce Sterling. As the game series uses a third person perspective with photo backgrounds and pictures of real actors as sprites, it took us
quite a while to digitize and image process all of the material. This technique
was actually first used by Sierra On-Line during the early and mid-1990s—but
we are quite proud that we managed to get the feeling of discovering an old
computer game that never existed on your old 500 MB hard drive. One aspect
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of the game is playing with memories and the future of the past. The future is
a kind of carrot, the sort tied just in front of the cartoon donkey’s nose so it
goes to work, goes off to war, learns Javascript, and knows which bits to laugh
at in Woody Allen’s Sleeper. You can imagine.
Marc Da Costa: At a HOPE conference a few years back I was
interested to hear you talk about the framing of the project as somehow deeply
connected with a certain understanding of historiography that you and the other
members of monochrom share. Could you elaborate on this a bit?
Johannes Grenzfurthner: Debates triggered by postmodern culture have
directed our attention towards questions of representation and the relevance of
“history” and stories—i.e. The challenging proclamation of a post-histoire, the
realization of the impossibility of a meta-narrative of history; the clash between
reality and sign systems, the difference between fact and fiction, the impossibility of neutral contemplation or witnessing as well as the positioning of
subjective awareness within such representations, etc. All these forms of representation have been playing a central part in the development of national,
ethnic and tribal identities since World War II. And (as a by-product of military
technology) computer game development is hardly aware of these discourses.
We wanted to combine (retro)gaming and (retro)politics and (crypto)
humour to delve into this ongoing discourse. We wanted to harvest the wonderful aesthetic and historic qualities of adventure gaming. It is a commemoration and resurrection, and one more reminder that contemporary gaming (in
its radical business-driven state-of-the-artness) should not dare to forget the
(un)dead media of the past—or they will haunt them.
If you compare the status of the adventure game in the context of the
economic growth of the computer game industry you could state that it is gone.
Less than 1 percent of all computer games written are adventure games.
Adventure games are nearly extinct…but only nearly. If media and media
applications make it past their Golden Vaporware stage, they usually expand
like giant fungi and then shrink back to some protective niche. They just all
jostle around seeking a more perfect app.
For many people in the Soviet Unterzoegersdorf team, adventure games
are part of their media socialization. For the computer industry it is one of the
most successful gaming formats of the past. And for the feminist movement it
is proof that a woman—I’m talking about Sierra On-Line’s Roberta Williams—
was able to shape the form of a whole industry totally dominated by men.
Computer games are embedded in the cultural framework of technological developments. In the study of technological development and creativity,
focusing attention on the failure, the error, the breakdown, the malfunction means
opening the black box of technology. Studies have convincingly demonstrated
that the widespread inability to understand technological artefacts as fabricated
entities, as social and cultural phenomena, derives from the fact that in retrospect
only those technologies that prove functional for a culture and can be integrated
into everyday life are “left over.” However, the perception of what is functional,
successful, and useful is itself the product of social and cultural—and last but
not least—political and economic processes. Selection processes and abandoned
products and product forms are usually not discussed. According to Langdon
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Winner, there is a sense in which all technical activity contains an inherent
tendency toward forgetfulness. Quote: “Is it not the point of all invention, technique, apparatus, and organization to have something and have it over with?…
Technology, then allows us to ignore our own works. It is license to forget.”
Marc Da Costa: Could you also perhaps talk about the choice of selecting the
genre of an adventure game as the incarnation of this downtrodden republic.
At the risk of being literal minded, is there any sense in which the existence of
Soviet Unterzoegersdorf as a kind of place that comes alive through players’
interactions with a program downloaded from the internet has anything to say to
how you imagine being able to engage/critique/disrupt the idea of the nation-state?
Johannes Grenzfurthner: We are postmodern leftists. A little bit
melancholic…but you can count on us. We love to play with layers of consciousness and layers of layers of consciousness. On first view our project could be
interpreted as a mock-up of the Soviet Union and the communist state structures that really existed. But, why on Earth do we need so many references to
1980s and 1990s metal music? Or Marvin Minsky? Or Negri? Or Austrian
post-World War II history? Or geek adumbrations? Mocking the Soviet State
would be much easier. In fact it’s about the wonderful clash between reality and
sign systems, the impossibility of neutral contemplation or witnessing as well
as the positioning of subjective awareness within such representations.
The traditional humanists tend to see the whole philosophic aesthetic postmodern line of thought—from Judith Butler to Lyotard and Derrida—from the wrong
angle. Okay, you can’t explain Sun Ra to a Green Day fan now, when he’s
laying in the corner, piss-drunk and crooning Anarchy. But we think that the
(radical) nature of postmodernism is often simply not grasped because people
just copy it down into the conservative pattern of thinking which has been
indoctrinated into us since the Enlightenment. Of course, on the other hand, it
functions as a virus, and there’s nothing wrong with that.
Contemporary art—the field we are usually working in because there’s
money—is mostly concerned with systems or systematic concepts. In the context
of their work, artists adapt models of individual art-specific or economic or political systems like in a laboratory, to reveal the true nature of these systems by
deconstructing them. So would it be fair to say that by their chameleon-like
adaptation they are attempting to generate a similar system? Well…the corporate
change in the art market has aged somewhat in the meantime and looks almost
as old as the “New Economy.” Now even the last snotty brat has realized that all
the hogwash about the creative industries, sponsoring, fund-raising, the whole
load of bullshit about the beautiful new art enterprises, was not much more than
the awful veneer on the stupid, crass fanfare of neoliberal liberation teleology.
What is the truth behind the shifting spheres of activity between computer graphics,
web design, and the rest of all those frequency-orientated nerd pursuits? A lonely
business with other lonely people at their terminals. And in the meantime the
other part of the corporate identity has incidentally wasted whole countries like
Argentina or Iceland. That’s the real truth of the matter.
http://www.monochrom.at/suz-game
http://www.sierra-zulu.com

The Artist Bailout

Economies, Communities
The Artist Bailout is a public meal designed to solicit community-driven financial support and democratically fund new work by emerging artists in Los
Angeles.
This experimental philanthropic model literally brings together artists
and patrons around the table. During the course of a meal, artists present proposals for projects in need of funding to members of the community who have
each made a small donation to attend the dinner. The dinner-goers then vote for
their favorite ideas and, at the end of the night, two (or more) participating artists
win cash grants for their projects comprised of the donations raised at the door.
The Artist Bailout took inspiration and form from InCUBATE’s
Sunday Soup 1 in Chicago and Brooklyn’s FEAST, 2 and is part of an international Sunday Soup network of like-minded, meal-based micro-funding events.
Motivated by the decline in arts funding, these projects repurpose the tanda, 3
an old idea originating in Mexico that works to rotate scarce resources amongst
community members. The Artist Bailout continues this tradition and promotes
its replication in different communities and across different disciplines.
Number of Artist Bailouts thus far: 3.
Amount of money raised for artists thus far: $4,650 for 12 artists.
“The Artist Bailout is an innovative way to raise awareness of local arts organizations while sharing a delicious meal with a creative community. The Bailout
helped connect our organization to a network of enthusiastic supporters. It was
an amazing launch for our project!”
Christina Ondrus, KNOWLEDGES, Artist Bailout winner
www.theknowledges.org
“Five hundred bucks is actually a lot of money if you are as shoestring an operation as ours. It meant we didn’t have to make quite so many wince-inducing
1
2
3

See http://incubate-chicago.org/sunday-soup/.
See http://feastinbklyn.org/.
“The word tanda literally means turn or alternative order. In Mexico, the origins of
the tanda and similar practices involve the need for the people of the working class,
and in some cases the middle class, to rotate scarce resources among themselves,
in this case money. In the United States, specifically southern California, the tanda
was introduced through migration from the working class of Mexico to the United
States. This practice has survived in the United States because the immigrants that
migrated from Mexico to the United States continued to be of the working class
and, being immigrants, relied on the tanda as a form of money saving.” (http://
www.anthro.uci.edu/html/Programs/Anthro_Money/Tandas.htm via: InCUBATE
(Abigail Satinsky, Bryce Dwyer, Matthew Joynt, and Roman Petruniak), “Notes
for an Artist Run Credit League,” in the Journal of Aesthetics and Protest, Issue 7,
http://joaap.org/7/tanda.html).
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Ar tist Bailout: Renegade Bounty E xchange

The Heretic Television Workshop incorporates song and dance into their artist
presentation.

Presentation of checks to KNOWLEDGES
and the Mobile Pinhole Project, the artists
who received the evening’s most votes.
Artist Bailout co-founder Elana Mann MCs
an event in her occupie costume (for a
pie and picnic-themed Bailout).
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credit card purchases, and we knew that everyone who voted for us was brilliant
and talented and cool because we either saw them present their own brilliant
projects, or just had dinner and hung out with them. It was a generally fun thing
to do regardless of the fundraising aspect. Chip in a little money (less than you’d
spend for eating out) and you’ll get to eat dinner, exchange ideas, and help out
a cool project; an elegant and fun idea.”
John Hogan and David Reich, Heretics Television Workshop, Artist
Bailout winner
www.johnhoganstudio.com
“Artists, curators and art enthusiasts collectively supporting one another to realize projects. Direct and mutually beneficial. A grassroots service.
An opportunity for funding outside of institutions and foundations, free of
bureaucracy. Strangers, peers, colleagues, and friends giving each other a hand.”
Edith Abeyta, Artist Bailout presenter

W h AT n oW?
Start Your Own. 4 Fund creative projects through community meals.
We encourage others to organize their own alternative funding program. If you
are interested in running a program like Artist Bailout, the following suggestions may be helpful. We see this project as adaptable and user-friendly to all
sorts of different contexts. Any of the elements may be modified to fit your
particular situation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

how to organize a Micro-Granting Program
Find a space for people to cook and eat together. This could be
someone’s apartment, a public building or a city park.
Schedule guest cooks, purchase supplies, and promote the event.
Put out a call for proposals for your grant.
Send proposal descriptions to each month’s soup customers and ask
that they vote for one project.
Establishing a consistent time and place makes it easier to build
an engaged and committed community.
Sell the food you make for a modest profit.
Gather contact information for each customer.
Distribute the grant according to the vote.
Document your activities and share your experiences with others.
Think about other ways you can collectively fundraise.

Organize a bake sale, a darts tournament, a chili cook-off, or a team trivia night.
There are lots of models out there to raise small amounts of money that can
augment the bounty. Think about fundraising activities that are fun, low stress,
and affordable for your target audience. Be clear about where the money will
go and provide ways for your community to get involved in planning events
and make them as participatory as possible. More detailed tips can be found on
the Sunday Soup website at www.sundaysoup.org!
4

Adapted from the Sunday Soup website.

Marc Herbst and Christina Ulke,
Journal of Aesthetics & Protest Editorial Collective

Kimberly Varella, Jessica Fleischmann, and Mathis Pfäffli’s
inside covers for the Journal of Aesthetics & Protest
Spaces

Front Interior cover for Aesthetics & Protest #3 by Kimberly Varella, 2004.

The exterior cover is closed, but bursting out and tumbling from the inside cover
of the issue are the forms of a chainsaw, drill, paint brush, and garden clipper.
Who knows what else may lay within the toolbox.
We see an energetic space, an old suitcase full of tools is presented near
the center. What are these tools and how do they work? Pulled into the fun, we
imagine possible actions. The image conveys the optimism of a beginning …

Back Interior cover for Aesthetics & Protest #6 by Jessica Fleischmann, 2008.

The type is set, but the image isn’t fixed just right. Just who are the
actors? Why is the woman in her summer dress placed next to two men in
uniform? And who is the man in the suit, what is he scheming? Standing just
outside the disintegrating grid, the girl is laughing. The men are disoriented or
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on guard. Without the grid, their uniforms have lost purpose.
We identify with the girl. Leaving the pre-scripted space, she enjoys
the wind in her skirt. Tomorrow, she may no longer be here. She’ll have been
on a walk in the desert.

Front Interior cover for Aesthetics & Protest #8 by Mathis Pfäffli,
2012. Interior drawing by Nadine Gerber.

This one unfolds, the cover reveals itself to be bigger than you think
it’ll be. There are a few lines, a zip here, a board of wood there. A mark in the
crevice of the fold draws our attention like chewing gum under the table or
something easily forgotten. Within this modernist space, these lines make
personal claims.
The drawing is by someone other than the designer. He is sharing
space or the opportunity to be seen. What is his relationship to her artwork?
How does she imagine the book? We see these marks and remember to revisit
an idea we once had.

Communities, Economies, Resources
Justseeds Artists’ Cooperative is a decentralized network of twenty-four artists
committed to making print and design work that reflects a radical social, environmental, and political stance. Founded in 1998, and originally the graphics
distribution project of Josh MacPhee, Justseeds made the transformation into
a worker-owned cooperative in 2007—the original network being largely in
place through past collaborations and friendships. We operate an online store
and wholesale distribution center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (USA); an active,
multi-voice blog detailing current art and resistance projects around the world;
and a small gallery space in our Pittsburgh shipping office that highlights
member work.
With members working from the United States, Canada, and Mexico,
Justseeds operates both as a unified collaboration of similarly minded printmakers and as a loose collection of creative individuals with unique viewpoints
and working methods. We believe in the transformative power of personal
expression in concert with collective action. To this end, we produce collective
portfolios, contribute graphics to grassroots struggles for justice, work collaboratively both in and outside the co-op, build large sculptural installations in
galleries, and wheatpaste on the streets—all while offering each other daily
support as allies and friends.
Besides the individual output of Justseeds members, as a group we
have produced three completed, collaborative print portfolios: Voices From
Outside: Artists Against the Prison Industrial Complex (2009, with prison
abolitionist group Critical Resistance); Resourced (2010, on resource extraction,
with various organizations); and War Is Trauma (2012, with Iraq Veterans
Against the War). A new portfolio of posters on immigration struggles is in
production for Summer 2012. These portfolio projects manifest one of our core
goals: to create new, clear, and usable graphics for social movements. All of the
posters created for the portfolios are also available online as high-resolution
and web-ready graphics, for use by activists and organizers. A large portion of
the limited-edition print portfolios are given to groups working on the themed
issues; they can exhibit the portfolio to have an event around their work, or sell
the work to raise funds. The portfolios are also catalogued in several archives,
preserving our current work for future generations to draw upon.
We have also developed several collaborative sculptural installations
which draw on the graphic themes in our work, including In the Shell of the
Old (Space 1026, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 2008) Which Side Are You On (Union
Art Gallery, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, USA, 2009), an untitled installation of billboards for the 2011 Pittsburgh Biennial (Miller Gallery, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), and Refuge, part of the 29th
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Biennial of Graphic Arts (International Centre of Graphic Arts, Alkatraz
Gallery, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2011). Each of these installations was an exercise
in decentralized collaborative communication in the months leading up to the
exhibit, and collective participation once we were actually physically present
in the space. As an experimental process, these larger, more conceptual projects
are part of a continual learning process for us as a group—they increase the
breadth of the work we do as Justseeds, as well as challenge us as individuals
to set aside our personal working styles to achieve a larger, cooperative work.
Interview by Hannah Dobbz (Nor’easter)
Justseeds is a radical artists’ cooperative based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Founded in 1998 as a project of artist and activist Josh MacPhee, Justseeds
became a worker-owned cooperative in 2007, boasting twenty-four members
from all over North America. The cooperative primarily produces poster art,
but members also host shows, write for the Justseeds blog, and contribute to
book projects (think “Firebrands: Portraits from the Americas, Paper Politics,
Signal journal, and Realizing the Impossible: Art Against Authority”). I talked
with Mary Tremonte and Shaun Slifer of the cooperative in their Pittsburgh
headquarters.
Thea Gahr, Printing in Ljubljana.

Hannah Dobbz: Most people don’t think “art” when they think “media.”
Especially when conjuring images of “independent media,” we tend to envision
newspapers, radio, and the internet. But art is a medium for messages just as
any of the above-mentioned media are. How does Justseeds use the medium of
art to convey messages about issues that are important to the collective.
Shaun Slifer: We’re a distribution group primarily, so we distribute art—
limited-run silkscreens, stuff like that—but then we also have books that are
authored by or edited by members of the co-op or people that we know, or even
a few things that are just not available through other distributors
Mary Tremonte: Also, everything we’re making is in a multiple, and I think
that’s an important thing when you talk about art. I think we’re all interested
in making things that are multiples—print media, books—because that’s one
way to disseminate information and disseminate an idea. Rather than having
one picture that’s precious and that one person can hang on their wall, you
maybe have a hundred of the same picture, and many more people can see it.
And not all of us, but a lot of us, have a street-art background, too, so we’re
used to making visual material that’s meant to be seen in public and put up in
public as the counter-voice to a lot of the other images that you see publicly
like on billboards or bus ads—a lot of us come from that background, that way
of communicating visually

IVAW (Iraq Veterans Against the War)
action, Chicago.

Shaun Slifer: Most of the people in Justseeds—probably all of us—have been
involved in other types of organizing “on the left” [I was putting up my hands
in quotations as I was saying that] for a long time and so are really aware of and
are thinking about the need for a graphic language that’s powerful alongside
a written language that’s powerful. So, on our website you can buy a print, but
a lot of us are pretty free-form with allowing our imagery to get reproduced
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in other ways that we don’t necessarily profit from. One example would be the
Resourced portfolio, where you can buy the portfolio as an art object, but you
could also download those images for free. We really want to see that stuff get
out into the world. Furthermore, I tell people a lot of times you can pretty much
just look on the website and find an image you want to use and we’ll put you
in touch with that artist—and I don’t think anyone [in Justseeds] has ever said
“No, I don’t want my stuff to be reproduced by your group or in your newsletter.”
We haven’t really had many corporate requests; I don’t know, it might kind of
change the situation a little bit …
Hannah Dobbz: Maybe you touched on this little bit already,
but—when they hear the word “art,” some people have been trained to think
of sterile, echoing museums and galleries. How does Justseeds transcend this
assumption of what art can be? How does that intersect with the notion of art
as a medium for a political message?
Mary Tremonte: I think some of that we touched on a little bit in the previous
answer, insofar as making images that are a free resource, making images in
multiple—which is not exclusive to what we’re doing.
Shaun Slifer: Any time you’re dealing with print-making in multiples, depending on how you handle it, you’re sort of eschewing the idea that
an individual art object is particularly precious. I think that’s something we’re
all interested in.
Mary Tremonte: I feel like one example just recently was that pan-Appalachia
art show that was at AIR [Artists’ Image Resource in Pittsburgh]—this was
a show about regional resource extraction: issues like coal and Marcellus
Shale (natural gas drilling). So there was a traditional art show, and then the
piece that Shaun did for that show, he took his “Coal Will Never Be Clean”
graphic that he did for the Resourced portfolio (and also made stickers of).
[The graphic] was part of this art-object portfolio, but it was also this sticker
that you could stick up everywhere and that he gives out for free—and then
(for the pan-Appalachia exhibition) he made a silkscreen of it and printed it
on cheap butcher paper, tacked those up all over the wall, and then had a pile
of them on the floor …
Shaun Slifer:…and everybody took one.
Mary Tremonte: Also, we kept the screen and we had it out (at the event)
where we were doing live silkscreening, so people could pull the squeegee and
make their own print, or see printmaking in action and then take one home.
I feel like that’s a good example of blurring the boundaries of what it can look
like to do art and to show art publicly. A lot of us in the group do education,
too, working with young people and people of all ages, sharing that resource
of how to communicate your message and how to communicate ideas through
printmaking. It’s really important to me personally and I think to a lot of people
in our group.
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Shaun Slifer: And a lot of us do gallery shows. At least half the artists in
the group that I can think of off the top of my head do gallery work and installation work that stretches beyond their printmaking as you would see it
within Justseeds. Colin Mathes is a sculptor—he makes a lot of interesting,
rickety sculptures that, to me, echo the themes of his prints—but the stuff
you would see on Justseeds is just the printmaking output. So a lot of people
are sort of experimenting with art as a language. What you see on Justseeds
is the print capacity of that.
Hannah Dobbz: How has the dynamic of your medium changed
since Josh MacPhee began the project in 1998? With technology saturating
media in the 2000s to create what became known as the Digital Divide, many
print-based radical media groups folded. How did the Divide affect poster art?
Shaun Slifer: Well, one new thing has happened: I worked on a project called
Street Art Workers, which was a very loose collective of artists all over the
country, some of them who are now in Justseeds. In 2001, 2002, 2003, we were
doing these print exchanges through the mail, and the idea was that in the city
each of us lived in we would get all this new art and we’d paste it up on the street.
But it was very limited by the print run that each individual artist would make.
Sometimes you’d get one print—they would have made 50 of them or something
but the way they got distributed you’d only get one. So you’d wheat-paste it up
someplace or you’d keep it—actually, you’d probably keep it if it was a good
print! And in 2005, I think, we did a newspaper run of posters that would get
more of these images out in the world to be pasted up. And I think that was kind
of the last push from anyone in our group to really do a mass printing because,
number one, it’s expensive, and number two, it just seemed like you could make
the imagery available digitally and maybe have more opportunities for it to
actually get used in a broader sense. People could print it out and wheat-paste it,
but I think in terms of getting illustrations out into newspapers and magazines,
etc., it just started to make more sense to put it out there digitally. And I don’t
think that even six years ago we were really on top of that—in fact, we were
really behind it. Still, I keep pushing for a newspaper to get printed of these new
images because I don’t think that the desire to have a piece of paper with an
image on it is going to go away—but most people in our group don’t want to do it.
[They don’t think it’s] worth the money to do that. I think the assumption is that
people will print a PDF off and put it on their wall if they really like it. I don’t
think people aren’t actually going to do that, but… is the print capacity of that.
Mary Tremonte: Most of the issues we deal with aren’t going
anywhere—there is some time-based expediency, like, oh, there’s this meeting
coming up, there’s this city hall meeting we need to go protest, there’s this gathering—you know, there’s a lot of event-based stuff and time-based stuff where
we need to make more of an expedient graphic and make the poster that’s only
going to stay up for a month. So in that sense it really makes a lot of sense to
have these graphics as [digital] images that can be manipulated really easily
in a variety of ways.
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Hannah Dobbz: So do you think that in a way the mainstream transition
to a digital world proliferated the poster art practice or did it just degrade the
quality of—
Mary Tremonte: I feel like it’s become more national and international. Images can travel farther now. And there’s actually been, besides political graphic
art, there’s been this big surge that’s moved back toward hand printmaking.
Like gig posters—gig posters are huge right now.
Shaun Slifer: Because they’re not digitally printed. There’s actually
a little bit of a backlash in some ways.
Mary Tremonte: Yeah. There’s this event called Flatstock, which is part of
South by Southwest, the big music fest in Austin (Texas, USA), and also happens
as part of Bumbershoot, a music fest that happens in Seattle (Washington, USA),
and it’s this huge gathering of gig-poster makers—you know, people hawking
their hand-printed concert posters. There’s this huge culture and subculture
around hand printmaking, period—you know, making things that are, I don’t
know, kind of quick and dirty …
Shaun Slifer: Maybe it’s not even a backlash; maybe it’s just that
there’s a surge in digital printing and fully digital image-making, stuff that never
even makes it onto paper otherwise, and maybe what we see as a resurgence
and interest in handmade prints is actually just people being made more aware
of something that was already going on, previously taken for granted. I mean,
yeah, the gig poster thing has definitely exploded, but I also feel like…well, there
are people in Justseeds that are intriguing to me because they are like the “old
folks” who don’t understand “what the kids are doing” technology-wise! Those
are the people for whom it’s really always been important that their stuff is
handmade. Everything about a handmade object and an actual person-to-person
interaction is more important to them than catching up with how mainstream
things are done.
Mary Tremonte: Part of that I think is the DIY mentality—a lot of us come
from a DIY background; not everyone of us do, but it kind of goes part and
parcel with that kind of mentality …
Shaun Slifer: Yeah, actually most of the people who don’t come from
DIY backgrounds are also the people who are digitally printing their posters.
Mary Tremonte: Totally. You know, Justseeds was formed as a cooperative
through more informal relationships, friendships, and all of us kind of being
connected to each other through other interests we have in common…you know,
in a really DIY, punk rock kind of way.
Shaun Slifer: And those things that I was saying, I feel like I’m
guilty of some of the same stuff: Like, I’m really interested in letterpress
printing, which is older and more backward than what a lot of people do—and
more limited, but I’m also one of the go-to tech people for the cooperative…
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So for me, getting involved in letterpress is maybe an unconscious response
to the fact that I’m constantly surrounded by computers.
Hannah Dobbz: What does the future of Justseeds look like to
you? Will street art and political posters continue to be an essential medium for
change, or do you foresee it going the way of, say, Clamor Magazine, Kitchen
Sink, and Punk Planet (US-based magazines/publishers which have disbanded)?
Shaun Slifer: One thing that occurs to me is that I wouldlike to see more
organizations doing what we do, or more collections of politically-engaged
artists who are unified in some way or another. When the issue has come up
of new members joining Justseeds, we’ve capped that because we can’t handle
the people who are already in Justseeds. The joking thing is—partially a joke
and partially true—when people e-mail us wanting to join, we just tell them
to start their own art collective [laughs], ’cause that’s what we did! And after
a while there’s a question: Should there be hundreds of people in Justseeds, or
should there be 24 Justseeds people and a dozen other like-minded cooperatives?
I don’t know. I think it would interesting to see other cooperatives because there
are other ways of doing things. I mean, one of the biggest other collectives of
artists out there doing the kind of work that we do is the Beehive Collective.
But the Beehive Collective operates in a completely different way than we
do. And I think that’s really interesting—we have a good relationship with
them and I think that’s awesome—but I wouldn’t join the Beehive Collective.
And a lot of people in the Beehive Collective probably take issue with some of
our politics when you get down to it… Maybe that’s the future, I don’t know.
Also, there’s our Justseeds youth community center.
Mary Tremonte: Yeah, radical teen community center of the future!
[Both laugh.]
Shaun Slifer: We would love to have some kind of thing where we could have
our archives and our distro but also—
Mary Tremonte: This is the future of Justseeds is that we have
not just this community space but a total hive headquarters: Ice cream shop,
archives, silkscreening center …
Shaun Slifer: Taco stand…
Mary Tremonte: Basically everything we love to do …
[Laughter.]
Interview by Hannah Dobbz originally published in The Nor’easter: Official
Quarterly of the Northeast Anarchist Network, Winter 2010/2011 and reprinted
with permission from Justseeds Artists’ Cooperative.
Working Together Graphically: Justseeds and Movement Graphics by Justseeds
Artists’ Cooperative is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Favianna Rodriguez, Undocumented. Unafraid.
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Colin Matthes, Sinking Oil Rig.

Josh MacPhee, Tierra y Libertad.

Meredith Stern, Iberian Lynx.

Mary Tremonte, We Shit Glitter.

Alex Kemman, The Valreep Collective

Communities, Spaces
July 24, 2011, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
A drowsy rainy day in a time that people call summer. Around onehundred people are waiting and getting soaked at a desolate construction site.
They stand around a metal-plated and graffiti sprayed building, while a small
group is working to break open the entrance. The sound of metal cutting disturbs
the quiet atmosphere.
After the door is opened some people get in, and soon after the police
arrive. The state of the building makes the emptiness obvious, thus we do allow
them in to prove that the place is empty. The police officers walk and talk with
the spokespeople of the squatting action, whereafter they peacefully leave.
Happy that the action succeeded in these new times of illegal squatting, people
clap and enter the building in excitement. The social centre op de Valreep
(meaning “just in time”) is born. (see fig. a, fig. b)
March 2012, eight months later. The project in the former animal asylum has
become a bustling place with a broad range of activities and many people
involved. The project is far from finished but the energy of dozens of people
was fruitful. The dierenasyl (animal-asylum) changed from a degraded structure,
totally disregarded for years and literally full of shit and trash, into a free space
for the neighbourhood and whoever is interested in doing activities.
The project was largely set up by a squatters collective from east
Amsterdam—a changing collective with years of experience in squatting and
being a pain in the ass for real-estate speculators, corrupt housing corporations,
and failing city projects.
Now it was time to change the sad situation of the former animal
asylum. Before it was abandoned, the poor little industrial building was a last
resort for junkies, quite a contrast to the lively animal shelter it once was.
The monumental building belongs to a mega-project called Oostpoort, in which
several commercial housing corporations have huge plans to turn the area into
a luxurious living/working/shopping environment. This is a terrible idea, since
it would change the neighbourhood from multicultural and diverse into a mainstream shopping mall. Even worse, the developers are not even building.
The area has been empty for five years now, while an average waiting period
of ten years for social rent demonstrates the housing shortage in Amsterdam.
The decision to squat the animal asylum was not only for the purpose
of pointing out unused space, but also a criticism of the gentrification of the
neighbourhood and the city in general. The Valreep represents an oasis in the
harsh current policies of the city, which is changing Amsterdam from a bustling
creative metropolis into a commercialized theme park where all is defined by the
amount of money you spend. Neighbourhoods in Amsterdam are being ripped
apart, social housing is going down, renters are forced to move, and people with
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fig. a: D-day: Squatting the old animal
asylum, 2011. Photograph by Alex Kemman.

fig. b: Police visits during squatting action,
2011. Photograph by Alex Kemman.
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cash are moving in. Politicians just sit and watch, while they talk of social cohesion, participation, and “the creative city.” Squatting a place in the middle of a
prestigious project like this was a perfect opportunity to make a political statement
and force politicians and corporations to discuss urban planning and how tax
money is used. We, as citizens, want to be part of the city plans and instead of
waiting until something happens, we decided to take the initiative to build dreams.
The animal asylum was last on the list to finish of the mega-project
and the project developers did not seem to have a clue what to do with it.
They were probably just waiting to make demolition of the building the only
option. Years of neglect had left deep traces, and renovating would be much
more expensive than demolishing and building something new. To start a socialcultural centre in such a place was rather megalomaniac. There was (and still
is) no infrastructure for running water, gas, and electricity; most windows were
either broken or missing, there were walls leaking, ceilings broken. A nightmare
for a construction worker.
This did not prevent us from building a place by the people for the
people, an alternative to the subsidized plans of the project developer, which
only represent the interests of a few. They want to turn the animal asylum into
a temporary sales office (for buildings that have not been built yet) and, years
later, a fancy cafe. We want an accessible place for all with cultural activities
like bands, theatre, and exhibitions, with room for the old and the young, and
for ecological experiments in urban farming and sustainable living. A crazy
idea in every sense: practically, as to renovate and organize the space lots of
money and people were needed; and, perhaps more importantly, politically.
After the squatting ban in Amsterdam, every newly squatted place was evicted—no matter how nice a project was, or what the citizens thought about it.
To summarise: an impossible project.
Below I will offer insight into how the Valreep is trying to make the
impossible possible, a little peek into the workings of a self-proclaimed social
centre. From the outside, the Valreep might seem disorganized, but actually it
requires quite a lot of planning, strategies, and practical arrangements. Hopefully,
showing how we run things will inspire you to do something similar!
Organization
The Valreep is a very dynamic place. People come and go, ideas
change, and the context varies all the time. Priorities change as well. In the
beginning our activities were mainly renovating. Nowadays the focus is more
on having a nice program and overcoming the threat of eviction. But why do
people want to spend so much time and energy cleaning, organizing, refurbishing,
creating an online presence, etc.? How are these tasks divided and coordinated
and what kind of conflicts does that create?
In most organizations, people are compensated with money and forced
by authority to do certain tasks. At the Valreep, both things cease to exist.
Of course there can be group pressure, but in general “voluntarily” really means
voluntarily. Some things do happen by themselves, however the size of the
project makes some planning and structural measures necessary. There seem
to be two foundations for making the project successful: firstly, the division of
tasks according to what people see as fun or important; secondly, a general
feeling of being part of a collective, positive project.
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General meeting
The general meeting is the foundation. In the beginning we had meetings every day, since people had more time due to summer holidays and there
were so many things to do. Now they are every week. At the general meeting
people give updates about their activities. Besides giving space to speak about
general issues and get informed, they also keep people together.
These serious meetings are often combined with great food so that people less
interested in endless discussions also come. At the meeting, tasks and ideas are
divided and, to make sure that necessities are arranged, people take certain
roles or become part of a small crew. These crews are highly dynamic.
Some are more practical, while others are more theoretical or visionary.
The primary tasks consist of: campaigning, media, construction, occupying,
logistics, and finance.
(Political) campaigning
Squatting is a political act and thus needs to be treated as such.
From the start we have been realistic and pragmatic, trying to get local politicians on our side. In the end they can get us legalised. The situation of our
building is quite complicated, with different parties involed and strange contracts.
The people in the campaigning group get into the legal aspects of our situation,
get a lawyer when necessary, and try to find gaps and flaws which open opportunities for us.
Perhaps even more crucial than support of politicians is getting the
support of our neighbours. We spread flyers inviting them for coffee and a tour.
Many people come to help with things like cleaning, gardening, and painting,
or they bring over useful (and sometimes unusable) things—for example a
beautiful caravan. From the start we tried to be as accessible as possible, for
instance by having a phone number. Most of the neighbours seem happy about
our project, but of course there are always grumpy neighbours who need to be
treated with care.
Media
Another point is to spread the word. To squat the building and organize
activities is one thing, but it easily becomes a squatters only or friends only
centre. We want to be a social neighbourhood centre and, therefore, need to
reach and connect people. For many non-squatters or sympathizers there is a
very negative discourse around squatting which might inhibit people from
passing by. We try to use the power of media (reaching as many people as
possible) and do that in several ways.
The first thing we did was launch a website to tell people what we do.
We painted our website address in big white letters on the roof so curious passengers on the passing trains could take a look. (see fig. c)
We use social media as well. Despite its disadvantages, we are on
Facebook and almost 1800 friends prove our popularity. We are also on Flickr.
Often people think that squatters trash buildings, but our photos prove the
opposite and show our progress. Besides Facebook and Flickr, we use Twitter.
Politicians are on Twitter, and therefore it is an easy tool to reach them and other
“important” people. Even better, their reactions are observed on a public stage.
Traditional media is also an important outlet. Several newspapers,

fig. c: The Valreep in the snow with website,
2011. Photograph by Alex Kemman.
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local and national, have written (positively!) about us. But working with general
media needs to be done with great care. Often newspapers make biased or
simplified representations. Some specific media companies often speak out
against any kind of squatting without proper argumentation, therefore we do
not allow such media on the Valreep terrain. Besides the general media we use
alternative agendas such as radar.squat.net and we physically spread flyers and
posters with the monthly program.
A nice media stunt we created was a spoof newspaper. Inspired by a
visit from the Yes Men, some people started working on an action. We spread
seven thousand fake city council newspapers wherein it was announced that the
city had given the animal asylum back to the neighbourhood. We organized an
“official” ceremony in which a (fake) city representative offered the key to the
building. Not only did this give us some positive attention, it also gave space to
the idea that the building could actually be given to the neighbourhood.
The follow-up was a huge billboard with “Here the Valreep realises the impossible” and an artist’s impression of the future neighbourhood centre. (see fig. d)
Construction (see fig. e)
From the start, one of the most urgent tasks was renovating the building. People who know about construction and handling of tools often were
coordinating the ones who like do things but lack the expertise. In order to
show the city council our commitment to the space, we allowed several building
inspections of the house. For example, we made a couple of rooms officially
fireproof, so we could not get evicted on basis of fire safety (this happened to
another squat in the past). We got many (supposedly independent) inspections,
which were actually used as political tools to try to evict us.
Step by step they tried to push us into a corner. The first inspector
told us we were allowed to construct, but not to live there. Awhile later we
received a letter telling us we risk a fine for doing “illegal construction activities on a monumental building.” Yes you read that right, we are refurbishing
the building for free, but they prefer to let the building degrade further under
the guise of monumental status. As a result of our voluntary efforts, we were
threatened with a fine of between €25,000 and €500,000, and a possible jail
sentence of six months.
Finance
One could say that sometimes we have one foot in the capitalistic world
and another in an alternative anarchistic world. Let’s just say we are pragmatic.
We complete projects in the cheapest way possible, often getting things for free
or finding them. But in this world, we do need some money to run things.
Primarily, this comes from donations. In the beginning, when we did not have
any starting budget, most people donated voluntarily every week. It showed the
huge commitment people have to the project, since most people had no problem
with donating, even though they had already given so much energy.
Beer-economics
Another legally sensitive issue is donations we receive from guests
and also ourselves. We do not sell beer, but if you want to drink a donation is
expected and the profit goes back into the project. Nowadays we manage to be

fig. d: Putting up the Valreep billboard, 2012.
Photograph by Alex Kemman.

fig. e: Refurbishing the building, 2011.
Photograph by Alex Kemman.
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financially self-sustaining due to popular events. From the start we have had
one rule: everybody donates for his or her beer, no matter how much he or she
did for the Valreep. Nobody gets VIP treatment. This prevents us from making
a financial loss and maintains equality.
Occupy
As said, officially people are not allowed to live in the house. In the
beginning we solved this by putting up tents next to the building. Being at the
space, and occupying it, is crucial. We had a schedule for people to take responsibility for locking the building at night and being awake early in the morning
for unexpected visits. Especially in the beginning, it is easy for police or other
(non-governmental) troublemakers to visit. It needs to be clear that there is a
general idea; visitors need to know there are certain rules and it’s not a free
party campground. The authorities also need to realise that they cannot enter
without our permission.
Logistics
A place like ours, with many visitors, results in quite some trash, and
therefore requires resources. Several people are responsible for transporting
the stuff, picking up bands, and getting gasoline (remember we do not have
electricity and, therefore, use a generator).
So why do people put in all this effort?
Sometimes all of this responsibility does feel like a burden, but, in
the end, we are all rewarded with nice activities, friendship, and the excitement
of being part of something big. The feeling of working together with people
who are different but have the same general dream gives us a lot of satisfaction.
Our project colours the city and shows that things can be done alternatively—
non-commercially, without governmental permission, and with a cosiness that
often is lacking in big cities. Seeing visitors who are happy about the coolness
of the place, or happy neighbours, and realizing that we helped to create that,
gives a little warm feeling in the stomach (at least for me).
Conflict
Like every group of people or social structure, the Valreep has its
conflicts. People differ in ideas and attitudes, and especially the balance between
being too open or too closed is complicated. There are two factors of conflict:
from outside and from within. Firstly, there is a thing we call crustification, as
in the opposite of gentrification. Since all we do is either free or very cheap it
can become a hotspot for people who cannot take care of themselves, let alone
take care of the place. Secondly, there can be tensions inside. At times people
have a tendency to tell others what to do, probably with the best intentions, but
it mainly leads to stubbornness and frustration. This macho behaviour makes
people leave the project, or takes the fun out of things that need to be done.
Luckily, most of our little conflicts are solved by the general feeling that we all
want what is best for the place.
Activities
Last, but definitely not least, our activities. After weeks of hard work
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and good times we had the official neighbourhood opening on September 3,
2011. The city council tried to stop us from doing that. One day in advance they
announced that we risked a fine of €25,000 if we did the event. Luckily our
campaigning crew started working straight away, and, in a super-fast court case,
we won. It only made the opening party better.
Official opening of the Valreep (see fig. f, fig. g, fig. h)
The opening was the kick-off for the full program and providing a
space for people to organise things. Nowadays we have many activities: workshops, info nights, film nights, a neighbourhood garden, Capoeira, Yoga, children’s
activities (indoctrinating little kids with radical ideas), benefits to support ideas,
and many more. The Friday night concerts are especially popular and diverse.
One concert can be totally overcrowded, full of hipsters and famous bands,
while another week people sit and listen to an intimate living room concert,
and again, the Friday after, hardcore punkers are making a mosh pit. The Valreep tends to differ like day and night, always on the move. There is only this
that is consistent: the feeling of family. If you come to the Valreep you can feel
at home and be part of it. It’s easy to make new friends and to get to know old
ones better. We show that an evening out can be for everybody—you do not
have to conform to certain ideas and pressures.
Future
The situation of the Valreep is still very uncertain at the time of writing this article; odds of getting evicted are strong. Even if our beautiful place
gets destroyed, it is only a small defeat in the big fight. There are always empty
spots and places to demand. As a citizen it is your right, maybe even your duty,
to make the best out of your environment and question the authority of the
powerful. Politicians and companies have shown too often that they cannot be
trusted, supporting unrealistic prestige projects and following crazy dreams. So
why shouldn’t we? Our acts derive from one idea: we want to visualise what
could be in a perfect world, and in this way get politicians and big corporations
to react. Why not do the amazing things they could be doing? Reclaim your city!
W h AT n OW?
Squat your own social centre!
People!
Have a core group of motivated people/friends. Out of this reliable
group you can use the greater network.
Personalities! Best is if everyone has certain qualities, someone hands
on (construction), a visionary (campaigning), investigator (politics)
journalist (media), a beauty (representative), and a beast (for troublemakers). Not to forget the all-time happy one, making the happy mood.
Actions!
Keep being creative. It’s fun, holds the attention on your project, and
keeps the opposition busy. Don’t react, but act.
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Neighbourhood!
Without local support you are nothing. Take complaints and
suggestions seriously. Communicate and involve!
Be open!
Since others are going to try to create negative publicity, you need to
be open. Also be open for new people and ideas—it is tempting to be
conservative.
Meetings!
Although they are boring as hell, good communication between everybody is invaluable.
Big shots!
Get artists, bands, academics, collectives, whoever wants to come to
your place and understands the idea.
Keep your enemies close!
Talk nicely to the police when they come, invite politicians, but stay
true to ideals.

fig. f: Official opening of the Valreep, 2011.
Photograph by Alex Kemman.

Rules!
It sounds terrible, but having some general ideas or rules is necessary,
for example regarding noise, trash, etc.
It’s fun!
Don’t forget you do it for fun, even when it feels serious.
www.valreep.org
www.flickr.com/valreep
www.twitter.com/devalreep
Youtube video about our spoof newspaper: :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMfhEULoT3U

fig. g: Fire show in the evening of opening,
2011. Photograph by Alex Kemman.

fig. h: Plan for the garden project, 2011.
Illustration by Sandra Kleine Staarman.

The Valreep: Making the Impossible Possible by Alex Kemman is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

UrbanFarmers

Ecologies, Resources, Spaces
By 2050, the world population will reach nine billion people. More importantly,
Seventy percent of the world population will live in cities, making urbanization
the biggest global challenge, according to the United Nations. What’s more,
agriculture needs to double output over this period to cope with demand in
meat, diary, and vegetable consumption, according to the Food and Agriculture
Organization (F.A.O.).
Clearly, we are facing dramatic consequences for our food security,
the environment, and public health. We need new, innovative solutions that
address these issues with a lower ecological footprint, smarter use of natural
resources, and greater impact towards local food systems.
By combining Aquaculture (raising of fish) and Hydroponics (plants
in water), UrbanFarmers works with an “Aquaponic” production system to
produce fish and vegetables in a closed-loop water system. This method allows
us to grow food with up to ninety percent less water than with conventional
agriculture, and uses the fish waste as organic fertilizer for plants, eliminating
the need for fossil fertilizer, as well as as for pesticides, herbicides, and antibiotics for the fish. We believe that with Aquaponics, we can efficiently and
sustainably feed the world’s population, and offer a new approach to how food
is produced in contemporary cities.
UrbanFarmers is part of a growing global movement of practitioners,
environmental activists, urban planners, artists, eco-preneurs, and urban residents that have one common goal: re-introduce agriculture to people in the
twenty-first century.
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Urban Agriculture

Aquaponic closed-loop system between fish
and plants.

UrbanFarmers BOX. Photograph by UrbanFarmers.

Rendering of the UrbanFARM interior.
Courtesy of Conceptual Devices.

UrbanFarmers BOX vegetables.
Photograph by UrbanFarmers.

Rendering of the UrbanFARM exterior.
Courtesy of Conceptual Devices.

Roman Gaus at the HUB Zurich with fish
from the UrbanFarmers BOX. Photograph by
UrbanFarmers.

Annie Sprinkle and Beth Stephens

Ecologies
The Ecosex Manifesto
Draft 1.0 of a work in progress.
(I) WE ARE THE ECOSEXUALS.
The Earth is our lover. We are madly, passionately, and fiercely in
love, and we are grateful for this relationship each and every day. In order to
create a more mutual and sustainable relationship with the Earth, we collaborate
with nature. We treat the Earth with kindness, respect, and affection.
(II) WE MAKE LOVE WITH THE EARTH.
We are aquaphiles, teraphiles, pyrophiles, and aerophiles. We shame
lessly hug trees, massage the earth with our feet, and talk erotically to plants.
We are skinny dippers, sun worshipers, and stargazers. We caress rocks, are
pleasured by waterfalls, and admire the Earth’s curves often. We make love
with the Earth through our senses. We celebrate our E-spots. We are very dirty.
(III) WE ARE A RAPIDLY GROWING, GLOBAL,
ECOSEX COMMUNITY.
This community includes artists, academics, sex workers, sexologists,
healers, environmental activists, nature fetishists, gardeners, business people,
therapists, lawyers, peace activists, eco-feminists, scientists, educators,
(r)evolutionaries, critters, and other entities from diverse walks of life.
Some of us are SexEcologists, researching and exploring the places where
sexology and ecology intersect in our culture. As consumers we aim to buy
green, organic, and local. Whether on farms, at sea, in the woods, or in cities
small and large, we connect and empathize with nature.
(IV) WE ARE ECOSEX ACTIVISTS.
We will save the mountains, waters, and skies by any means necessary,
especially through love, joy, and our powers of seduction. We will stop the rape,
abuse, and poisoning of the Earth. We do not condone the use of violence,
although we recognize that some ecosexuals may choose to fight those most
guilty for destroying the Earth with public disobedience, anarchist, and radical
environmental activist strategies. We embrace the revolutionary tactics of art,
music, poetry, humor, and sex. We work and play tirelessly for Earth justice
and global peace.
(V) ECOSEXUAL IS AN IDENTITY.
For some of us, being ecosexual is our primary (sexual) identity,
whereas for others it is not. Ecosexuals can be GLBTQI, heterosexual, asexual,
and/or Other. We invite and encourage ecosexuals to come out. We are every
where. We are polymorphous and pollen-amorous, We educate people about
ecosex culture, community and practices. We hold these truths to be self evident;
that we are all part of, not separate from, nature. Thus all sex is ecosex.
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(VI) THE ECOSEX PLEDGE.
I promise to love, honor and cherish the Earth, until death brings us
closer together forever.
The ecosex revolution wants YOU. Join us.
Elizabeth M. Stephens & Annie M. Sprinkle

Photograph of Annie and Beth by Julian
Cash. Poster Design by Mari Kono.

Platform

Ecologies, Resources
Platform blends arts, activism, education, and research; international oil companies are our main point of focus. Alongside campaigning and activism, the
impacts of oil extraction raise questions for us of how cultures will shift away
from oil dependence, and as artists we look to galleries as sites for this transition to take place. What does a cultural shift away from oil look, feel, taste like?
What could culture look like without sponsorship, without the corporate philanthropy initiated by Thatcher and now pushed by Arts Council England?
To what extent do galleries in their role as conservationists of cultural artefacts
unwittingly become barriers to cultural change? For the alternative futures we
envision beyond oil, conservative attitudes to the social acceptability of the
harm inflicted by oil will need to be challenged.
A cultural shift away from oil is not only necessary, but inevitable. From this
vantage point, we can look around our homes, cities, galleries, and beyond to
visualise the coming culture. An era in which oil is no longer the central product
constructing the spaces we occupy, no longer the fundamental fuel of the economies that sustain our lives.
In 2009 during Platform’s two-month residency C Words: Carbon, Climate,
Capital, Culture at Arnolfini in Bristol, a futuristic auction of contemporary artefacts,
set in 2025, was performed by public interest investigators Spinwatch and art auctioneers Hollington & Kyprianou with Tamasin Cave. Objects ranging from bottled
water and a golf ball to a mobile phone and an doublebuggy pushchair were
among those selected to represent the epitome of the current age.(see fig. a, fig. b)
During the residency we held a one day conference called Embedded!,
which included a tour from the electricity meter in the basement to the loft of
Arnolfini’s building. The walking tour discussion examined arts institutions’
hidden investment in climate change such as sponsorship and pension funds,
and also considered low carbon best organisational practice regarding the
transportation of artists, curators, and artefacts.
In 2011 Platform collaborated with Art Not Oil and Liberate Tate to
bring together Not If But When: Culture Beyond Oil, a publication that sets out to
discuss oil sponsorship of the arts. The single issue, limited edition publication
features artworks in dialogue with the BP Gulf of Mexico catastrophe, and articles that outline the compelling arguments for an end to BP and Shell’s murky
involvement with many of the nation’s favourite cultural institutions. (see fig. c, fig. d)
Each copy of this full colour 1000 copy limited edition was numbered
and daubed with oil from Gulf of Mexico beaches by featured artist Ruppe
Koselleck, as part of his ongoing Takeover BP project, in which Koselleck sells
artworks to buy shares with the aim of ultimately taking over BP.
The work featured written contributions from a diverse group of artists
including Conrad Atkinson, who has eleven pieces in the Tate collection, Charles
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fig. a: C Words: Carbon, Climate, Capital,
Culture. A major exhibition and season of 50
events held in the run-up to COP 15 climate
talks, as part of Platform’s two-month
residency at leading contemporary arts centre Arnolfini, Bristol in 2009. Photograph by
Richard Houguez.
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fig. c: Reverend Billy and The Church of
Earthalujah, The Exorcism of BP, 2011.
Performance, Tate Modern. As part of their
European Earthalujah Tour, performance
troupe Reverend Billy and the Church of
Earthalujah performed an exorcism of BP
inside the Tate Modern Turbine Hall, with
a congregation of over one hundred present.
Photograph by Sophie Molins.

fig. e: Liberate Tate, Collapse, 2010.
Performance, British Museum. Three figures
dressed in black entered the north room of
the British Museum and ritualistically poured oil from large eggs bearing BP logos in
front of an Easter Island statue, en emblem
of a civilisation destroyed. No artefacts were
harmed in the making of this performance.
Photograph by Amy Scaife.

fig. b: The Institute for the Art and Practice
of Dissent in the Home, part of C Words:
Carbon, Climate, Capital, Culture.
Photograph by Richard Houguez.

fig. d: Not If But When: Culture Beyond Oil
(cover image). Photograph by Amy Scaife.
Design by Sara Nilsson.
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Thomson, co-founder of The Stuckists, and Cecilia Wee, a London-based curator. The eleven artworks responding to the Deepwater horizon disaster were by
international artists including Anthony Burrill, Banksy, HeHe (Helen Evans
and Heiko Hansen), Ben Jones, and 2011 Wildlife Photographer of the Year
exhibition winner Daniel Beltra.
The shift away from oil takes place in many municipal sites as well
as in our personal daily experience. From the infrastructure of transport, to the
shareholdings of pension funds, from where the food we eat is grown, to the
democratisation of energy resources. For a fair and just transition to a post-oil
era, we see the creativity and collaborative practices of artists as essential to
this process. Cultural institutions are a key space to nurture that evolution.
Our society teems with individuals and organisations who use their
energy and imagination to find ways that we might live that are not built on the
destruction of the atmosphere, fragile ecologies, and the livelihoods of others.
The arts are a crucible of social imagination and they should support these
endeavours, or at the very least not undermine them. But today the visitor to
the gallery, museum, theatre, or opera house is surrounded by the names of BP,
Shell, and other oil companies, and every logo announces that these corporations
are powerful, inevitable, and benign.
The choice for Tate, and all the other arts institutions that continue
to accept BP sponsorship, is how soon they will choose to get ahead of the game
and commence the separation of oil from culture. Cultures are by definition
constantly changing phenomena, bending to new influences and ideas. In curating works for a gallery or museum, a process of fixing culture in a historically
specific moment takes place, as is standard to date or place artworks.
However the selection process holds sway over the understanding drawn together
of an era, moment, or culture, and questions have often been raised over whose
telling of history reigns, whose voices have been left out.
As conservationists, cultural institutions may risk becoming conservative forces with cultures, preserving the status quo as they see it.
Tate’s relationship with BP that nurtures the company’s position within the
British political establishment runs in sharp contrast to the persona it creates for
itself of the politically savvy home of the hipster. As the debate around the
sponsorship it receives from BP heats up, Tate will make choices that mark it as
a barrier to cultural change rather than a vehicle in which those shifts can grow
and be nurtured. The role and function of art and museums in culture is shown
up as politically significant; there are no observers or neutral vessels for histories,
but rather powerful institutions whose decisions shape the future. (see fig. e)
W h at n OW?
Currently many cultural institutions accept sponsorship from oil
corporations, but this will not always be the case. Artists and groups or individuals part of different arts communities are in a specific position to collectively
shift this. Platform is always interested to hear from artists making work around
the issues of oil, sponsorship and social change.
Visions of Culture Beyond Oil by Platform London is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.

Ken Ehrlich and Kate Johnston

Communities, Spaces
The 2011 Occupation of City Hall Park in Los Angeles was a linguistically as
well as physically contested space. Signs ranging from angry to hilarious proliferated. This is not happening. The People’s Mic was a constant occurrence
and the nightly general assemblies, for all of the focus on consensus process,
were primarily exercises in rhetoric. Every day 99% wake up on the wrong side
of Capitalism. The much discussed issue of demands highlighted the question
of language: How could this moment be described in the media and in general
if participants put on hold the question of demands. Uncle Sam’s a Dick!
As participants in and critical observers of the occupation, we created a visual
and linguistic intervention that sought to draw attention to the importance of
language within the occupation and to reflect on issues of translation and identity. I am Troy Davis.
After the initial euphoria many of us felt as people began to gather—
galvanized by Occupy Wall Street and a broad sense of dissatisfaction—doubts,
skepticism, and critiques quickly rose to the surface. The decision by members
of OccupyLA to dialogue with the police and administrators at City Hall was
a crucial mistake. We have gay soldiers. Now what about some straight bankers?
There was internal resistance to and ultimate rejection of an anti-police brutality committee in formation. Unlike OWS and OccupyOakland, which based
on first person accounts truly strove for a leaderless organization, OccupyLA
seemed to have a core group of organizers making decisions and attempting to
steer the course of the Occupation. Mundo Sin Fronteras! In addition to nightly
General Assemblies and extensive use of the people’s microphone, there were
self appointed liaisons between the occupiers and City Hall and the police.
Many of the most vocal occupiers complained that the homeless population and
drug abuse in the encampment were distractions from the message of economic
justice. Fuck Capitalism! These were no doubt serious issues but ones that could
not simply be wished away, as though the social dynamics of the city could be
separated from the economic issues the occupation sought to highlight. Sexual
assault likewise became a serious issue. Embedded within these multiple conflicts was a much larger tension that had to do with conceptions of the occupa
tion itself. I’m tired of being trickled on… These tensions seemed to play out
through language. Was the occupation a means of collectively stating grievances or a mass appeal to some external body for solutions to seemingly intractable problems? Did the space of the occupation offer the potential, even in very
small ways, for people to develop strategies of self determination and mutual
aid? Was the occupation fundamentally a space of protest or a place to enact
micro-instances of community? The beginning is near!
Reflecting on the relatively small percentage of participants from the
many immigrant communities in southern California and considering the rich
history of social movements in Latin America that pre-dated and informed the
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Horizontalidad at Occupy LA, 2011.
Photograph by Ken Ehrlich.
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occupation, we began researching the social movements in Argentina following
the economic crisis of 1999. The term Horizontalidad came into being during
this time, amidst a widespread sense that government and institutions had failed
and people began taking the matter of daily life into their own hands. Demand
everything. Highway blockades soon gave way to far reaching forms of collective action. Factories were transformed into workers collectives, abandoned
buildings were re-purposed as day care centers and community spaces and
efforts were made to experiment with non-hierarchical forms of organizing.
Demand nothing. Designing a large, colorful banner and inserting the word
Horizontalidad into the space of the occupation seemed like a way to draw
attention to another language—namely Spanish—and generate conversations
about the importance of language within the occupation. We hung the banner
and read testimonials from people interviewed about their experiences in
Argentina between 1999 and 2002. The banner formed a space in which multiple activities could take place. People stopped to ask what it meant, others
took pictures of friends posing with the sign in the background. The banner
and the readings became a springboard for dialogue about translation and the
conflict over forms of description of social movements. Solidarity!
W H At n OW?
We were left with more questions: What does leaderless decision
making look like when it acknowledges rather than tries to smooth over antagonisms? How do personal narratives and identities become potential tools for
transformative linguistic exploration? Can writing and reading scripted dialogues
of conflict aloud open up other political possibilities? What is the space that
language allows?

Georg Hobmeier and Tommy Noonan

Spaces
Area is a series of public performance events that started with the piece Area
in 2008, continued with Fast forward and its melancholic rewind in 2010,
Labyrinth and Area/global in 2011, and was taken to other levels, lands, and
art forms in productions such The Engagement and 99 ways to die in Scotland
throughout 2012. These events have taken place in various cities on various
continents, such as Paris, Frankfurt, Berlin, Salzburg, Porto, Buenos Aires,
Bangalore, Glasgow, Innsbruck, Freiburg, and others.
Area is a platform for the temporary transformation of public space.
Projects connected to area are performative and/or choreographic actions, which
emphasize and put into question the given social, architectural, and political
codes of a place.
An Area project may take the form of a specific performance, a set of
choreographic actions before a (un)knowing public, or a mode of research car
ried out on a particular geographic zone. These actions are neither theatre works
that simply happen to take place in public, nor are they spontaneous events.
Area projects traverse the border between visible and invisible, directly
and thoughtfully working to transform a given place. The result of such a proj
ect is a fluid and temporary space, in which the definitions between viewer and
performer—between city and stage—are continuously re-defined.
In the upcoming pages Georg Hobmeier and Tommy Noonan will be
thoroughly questioning each other over the nature of this undertaking. Please
bear in mind that this is a linear collection of a nonlinear exchange of ques
tions and answers.
Georg Hobmeier: Best to start basic. Could you please give the people a basic
understanding why you engage yourself in public performance work? What are
the social and aesthetic aspects that fascinate you and drive you out of the holy
halls of theatre in order to pursuit such particular creations?
Tommy Noonan: Well, I have chosen to work in public space because
such an environment offers a different set of functions for performance.
Working in the theatre space is normally related to one or several basic functions
of work: education, critique, entertainment, or provocation—the artist may not
be interested in these things directly, but work in the theatre is always situated
in relationship to such functions. Questions raised in the theatre can be relevant
and interesting, but it is always subject to the context of “theatre,” which already
determines much of how action on a stage is viewed. I am interested in those
functions proper to public space, which cannot be found in the theatre:
a subversion of the codes which govern our existence in daily life. I am not
talking about obvious, disruptive behaviour (this can be easily dismissed as
either art or activism, or now more recently, “flash mobs”)—but rather using
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more insidious and halfvisible performances, which call into question how we
move, interact with, and view public space and those who inhabit it in our daily
life. In short, public space offers an opportunity to make strange that which is
otherwise familiar, without the banner of “art” which is always hanging over
any action that takes place in the theatre.
It seems there has been a certain evolution in the work we have done
together, from Area, through Fast forward…and Labyrinth, and finally to The
Engagement. But even before this, it seems like some of your starting points
have risen from an interest in commandbased structures in projects like UNIT
and the electrode work. Can you talk about this interest in personal choice and
commands, and why you chose to bring it into our work with public space?
Georg Hobmeier: I think as an artist with a rather broad field of
interest, one might also call it a short creative attention span. I have some form
of obligation towards continuity, so that my mind and also that of others can
connect the dots between my different focus points. I started my adventures in
the performing arts with a mix of interactive systems and physical theatre and,
therefore, the connection between the human body and various forms and
manifestations of the term “machine” have never left my repertoire.
When starting to work with interactive technologies, certain ideologies concern
ing the relationship between human and device were emphasizing the idea that
a human could extend oneself through technologies. Looking at the fact that
working with these technologies was a rather tedious procedure, I thought of
this as a rather optimistic idea. Were we in fact controlling a technology that
had to be rebooted fifteen times a day, that loved to crash in the middle of shows,
were we really extending ourselves with it? Working procedures in such a
context are heavily defined by the needs of the machinery, not by the needs of
the artist. I therefore wanted to make a polemic statement about the nature of
this interaction and started to use the idea of control more prominently in my
work. At one point technology wasn’t even that interesting anymore and my
various approaches towards control became a general tool.
I think the idea of commands in the first work Area were an almost
ironic connection with the situationist’s idea of the “dérive.” In both cases, a
person tries to loose control and surrender to some ambiguous form of “unknown.”
Of course loosing control by being controlled might seem highly blasphemous
for situationist diehards, but I very much enjoyed to desecrate these heroic
ideas of my youth.
Could you at this point also point out for the reader, which previous
artworks of yours prepared to ground for your work in the Area series?
Are there political elements in your general line of work that the Area series
emphasizes?
Tommy Noonan: Before embarking on a serious artistic exploration of
publicspace work in this series, I was working in the theatre. However, I had
been doing a lot of Parkour training with some original members of the Yama
kasi in Paris. This was primarily a physical training, but of course it also
contains an element of spectacle, which decodes public space by offering the
casual viewer a different perspective on the architecture of the city and how it
can be traversed. For the individual practicing Parkour, a broader sense of
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possibility is developed in the way that public space is approached. My work
in the Area series doesn’t incorporate or resemble Parkour or any kind of spec
tacular form, but having it as a practice has affected the way I view an urban
landscape—it has given it a sense of possibility. And I suppose this perspective
has a certain anarchic political orientation in its desire to liberate the individual,
or at least awaken one to the architectural codes of one’s environment, and how
they might relate to the political ideology which is behind a given cityscape.
However, this work is more about awareness and agency than it is about polemics
and superficial provocation.
Can you shortly define the differences between the four main projects
that fall under this category we have worked on together: Area, Fast forward
…, Labyrinth, and The Engagement?
Georg Hobmeier: Area was a command based score with a flexible set of
parameters and could be performed in any form of urban environment. It’s rules
were simple and flexible, therefore opening itself for random encounters and
coincidences.
Fast forward and its melancholic rewind on the other hand used a
similar tool, but here the score was made for very particular environments.
It focused strongly on the spatial experience of the audience and also dealt with
the seasonal change in cities by having one part of the show in the summer and
the other in the late fall.
Labyrinth made the space itself the performer and overwrote it with
various forms of narration. The performers were in the background, discreet
and serve rather as an element of distortion the representation.
The Engagement was actually a piece of story telling. It used ideas
of the previous projects, the dramaturgy of public spaces and experiential
journeys in particular, but never left the paradigm of “the simple story.”
However, it also never became a theatre piece. Just like in the other pieces, the
space, the people inside, and in the end also the story could rest within their
own reality and didn’t have to represent anything else.
Do you see in any of these aesthetic ideas the potential to become not
just a tool for artists but also for community work? How could the aesthetic
strategies from the area projects be used in other sharing formats, such as
workshops, laboratories, guidebooks, etc.
Tommy Noonan: There are a number of possibilities here—many
of which we have only begun to examine. For example, Area can be a kind of
experiential sociological tool. The original Area is a rigid set of physical actions,
which always are executed the same way (lying down, breaking into a run,
standing completely still, etc.). We have observed that these actions draw com
pletely different kinds of attention and responses between different cultures,
between different cities in the same country, and between neighbourhoods of
different social and economic constitutions. There is a kind of mapping that
this experience offers. Of course it does not collect data and cannot be a quan
tifiable, scientific tool, but it brings into relief a certain social geography that
may otherwise appear obvious and therefore invisible. Perhaps this experience
can be a frame, not for the serious advancement of scientific study or data
collection, but rather to enter sociological, geographic, and political investiga
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tion into a form of play. Perhaps as workshop, guidebook, or laboratory, it could
offer to people interested in more academic or scientific fields of study, a way
in which to open or reorient parameters of research and investigation.
It seems that the early work with Area was all about imposing rigid
structures and performance scores, executed by performers who followed them
completely, while later work with Labyrinth attempted to integrate improvisa
tional tools, allowing the performer greater freedom. After these different
models, do you find more dynamic possibility in the composing of scores or in
the interpretive abilities of performers?
Georg Hobmeier: I think this is very much a matter of taste and
personal style. I pretty much loathe the enthusiasm that many of my colleagues
in contemporary dance have for interpretive freedoms and improvisation, because
I feel it tainted by ideologies of various origins. While I use such tools personally
a great deal in training, research, and indoor shows, I never could really get a
grasp on it while working in public. For the senses of both performers and
audience, public space is a massive amount of information compared to a nor
mal theatrical space. I therefore think that more can be achieved with less.
But of course this is also a matter of technique. For now, I remain with my
interest to work with set scores in outdoor spaces, while resorting to improvi
sation in indoor environments.
Could you tell to the readers a little bit more about your understanding
of improvisation and how you see it working in public spaces. How can it be
applied by experts and nonexperts in order to gain a meaningful experience
in public space?
Tommy Noonan: Improvisation is really tricky territory in this work.
When we improvise movement and actions completely in public space, we are
held captive by our own fears and projections, and our choices are heavily
influenced by a lifetime of social conditioning with respect to public space.
For this reason, I find most interesting a precise combination of rigid movement
scores or realtime commands given to performers, and a degree of improvisa
tion based on a thorough study of a space and its tendencies (quite the opposite
of improvisation based on internal impulses). In this case, there is a dynamic
interplay: some choices, which are determined by the score or commandset,
would never have been made by the freely improvising performer, while the
possibility to use improvisation allows the performer to respond to a fluid
situation, which is always the case when working in public space. However,
whether expert or nonexpert, I think we have found that improvisation in the
context of our work is quite complicated, and requires an enormous amount of
research and practice. It is an improvisation which utilizes many skills honed
through training in dance or in theatre, yet it is a very different practice from
improvisation within a stage context.
One criticism levelled at earlier developments of our work was that
it lacked a certain sense of compositional “craft,” visible to the audience who
came to watch the performance. Do you think this criticism is reflective of our
earlier work being relatively undeveloped, or do you see this as a fundamental
misunderstanding of the work by those viewers?

Georg Hobmeier, Fast forward and its
melancholic rewind, 2010. Photograph
by Sabine Brucker.
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Georg Hobmeier: One shouldn’t blame the audience for anything, but in that
case I will blame the audience. I actually tried both approaches and took this
c r it ique t o m a ke Fa s t f o r wa rd a n d i t s m el a n c h o l i c re wi n d.
Area however remains the more interesting piece for me. It might seem more
open on many levels, but this aspect is a matter of interpretation and the deci
sion towards that was made very consciously. I don’t think there is a lack of
compositional craft, I think some people should rethink, why they want every
thing rigidly spelled out right into their face.
Do you see the need to educate the audience in a particular way to have
a potentially deeper understanding of public performance work? What would
you advise them to do, study, read, etc. in order to get access to such formats?
Tommy Noonan: No. I think that the work, when done properly, should invite
interest or at least questioning of the environment around the audience. That is
enough—I don’t need our audience to have a deeper understanding of public
performance work. For those interested in going deeper into the study or develop
ment of public performance work…I am not aware of any unified body of
literature which deals with the questions we are talking about. We have spoken
a lot about the work of Guy Debord and the Situationists with respect to our
interest in psychogeographies…but beyond that, there is a lot of interesting
theory on architecture and urban studies which I think relates to our work…
But mostly, just go outside and pay attention to how people act in different places.
Do these works address any one particular audience more than others?
Georg Hobmeier: The best way to enjoy walking through a city
with a bunch of oddly behaving performers is with an open mind. Preconcep
tions, expectations, the desire for explanations, the demand for some dubious
sort of higher ideas and other nonsense are best to be left at home while travel
ling on such paths. If people are not able to go through life without such a
mental luggage, I honestly pity them, but I also have very little patience and
time to cater to their needs.
How do you want the audience to “behave” during your shows? Do
you leave them all options on the table or do you want to place them in a par
ticular modus operandi?
Tommy Noonan: Well, the “knowing” audience (that is, our audience that
arrives to see a show) should be basically respectful, which to me, means atten
tive. Really, it’s their loss if they chose to follow a performance through the
city and talk to their friend the whole time. Basically, I hope that people are
open and attentive, and beyond that, it is our responsibility to direct their gene
ral behaviour through our actions.
We’ve both cited the ideas of the Situationists, and particularly the
concept of the dérive as being influential to our public-space work, insofar as
we are interested in the mapping and decoding of psychogeography. However,
activities such as the dérive are participatory games, in which the agency and
choice of the player is the determinate factor in the mapping of psychogeographic
space. In our work, we have so far offered a largely scripted, observational
experience to our viewers; do you see an important role for “agency” in our
audience? To what extent do they and can they make choices?
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Georg Hobmeier: Agency and the experiences that audiences can make
remain a central event. Despite the journey being a very chosen temporal and
spatial construct we offer more freedom then other mediums. I do think that
certain limitations have to be made, otherwise people can just go for a walk by
themselves. But I think there is still a fair amount of choices for the audience.
Choosing where they look, choosing where they place themselves, choosing to
communicate and interact with fellow audience members. From a theatrical
point of view this is a tremendous amount of freedom. Again, Guy Debord
would hate us for that, but since he’s already dead for some time, we can give
our audience strict instructions to trample on his grave.
Are there any particular artists that inspired you to do this work? Or
whose work you would really recommend to look at?
Tommy Noonan: No. Oddly enough, there is very little inspiration
in this work that came from the previous works. Much of it came simply from
our own research and the encounters with our collaborators. People are often
quick to associate this work with other bodies of work, such as that of Ligna
in Hamburg, but I don’t really see these other works as sources of inspiration.
I think we have found through different projects that certain choices
bring our performance itself into focus for a viewer, whereas other choices will
bring a city or its inhabitants more into focus. Can you speak about these different
possibilities in our work, and whether you find more interest in one versus the other?
Georg Hobmeier: One has to see the relationship between city, performer
and audience member as a triangle. All corners of the triangle can watch the
others and interact with them. The performer can cause some disturbance and
interact with a dog, this relationship can be observed by the audience member.
Or an innocent bystander can see an audience member running after a perfor
mer covered in flour. Or the performer, in a rare moment of peace, can perceive
how the audience members themselves are being watched by pedestrians. I
quite like that particular relationship and appreciate the fluidity and variations
it allows. This was certainly the case in Area and The Engagement, while Fast
forward…and Labyrinth gave more space for the city itself. However, I think
all approaches are equally valid and fascinating.
Tommy Noonan: How can you imagine this work developing in
the future?
Georg Hobmeier: In this very moment, my ideas are more focused on
research ing elements and sharing this knowledge with an interested public,
rather then creating more performances, though this research itself might be
shared with an audience in a performative way. On the other hand, this series
has been influenced contributing artists a great deal: Deepak Kurki Shivaswami
performed versions of Area in the merciless urban chaos of Bangalore and pvc
Tanz Freiburg picked up several elements of our series in some of their pro
grammes. We keep on sharing the work in the form of workshops and labo
ratories and other projects, such as the book project 99 ways to die in Scotland.
We remain curious, poor, heavily depending on artistic grants for survival, but
still heavily interested in pursuing working in public spaces in the near and
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distant futures other projects, such as the book project 99 ways to die in Scot
land. We remain curious, poor, heavily depending on artistic grants for survival,
but still heavily interested in pursuing working in public spaces in the near and
distant futures.
And now for yourself. What’s up with the future of Area?
Tommy Noonan: I would like to find ways that the system we have developed
can approach the territory of the theatre again—for example, to continue to
incorporate elements of text and story. This has been a tendency in Labyrinth,
and even further in The Engagement, mainly in layering research and interview
material with original fictional text based on that research—and eventually
working with a single story from Heinrich von Kleist. Though I think that the
formats we have developed in area can be an interesting way to perform a
classical theatre text. For example, Hamlet may be performed in its entirety on
one street for a single period of two hours, but the various characters might be
performed by numerous passing “commuters,” and the “viewers” of the piece
may be able to follow and chose different perspectives on the story depending
on where and how they place themselves on that street and in relation to the
story. Do you follow characters who make only a brief appearance? Do you
chose to see most of the action, or do you spend time with the character of the
ghost, when he is not speaking to Hamlet, and goes to have a sandwich? It can
be an interesting tool to open and recontextualize existing works

Histories, Communities, Spaces
The Howling Mob Society was a Pittsburgh-based group of six artists, activists,
and amateur historians with a vested interest in the often buried radical history
of resistance in the United States. We coalesced in early 2007 to research and
to ultimately manufacture and install a series of ten historical markers detailing
the events of the Great Railroad Strike of 1877 as they unfolded in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The markers were created and installed throughout Pittsburgh
without any official sanction or permission—at the time of the publishing of
this book, eight of the ten markers are still standing. A website accompanies
the project, allowing viewers to explore an interactive map, read deeper into
our research and bibliography, and contact us directly.
The origin of the term “howling mob” comes from an article in Harper’s Weekly,
published in the aftermath of the Railroad Strike on August 11, 1877. Illustrating
a popular working-class insurrection as a terrifying nightmare (which, to the
ruling class, it was), they wrote, “The sixth and seventh days of the revolution,
July 21 and 22, were the darkest and bloodiest of all. The city of Pittsburgh was
completely controlled by a howling mob, whose deeds of violence were written
in fire and blood.” Accounts that were published at the time are largely onesided and critical of the motivations behind this popular rebellion—even though
thousands of citizens in dozens of cities participated in the insurrection and
supported the pan-industrial strikes. It is important to note that these histories,
as we find them, are rarely written by the people who participated in them; if
they were, they were not published and archived. The same is often true today.
Many accounts of the events end up harping on the property destruction that
occurred, paying little attention to the conditions leading up to the strike or the
desperation and exhilaration people must have felt as the situation unfolded.
Why focus on the Railroad Strike of 1877?
Railroad companies were the first major corporations in America, and
(just as multinational corporations do today) they operated largely above the
law. The events of 1877 were a broad-based and spontaneous attack against the
largest industrial monopolies of the time and the wealth and power that they
wielded. Although the insurrection was rooted in the grievances of railroad
workers in the eastern United States, it was by no means limited to the railroad
industry. Historians are largely reluctant to address the story of the strike, since
it is difficult to point to union-stated grievances or leaders; this was not a clearly
announced action or strike, and it was not originally condoned by any union or
political organization. The spontaneous actions of railroad workers were met
with immediate support from coal miners and other industrial workers who
saw a clear distinction between themselves and the wealthy magnates under
whom they labored. Workers struck in solidarity across trades, but these frus-
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trations were not limited to the largely male workforce: Railroad companies
were carving up the land as well as the interior of major cities across the country, often driving straight through major pedestrian areas. The railroad disrupted
and endangered the lives of women and children as well, and they fought back
with according rage.
How do these events from 1877 relate
to our lives now?
In our research we found that the mainstream newspapers of the time
often reacted to the events then as they might now: blatantly dodging the root
issues by focusing on the more sensational angles to generate a climate of reactionary fear. Many accounts of the strike were predictably critical of the motivations behind these events, frequently relying on racist and xenophobic language
to shift blame away from the wealthy corporations with a vested interest in these
same publications. Looters were demonized as opportunistic criminals, the
military was vilified, and careful language was used to obfuscate the true nature
of the strikes and the state-sponsored violence that turned a rebellious gathering
into a full-scale riot. The stories of contemporary uprisings today, much like in
1877, tend to be told most loudly by corporate-owned media outlets whose role
is to destabilize and marginalize challenges to dominant power.
Why make historical markers?
We felt that a series of historical markers would be an ideal tactic for
telling the story of the 1877 uprising in an accessible and public format.
Most historical markers in the United States are graphically minimal (or downright boring), but it is the expectation of authority that emanates from this style
of storytelling that we hoped to harness. The “official” language of historical
plaques and other forms of public display can be curious and troubling, as the
tendency is to oversimplify the situation at hand or omit key details.
As something of a testament to how “real” our historical markers
appeared to be, one of them was quickly removed from its position nearby the
regional Smithsonian-affiliated history museum because it “could lead the
general public to believe that (the signs) have some official sanction,” according
to the museum’s president and CEO. Another marker was removed near a
proper ty owned by a company that had previously forced the official commission to move their own sanctioned marker—even though the location was historically key to the local history of the 1877 Strike.
In step with the creation of the markers, we also created a web site
(howlingmobsociety.org) in an effort to give the project a longer life, particularly
if the signs themselves didn’t stay in place for long. This has opened up communication with other, similar projects as well as dialogues with other people in the
region who wanted to know more about our project or, better yet, start their own.
Why not ask permission?
Often we’ve been asked why we didn’t seek official permission to
install our historical markers—an honest question that assumes that there are
avenues for the average citizen to address historical markers, author them, or
in some other way create the plaques they want to see within state-sanctioned
and legal means. In reality, this is rarely the case, and for our project we simply
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couldn’t imagine a situation in which we would be allowed to share the story
we wanted to share. In Pennsylvania, one can apply for a potential historical
marker with the Pennsylvania Museum and Historical Commission, which
handles the official marker series, but the process requires key points of predefined research, is limited to a predetermined template, and is dependent on both
funding and the whims of their jurors as to which stories they feel have the
most merit. Some of these “official” plaques are in fact intriguing and somewhat
progressive, but we felt it best to take matters into our own hands for this story.
W H AT n oW?
Why not make your own historical markers?
Whose voices are missing from the history of your home? Is it your
voice, the voice of your neighbors, or the voices of people no longer represented?
Are there bronze statues of famous men that you don’t really respect?
When areas of your city/town are redeveloped, who is doing the
developing? Are there secrets buried under those new luxury lofts? Is someone
naming condos after military generals and previously decimated indigenous
settlements? What would you rename these developments—better yet, what
would you build instead?
How do you envision historical markers? Do they look “official,” or
do they look like something else entirely? Do they use expected language, or
are they unedited, first-person accounts?
The Howling Mob Society would like to politely encourage you to
dig up these stories and tell them proudly.

Powderkegs: Reimagining the Authority of Historical Markers by The Howling
Mob Society is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Pat the Avenger Returns Fire, Location:
Penn Avenue and Butler Street, Doughboy
Square, Lawrenceville.

Howling Mob Society Crest.

Safe-Haven Denied, Location: Penn Avenue
near 39th Street, Lawrenceville.

Rori Knudtson, School of Critical Engagement

Spaces, Communities
I am sitting in what is called “Ameritowne” in the investments business. I have
been assigned this station to help run an investments company—stocks, mutual
funds, and CDs. This a worthy job for me, one that I have long encountered,
tapped into and one that I continually must vacate—or at least in the manner
of investments society has told me I should partake in—moving dollars. I always
have to liquidate cash investments to pursue my work. Seems ironic, right?
The situation I have volunteered for is teaching fourth grade students,
my ten-year-old son being one of them, the fundamentals of economics via the
construct of a mock city. It’s impressive upon arrival. The town hall is complete
with Ionic columns and the building façades all face to a public square.
It’s idyllic. There’s a town radio station, a bank, a utility company, a college, a
local newspaper, a hospital, a supermarket, a warehouse…all the places one
would expect to find in your average American small town. In the center is a
large Astroturf lawn, made to imbue a collective public commons.
The students have all been assigned jobs prior to arrival. They take
their posts, dress their roles, and go about their day in Ameritowne delivering
mail, registering businesses, running operations, taking lunch breaks. It is
beaming with activity. Everyone is stopping to talk to one another. They are all
smiling. It’s perfect. All the citizens are happy. I am in the The Truman Show.
At first I find this situation really fascinating and I feel a sense of pride
that the machine is operating smoothly. The kids are learning financial account
ability—vis-à-vis how to pay their bills, how to balance a checkbook, how to
pay back a loan to the bank, and how to be a consumer. However, what I quickly
learn through this experience is that all the businesses have started off in the
red. They are all in debt the moment they arrive to town and slip into their
assigned business roles. They have to dig themselves out before the game has
even begun. Or rather, this is the game.
Each shop is given two crates of plastic trinkets that the students can
sell to their fellow citizens in order to make enough revenue to pay off their
debts. All businesses take checks, debit cards, and cash payments. I quickly
change my role in the investments storefront from mentor to big boss, encouraging my student employees to get out on the Astroturf square and sell.
We have to pay off our loan by the end of the day. It becomes pressured and I
become nervous for them.
And then I pause for a moment, look to the public square and realize
that nowhere in Ameritowne do we have an architecture studio. There are no
artists, nor even a city theater. The Astroturf town square sits empty. There is
no farmer and no fresh market there. No one is exchanging services in order to
reduce debts. There is no library where knowledge can be gained for free.
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We have businesses, sponsored by forprofit companies represented (including
a forprofit college). The kids go to the store…a mock big chain supermarket
where they can pick up prepackaged food. Ameritowne has just become a
Reality TV prison and I can’t find the stairs up and out through the clouds.
How we fundamentally shift our relationship to economics is a gradual
process, societal and generational. As my grandmother, born in 1915 lived
through the Great Depression, it was instrumental in forming her relationship
to work, frugality, conservation, commodity, and simplicity. She has always
reused. She does not know how not to reuse. She has always traded—in beans
and cornbread if that’s all she had. On the other end, my son is learning in
school, that debt is good, plastic trinkets are what we must encourage others to
consume in order to make bank, and that nothing can be done for alternative
modes of economy, or that it is not even mentioned.
Shifting now to another part of the world but not dissimilar from the
United States, we are in Copenhagen. We launched the beginning of an urban
laboratory, invited in by the director of an urban renewal project for the city, a
municipality-funded project. We are in a real city, beginning to think about the
means of working in partnership with the municipality to challenge top-down
city planning protocol. It is many architects’ wet dream to engage city building
in a way that you were actually taught in the studios of architecture school—to
right the wrongs of industrialism’s impact on the built environment. This work
is so much bigger than the physical environment but this is where we tangibly
see it and experience it everyday. It has everything to do with flows of economies
and the right to the city. But economy must be defined radically different than
those that Ameritowne purports and Copenhagen expects if these types of
projects are to continue. Better yet, if we are to traverse new ground in city
building, policy needs to change. In LIVING COPENHAGEN, confronting the
conflict has forced us to think differently. We had no other option.
It’s a game too, much in the way the fourth grade students in Ameritowne know they will return to the safety of their parents’ homes once it’s over,
city officials go home at night and most of them live outside the neighborhood.
We, the creatives, though living in the neighborhood for only four months, live
in the constructs of this situation twenty-four hours a day. Our daily lives are
affected by the lack of stewardship on behalf of the city. This is not a game for
us. It is our reality. We were lured by the potentials of finally being challenged
to help solve living problems. Our insatiable need to find meaningful work in
a global economy that advocates creative capital while neglecting to support it
sabotaged our ability to work to the best of our abilities. Rather than coming
into the context and heading straight to work, we fought over money—amongst
ourselves, amongst our creative partners, amongst the city.
And yet, we are prevailing. At the time this article was written we
were moving into our last phase of work and, despite the conflict, it has allowed
the city to see the benefits of working concurrently in urban renewal projects
with partnerships that can break barriers of city planning protocol. In effect,
we are forging new methods of working congruently with creative partnerships.
However, it seems clear from this experiment that new languages for this type
of collaborative work are necessary. Our idea of returns on investment need
not be measured in whether or not we pay our debts off at the end of the day,
but how we manage to make living a more proactive relationship between
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those who live in the constructions of municipalities—the physical, social,
and economic constructions—and how creative partners are seen not as a
liability, but as an asset to development or urban space in the twentyfirst
century.
The projects below exemplify some of the forms of engagement we
are applying in LIVING COPENHAGEN. It is our intention that this work
will continue through social, cultural, and physical renewal in Sankt Kjelds
Kvarter. (see fig. a)
A. Play for Signs (see fig. b)
Isabella Martin and Marge Whiteford
The project Play for Signs used the backs of signs in the neighborhood
of Sankt Kjelds as stages for the display of an unfolding narrative.
The artists Isabella Martin and Marge Whiteford opened up underused
elements of public space through the playful use of text in visual forms.
This project offered passersby a recess from their routine points of transit, as
a way to open up space for a pause. The project was composed of three acts.
In Act 1, the artists hand-painted new signs in a storefront window in the
neighborhood. In Act 2, there was a day-long performance installing the handpainted signs. These were then moved around to different locations during the
day, which meant the story travelled and was seen in various ways. Act 3 culminated with a drop-in workshop in which the signs were re-appropriated as
flags by the community, performing a physical and conceptual exchange of the
signs for the residents and ensuring that the project had an enduring life beyond
the time frame of the program.
http://playforsigns.in/
B. Living Space (see fig. c)
Maja Nydal and Melissa Turner
We are working closely with the social worker managing the fiveyear
plan for the Kollektivhuset (the collective house) where we have lived on the
eleventh story for the duration of the LIVING COPENHAGEN project.
From the five issues in the plan we have dedicated ourselves as artists and
cultural producers to focus on the problems where we would have the most to
offer: the image and the collective of the house. Alongside our working with
Kollektivhuset we are bringing priority to the derelict third spaces, which are
close in proximity to the Kollectivhuset in addition to being a substantial part
of the North gate of the city. We are working towards activating these specific
third spaces such as Hans Knudsen Plads and the Beauvais grounds through
cognizance of space and place.
Through fieldwork and intentional visual production, the two methodol
ogies we work under, we design interventions that are comprehensive and
didactic in their dissemination. Since we are rooted first in the Kollektivhuset
we realize it is not enough only to make physical changes in the building if they
are not grounded to the residents’ needs and wishes. Our grounding objective
is to establish a platform for reestablishing the collective at Kollektivhuset,
which is fed by our overall methodologies.
http://cargocollective.com/livingspace
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Events
We facilitated a Planting Party in the Kollektivhuset on April 1.
We provided all of the necessary materials for residents to get their hands in
the soil and plant some seeds that would be great additions to their balconies.
Piggy-backing from the Planting Party through our management, the
Kollektivhuset hosted the first Biannual Skt. Kjelds Plant Swap in the Hans
Knudsen Plads. This took place on April 28 and was a time for trading plants,
exchanging seeds and DIY techniques, socializing, and meeting new friends.
This was a family event, which kicked off the use of Hans Knudsen Plads as a
strong community space and active city gate.
C. Instant Morgenmad. (see fig. d1, fig. d2)
David Granskog, Dragos Ivanet, and Anna Kautenburger
At the Rummelig Morgenmad there is room for all. Inspired by the
regenerative potentials of breakfast for mental and physical health, and in the
context of the Sankt Kjelds urban regeneration project, the typically private
activity of eating breakfast at home is moved into public space.
The Public Space Action breakfast event is a way to activate many of
the unused spaces in the neighborhood and bridge relations between members
of the community through an informal everyday activity. Every Sunday morning
in April, we gathered at a different disused space in the neighborhood to eat
breakfast. Details were posted on the LIVING COPENHAGEN Facebook page
prior to each happening.
This is an integrated way of opening up unused spaces and engaging
community residents in finding ways to appropriate marginalized public spaces.
It is intended as a model to facilitate a spontaneous and informal situation where
dialogue, exchange, participation, and sharing can flourish in public space.
Method
Everyone is welcome to come and participants are encouraged to
bring something homemade if they desire and the recipe for what they made.
Coffee, tea, table, and chairs will be provided. Recipes and ideas are documented and exchanged to be archived for future reference and presentation.
http://publicspaceaction.tumblr.com/
D. 30 WONDERS (see fig. e)
Marion Preez
As part of LIVING COPENHAGEN, the artist and landscape architect
Marion Preez curated and organized daily events and activities during the month
of April. Activating existing open spaces within the neighborhood of Sankt
Kjelds/Ydre Østerbro. They lasted from a couple of minutes to a couple of hours.
The intention of these activities was to give the existing and underused open
spaces new meaning through change and awareness and also to open up a discussion regarding beauty. These activities may have startled people, challenged
them to re-think and to overcome habitual attitudes, to try something new, or
even have created a sense of wonder.
Example activities ranged from lighting candles, reading your favorite
book to people waiting at the bus stop, a puppet show behind a hedge, sport
activities, singing, chalk drawing on quiet roads, den building in the Beauvais
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area, or having breakfast in a public space. As part of 30 Wonders, other LIVING
COPENHAGEN project groups like Instant Morgenmad, Living Space, Life
For Ryparken, and Child Researchers were included within the schedule. An
open call for participation within Living April was sent out to residents as well
as artists and businesses in Sankt Kjelds and Copenhagen. Through the involvement of various people, groups, and organizations a varied community engagement and collaboration was achieved, which will hopefully continue in some
form.
E. Child Researchers
Nicole Garneau and Marion Preez
What if children’s world views were the starting point for cultural
development in Sankt Kjelds?
The work of Child Researchers began in February 2012 with an experiment in encountering children and families in the neighborhood of Sankt Kjelds.
Blowing bubbles on a winter afternoon in Kildevaeldsparken, we asked parents
walking home from school with their children to tell us about fun places in the
neighborhood, and gave them bottles of bubbles in exchange for this information.
We were interested in projects such as Notes for a People’s Atlas, Radical Cartography, and Participatory Maps for Inclusive Cities, which utilize mapping
as a political and artistic strategy. We were also curious about UNICEF’s ChildFriendly Cities initiative that was utilized in Bam, Iran, after the earthquake in
2003. We envisioned our work as a process of research, workshops, and curated
experiences designed to help children imagine changes for their neighborhood.
In February, we ran a prototype mapping workshop in Kildevaelds
Park with eleven and twelve-year-old girls. The results of their work helped us
develop a proposal to Kildevaelds School administration for a series of mapping
workshops we hoped to do with children in the school. One brave fifth grade
teacher took us up on our offer, and we spent five weeks in April and May
working with this group of children on creative mapping and urban design
projects for their neighborhood.
On Saturday, May 5, we hosted a community building activity for
parents and children based on designs for interventions we created in collaboration with the students.
It is our hope that that the creative research activities of children will
inform the plans for the development of streetscapes and open spaces in the
neighborhood. This work could be used not only to involve children in the
design of outdoor and indoor spaces, but might inform the development of
workshops for adults that explore approaches normally reserved for work with
children. In this way, we hope to encourage a sense of wonder and playfulness
in both adults and children.
About Living Copenhagen
Creative Partners: Wooloo, Supertanker, and Bzzz Interaction Design.
The School of Critical Engagement recruited an international group
of artists and architects to live in Sankt Kjelds Kvarter (northwest Copenhagen)
for sixteen weeks of work with the urban renewal office in partnership with
several Copenhagen-based creative partners. From January through May of
2012, participants from Germany, Scotland, Romania, Italy, England, Nigeria,
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fig. d1: Instant Morgenmad, 2012.
Photograph by David Granskog.

fig. a: Sankt Kjelds Kvarter, 2011,
City of Copenhagen.

fig. b: Play for Signs, 2012. Photograph by
Isabella Martin and Marge Whiteford.
fig. d2: Instant Morgenmad, 2012.
Photograph by David Granskog.

fig. c: Living Space, 2012. Photograph by
Maja Nydal and Melissa Turner.

fig. e: 30 Wonders, 2012. Photograph by
Marion Preez.
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and the United States lived and worked in Sankt Kjelds Kvarter experimenting
in ways to connect to local citizens, took up shelter with local residents as a
research tool to gain insight into the area, and created temporary public space
installations in order to help the city determine what should be done more
permanently in the future.
Working with the urban renewal office, participants were directed to
address the structural, social, and aesthetic problems facing the neighborhood,
facilitating artistic and social activities for the residents in the public spaces,
as well as taking advantage of already existing spaces that are currently unused.
The participants were also concurrently hosted in different and diverse
living situations for a total of thirty nights. When they were not being hosted
they lived and worked together in Kollektivhuset.
http://livingcopenhagen.org

Spaces, Communities
Mission
Watts House Project (WHP) is an artist-driven neighborhood redevelopment organization, wherein artists and design professionals, in collaboration
with the Watts Towers area residents, employ art as an economic and community development engine to promote and enhance the quality of residential life
in the Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles. WHP brings residents together in
a creative partnership with artists, architects, design professionals, and volunteers to revitalize the neighborhood and re-imagine the environment through
inventive programming, community involvement, and functional and creative
housing renovations.
Vision
The Watts House Project (WHP) is inspired by the iconic Watts
Towers built by Simon Rodia and the history of the neighborhood in which they
exist. WHP understands that art and architecture play a fundamental role in
community and economic redevelopment in the immediate Watts Towers community, and seeks to enact the shared visions of neighborhood families by:
•
•
•
•
•

Focusing on the renovation of existing housing, including the im
provement of residential landscaping by
Partnering families with artists and architects
Facilitating partnerships with existing city-wide resources to meet
the needs of families in the project area
Reducing the ecological footprint, maintenance and operating costs
of area properties; and
Attracting reinvestment in the Watts Towers neighborhood area

WHP does not dictate a vision for the neighborhood, but sees itself as a facilitator, mediating conversation among creative professionals, families, and local
stakeholders. WHP is a process for working with many disparate groups, and
is primarily a connector and facilitator. Some immediate pressing concerns
voiced by residents that WHP is currently addressing include eliminating parking obstacles that diminish financial resources; creating passive and active
recreation spaces; and establishing spaces that attract and increase tourism that
will financially benefit the community at large.
History
Rick Lowe, the founder and director of Project Row Houses in Houston, Texas, conceptualized Watts House Project in 1996. Lowe had been invited
to replicate Project Row Houses in Los Angeles and decided to focus on the
neglected post-industrial community around the iconic Watts Towers.
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Edgar Arceneaux, then an art student, worked with Lowe on community organizing efforts and the creation of a strategic plan.
When Lowe left the project in 1999, Edgar Arceneaux stayed on and
became the new manager of the project. Working on facade improvements such
as designing a fence, pouring a driveway, and painting murals, contributed to
Edgar’s commitment to creating a nonprofit that could carry on artist redevelopment work in the Watts area.
Arceneaux officially re-launched Watts House Project in 2007 with
Sue Bell Yank, the support of the Hammer Museum’s Artist Residency program,
and a team of Watts residents, artists, organizers, and scholars. WHP undertook
its first remodeling projects in 2008 and was granted nonprofit status in 2009. In
2012, Arceneaux resigned and Will Sheffie became the new Executive Director. 1
Current Community/Neighborhood Collaborations
FLOWER House:
About The Project
In 2008, WHP launched the Virtual Redevelopment Project, an open
call to artists and architects to imagine without boundary how they would
transform a house on E. 107th Street in Watts. When Rosa was shown Carolyn
Castaño’s proposal for a house submerged in flowers, she feel in love with it.
Two days later, during the Watts Towers Jazz and Drum Festival, Carolyn, Rosa,
and her kids, along with volunteers from across Los Angeles, began to transform
Rosa’s home into the Flower House. Since then, Genaro and Felix have built
and installed a beautiful new rod iron fence; Merlin Gaspers of Gaspers Construction have worked with Rosa to design and build a custom bench, which is
now adorned with a glorious mosaic created by local artist Raul Curial; and
volunteers from Good Magazine, Jet Blue, LA Works, Scott Shrader, and Julie
Burleigh have planted succulents and vegetable gardens. Rosa believes in the
power of creativity to transform community and has nurtured the Flower House
into a work of inspiration. Rosa says, “Tourists now photograph the Watts
Towers then turn around and shoot my house too.”
About The Family
Rosa Gutierrez is a passionate community organizer, cares greatly for
her neighbors and is the mother of ten children. Her four youngest children still
live at home. Rosa grew up in Los Angeles, has lived in Watts for close to four
years now and is on staff at WHP as our Resident Coordinator. Her role is
keeping WHP informed of the daily happenings of the community from the
1

Mr. Arceneaux’s resignation was preceded by an LA Times article highlighting the
community’s frustration stemming from the slow pace of progress. We encourage
you to read the article in LA Times by Jori Finkel, and a blog entry by former staff
and board member, Sue Bell Yank:
Jori Finkel, “Watts House Project under fire,” Los Angeles Times, April 8, 2012, http://
www.latimes.com/entertainment/news/la-ca-watts-house-project-20120408,0,117418.
story?page=1.
Sue Bell Yank, “In Defense of Watts House Project,” April 9, 2012, http://suebellyank.
com/2012/04/09/in-defense-of-watts-house-project/.
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schools to the gangs, from the city council to what the moms are saying at the
supermarket. Rosa believes that if you want to see your community changed
for the better you have to organize and do it yourself.
MADRIGAL House:
About The Project
The Madrigal house is WHP’s first renovation project and was made
possible in part through support from the Hammer Museum’s Artist in Residency
Program in 2008. The past renovation on the Madrigal House included a new
walkway, fencing, porch renovation, a custom made lighting fixture, and a
stylish patio storage room in the backyard. The future plans include a dramatic
addition to build out the front of the house, giving the Madrigals more interior
space and an expanded welcoming area for friends and family.
About The Family
The Madrigal family, Felix, Christina, Adriana, Noemi, and Oscar
have been steady supporters of WHP since its inception. Felix has guided many
of our renovation projects with his decades of experience in construction and
fabrication. Living in the neighborhood for close to thirty years now, the Madrigals’ open home and willingness to collaborate have been key to the success
of WHP as a whole.
CERANT House:
About The Project
The Cerant House is artist Alexandra Grant’s proposal to transform
the Cerant’s home of E. 107th Street. Grant, Roberto Sheinberg, Arnold Swanborn, and residents Moneik Johnson and Louis Cerant have created a masterful
renovation plan that adds value to both the public space as well as interior family
life. The Cerant House is an important piece in the larger design of WHP. With
a title that connotes unison and affection, the Love signs can be understood as
a symbol of WHP’s principal objectives, which is to significantly improve the
quality of life for families by families using art and architecture as a catalyst.
About The Family
Husband and wife Louis Cerant and Moneik Johnson are the foundation of the Cerant family household on E. 107th Street. Known in the neighborhood for their generosity and open hearts, the Cerants did not think twice
to open their door to Louis’ relatives in Haiti, when the earthquake struck in
2010 and left them homeless. But in their small three-bedroom home, the Cerants
struggle to provide for their extended family of ten people (six children, two
grandmothers, two parents, Moneik, and Louis).
PLATFORM (WHP) Headquarters:
About The Project
The Platform serves as the hub for the organization and has been
integral to the facilitation of community-based initiatives, such as the 107th
Street Neighborhood Association. Composed of a central green space and three
freestanding shotgun houses, The Platform is a multi-use space, which, in
addition to hosting community-run events, will also host an office, exhibition
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The Flower House, 2012

The Garcia House (room addition), 2010.
Designed by EscherGuneWardena Architecture.

The Madrigal House, 2011.
Designed by Stephen Slaughter.

The Madrigal House, 2009.

The Cerant House AKA “ Love House,” 2011.
Designed by SW + SH Architecture.
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space, and artist-in-residency program. Currenly WHP is partnering with the
School of Architecture at the University of Southern California, that just completed a major facade improvement on two of the houses and will break ground
in Spring 2012 on a full renovation of the facility.
GARCIA House:
About The Project
The Garcia compound consists of several structures that accommodate
three generations of one extraordinarily tight-knit family. In the first step, the
architects interviewed multiple members of the family, surveyed the building
to establish and then map the various problems with existing structures and
infrastructures. The architectural interventions to the buildings and to the site
are minimal, mostly addressing the problem areas identified. The architects’
intention is to help make a livable place for this family by adding necessary
living space for the second generation members who co-habit the family compound, and amongst other things, remodeling the bathrooms and kitchens to
keep them in functioning order.
In addition to addressing these more mundane needs, the architects,
in collaboration with the artists collective Slanguage, are looking to develop a
distinctive identity for the family’s home through a series of interventions: one,
a memory book tracing the family’s history in the neighborhood; two, an artwork
in the form of a reliquary to enshrine the family book; and three, decorative
architectural elements interwoven in the architectural fabric of the home.
A new carport, doubling as an outdoor dining pavilion, serves as a communal
gathering space for family festivities.
About The Family
Having lived there for more than thirty years, the Garcias are a pillar
in the Watts community. They have raised four generations in their duplex home,
and, as the family has grown, so too has their need for space and improvement
to the property. Overcrowding has pushed one part of the family to inhabit the
property’s garage, and insufficient resources, in addition to soaring energy costs,
have led to the deterioration of the home’s interior, putting great stress on family
life. To help the Garcias enhance their home and living conditions, WHP has
partnered with Los Angeles-based artist collective, Slanguage, and the modern
architectural design firm, EscherGunewardena.

Space, Communities, Ecologies
Camiones, Contenedores, Colectivos (Trucks, Containers, Collectives) stems
from an exceptional opportunity in the heritage of street furniture recovery:
a series of housing containers handed over by the Municipal Society for Urban
Rehabilitation of the City Hall of Saragossa, for different collectives, associations,
and citizen groups to use. The previous experiences of Aularios-Trinchera Autoconstruidos for the Faculty of Fine Arts of Malaga (2006) and Aula Abierta in
Granada (2007) were important lessons from which we derived many tools that
have facilitated things for us in a broader initiative not only at technical, legal,
and administrative levels, but also regarding everything related to cooperative
work and the generation of collective wealth. 1 The range of situations experienced
so far is heterogeneous. The groups involved in the experiment stem from very
diverse fields—and in addition to them, there are people from institutions who
have supported the creation of spaces granted to residents, with a greater or
lesser degree of autonomy. 2 The diversity of promoters combined to the wide
range of case studies for projects shows different protocols for very diverse
situations, involving several types of occupation agreements and legal definitions,
funding and management, relationships with surroundings, and the context and
frames of temporality and continuance. The initiative’s success and viral expansion show the importance of self-management processes as supplements or
proposals for social and political work different from that of the “establishment,”
which attempts strictly to control and capitalize on any citizen activity.
Re-Use
Coincidentally, after a lecture I gave at the Official College of Architects
in Saragossa on February 15, 2007, Juan Rubio del Val, from Municipal Society,
told me that a village was being dismantled and that fourteen 42-square-meter
residences would be vacated and their fate would most likely find them in the
scrap yard. These residences, each built with three prefabricated modules, had
been temporary shelters for a Gypsy population that was eventually re-lodged
in government subsidized housing. On March 1, 2007, Recetas Urbanas started
taking the necessary steps towards offering different assemblies, cooperatives,
collectives, and associations the possibility of obtaining containers, free of charge,
so that they could build their own residences and/or work areas. 3
1
2

3

See: Santiago Cirugeda and Llorenç Bonet, Situaciones Urbanas (Barcelona: Editorial Tenov. 2007).
Some of them are linked to alternative education, such as La Fundició co-operative
and the youth collective SpaiDer3*, while others are creative networks such as Alg-a
or cultural associations such as Caldodecultivo. There are activist groups such as
Todo por la Praxis collective and Alien Nación, and unconventional architectural
studies such as Straddle3 and ourselves.
Recetas Urbanas is the name of Santiago Cirugeda’s studio, which to “Urban
Prescriptions.”
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The groups who would use these modules would have to be in charge of transporting and installing modules as well as the paperwork involved in obtaining
licenses and permits. Recetas Urbanas would collaborate in fitting them out, and
we would offer the possibility of including technical justifications for their legalization, installation projects, and the civil liability insurance policy of this author.
On March 12, only two weeks later, the first trucks were on their way
and within only two months, the majority of housing-containers had left Saragossa; some were to be temporarily stored while others were to be installed at
once, often in risky accommodation. 4
Occupation
Press ads and a poster campaign throughout the city of Vigo made it
finally possible for the members of Alg-a collective to find land on which to set
up their containers. This was a radical measure taken by the Galician collective
after months of negotiations with the public administration—months which
promised much but bore little fruit. Then suddenly, the phone rang: a person
who had seen the ad was calling them to offer nothing less than an ideal
22,500-square-meter site where they could freely develop their project. Taking
to the streets and contacting the media turned out to be easier and more effective than negotiating costly occupation licenses, permits, funding, etcetera with
institutions. What at first seemed to be an atypical way of carrying out an
occupation was giving us a great idea for an “urban prescription.” 5
None of the Camiones, Contenedores, Colectivos projects were easy
to get off the ground. In most cases collectives enthusiastically joined the initiative and picked up the containers without even knowing where they were
supposed to go. Once the modules had been received, there remained a greater
challenge: to obtain a plot of land and negotiate temporary or peremptory
occupation so that each of the spaces could germinate and grow.
The occupations have been hard task where opportunity has played
a fundamental role. At one end of the scale, we have experienced cases such as
that of Alg-a, which involved occupying private parcels in scenic, rural areas
by means of verbal agreement with their owners (Park-a-part, Nautarquia,
AlgaLab). At the other end, we have occupations of public plots of land or
buildings (Künstainer, el Niu, Socio-cultural Centre in Castuera, Estudio las
Arañas) in urban settings by means of agreements with the public administration which lie between “alegality” and what we call “induced legality.” 6
At times both situations have overlapped, as in the case of Park-a-part from
Straddle3. Before being able to transport and establish the modules in Arbucies,
an area in which a verbal agreement was being negotiated for the occupation
4

5

6

The first trucks departed for Vigo with six containers, and another six were on
their way to Castellón. The following week, new trucks set off for Valencia with
six containers and another eight for Barcelona. On May 3 twelve containers left for
Seville and the following day we picked up the last module, bound for the same city.
In general, agreements regarding the occupation of private property, which were
negotiated directly with their owners—either by means of a subscribed contract or
verbal agreement—have undergone a nimbler process than that involving agreements
with institutions, such as Benicassim or Gandia. In fact, on the date the foregoing
book was published, the paperwork necessary for these two projects was still in
progress while other projects have already been completed and are already in use.
“Alegality” is based on the concept that something is either legal nor illegal; not
regulated but still not prohibited.
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of part of a private plot, we had to resort to emergency measures and use the
containers for an urban art festival in order to gain time. We have as well had
highly difficult cases in which we have been obliged to fall into illegality:
the occupation carried out for the Education Centre in La Cañada Real with
the collective Todo por la Praxis and the Church of Santo Domingo de la Calzada, and the successive unlawful occupations which saw containers being moved
and transported various times for the self-run educational space, SpaiDer3*. 7
Self-Construction
Under the civil responsibility of this author and architect, a construction site equipped with fully functioning concrete mixers in the middle of the
Church of Santa Lucía (Seville) allowed us to work and experiment happily
(from September to November 20 09) on prefabr icated elements.
Protected from the weather and in the heart of this unusual site, we worked
non-stop to manufacture various types of elements—and we were even able to
experiment as we wished with new techniques in order to find ways to make
them lighter. All this was part of an artistic project for Espacio Iniciarte, a
deconsecrated church owned by the Board of Andalusia. 8 The institution was
not made aware of why the pieces were produced. Thanks to this action, Recetas Urbanas managed to carry something out which we had already tried the
previous year at the urban art festival, Madrid Abierto: production and resources management as artistic practice. On this previous occasion we retrieved a
modular house that had been used as an Information and Consulting Office for
the Construction of Alegal Housing on Terraced Roofs on Paseo de Cibeles
during the festival. Once we were finished, we distributed the materials among
a number of collectives involved in Camiones, Contenedores, Colectivos. 9
The purpose of these emergency operations was to support self-construction
works which in almost all cases were based on minimum budgets and selffinancing. The retrieval of containers was nothing more than the beginning of
a constant fight for survival which has caused us to lend a hand not only with
materials but with all resources and through all channels available. 10
Co-Operation
The containers of SpaiDer3*, which had been seized by the police,
were retrieved and recycled for the Nautarquía project of Straddle3 and Alien
Nation. The containers used at el Niu will be dismantled and moved to a plot
of land owned by City Hall of Seville. They will be reframed as a self-managed
7

8
9

10

Their promoters, LaFundició Cooperative, took the risk of acting in this way with
the hopes and intent of legalising the space in the future. Unfortunately, efforts to
achieve legal occupation and negotiations with institutions culminated in the local
police removing the containers the day before the municipal elections—just when
they were about ready to be lived in and enjoyed.
The church was converted into an exhibition area for young artists in Seville.
The structure was a mechanized iron structure. The floors were made of wood
and the walls and roof were made from rolled sandwich panels. Part of the metal
structure was taken to Cañada Real to build bleachers for a football field; another
section was taken to Patio Maravillas where we built a 30-square-meter cabin on
the terraced roof with the collaboration of Straddle3. The remaining materials were
allotted among the collectives whose projects were already underway.
See Santiago Cirugeda, La socialización del arte o el sistema de protección de
testigos (Seville: Ministry of Culture, Board of Andalusia, 2009).
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Recetas Urbanas, Trucks, Containers, and
Collectives Plan, 2012.
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cultural hub for the collective La Matraka. Straddle3 helped us set up the cover
of AlgaLab and housing at Patio Maravillas, and Recetas Urbanas also collaborated in the self-construction of Straddle3 and Michelle Pecoraro’s Casa de
Paja (Straw House). In addition to the flow of materials from one project to
another there has been a progressive co-operation and mutual-aid dynamic
among collectives. It was the seed of an incipient network, which took things
far beyond the project of recycling containers.
In November 2009 we installed the small vaults we made at the Church
of Santa Lucía at the Education Centre in La Cañada Real. At the same time,
we were building El Cacharro 2.0 in the city of Caceres, which was the first
collaboration project among different collectives involved in the initiative
Camiones, Contenedores, Colectivos. 11 Both spaces reused containers; however,
they were no longer the residences from Saragossa but rather second-hand
maritime containers. The information and cooperation network that was formed
during this period, mainly through the collaboration and participation of some
collectives in each other’s ventures, laid the foundations for simultaneously
coordinating the construction of more than one project in record time.
Collective Architectures
A few months before embarking on this endeavour, Recetas Urbanas
and Straddle3 had organized a meeting of collectives at Sant Pere de Torelló. 12
This event gave continuity to the dynamics set in motion two years before
(September 2007) with the First Collective Architectures Meeting, held in
Cordoba within the framework of the Eutopía 07 Festival—five months after
the containers were granted. Since then various meetings have been held under
the name of Collective Architectures bringing together citizens, professionals,
and social agents of different origins. Following the thread of art and architecture, debates take place at these meetings where thoughts on the construction
and participative management of the urban environment are pondered.
We conceive these events as productive meetings for getting together collectives,
associations, and public agents which are engaged in artistic, cultural, social,
and political activities. Participating collectives come from fields such as urban
associativism, education, art, ecology, reflection, architecture, cultural management, cooperativism, housing, and new technologies, among others. Presentations,
practical workshops, project exhibitions, reference exchanges, etcetera form
part of these meetings. At these events, we share experiences, findings, problems,
doubts, political points of view, and hopes. We share everything that reveals
solutions and raises questions among the different groups in order to obtain a
wider sampling of collective work choices to provide us (and others who may
11

12

More precisely, the collectives involved were Straddle3, Urban Prescriptions, and
Proyecto aSILO. The project was carried out within the framework of the 5th
Creativity and Innovation Congress. Creative Cities in the Society of Imagination.
Caceres, 11–14 November, 2009. El Cacharro 2.0 in Caceres took the original idea
a bit further. It was no longer a matter of creating headquarters for collectives, but
rather a place for meetings, communication, and visibility for city collectives. In
order to consider and make a decision on the future use of El Cacharro, the city
collectives, to whom the site was handed over after the construction, were summoned
in an attempt to get them involved in its management.
The meeting was held on September 23–27, 2009, at the shuttle ship Nautarquía,
during its inauguration.
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desire to take part in the socio-cultural management and production of their
space and their environment) with examples, assistance, and incentives. 13
These events take advantage of the opportunity to construct and test prototypes
for fitting out public space, new housing typologies, and recycling unused spaces.
What we are seeking in these collective meetings, quite apart from sharing
experiences and forging links, is to evaluate what we are doing and decide
where we are going. If self-management and self-construction of these projects
have served to bring about cohesion and evaluation for the collectives themselves, then the meetings have been a means of promoting relations and collaboration among us. At the same time they have extended the information,
cooperation, and direct action network which had begun to take shape in
connection with this initiative. The links among us have been progressively
strengthened.
Death
On the afternoon of July 5, 2009 a vandal attack left Künstainer in
ashes. This was a centre that was self-built and self-managed by the collective
of creators and artists Caldodeculvivo in Tarragona. The flames consumed the
containers that were installed in a city park where they had been a source of
extremely intense life and activity for the previous six months. At the time of
the fire, the containers were securely locked up, much to the disappointment of
Caldodecultivo, which had been harbouring the hope that the administration
would give the go-ahead to re-open them. The program of activities they had
drawn up was supposed to start with the arrival of spring and fair weather in
the month of April. In a moving letter to the collectives, Unai Reglero, a member of this collective and one of the promoters of the project, stated quite rightly
that if the space had been functioning as planned, there would have been no fire.
There is a certain irony in the fact that here in Recetas Urbanas we
have often joked about setting fire to the Aula Abierta space in Granada. To us,
it is a way of reinforcing that the important thing about common space is not
so much its physical and material size as its significance for the community.
Not everything is achieved with occupation and self-construction. Continuous
use is necessary for survival. Unfortunately, this is a responsibility which in
many cases does not lie solely in the hands of collectives. The important thing
in this whole matter is that the burning of the modules did not bring Künstainer
to an end. The entire social and cultural web that had grown with the space
somehow survived the vandal attack and continues to be alive and kicking today.
The map of this initiative, which came into being while we realized the need
for the creation of such a network, brings together past experiences of Aula
Abierta and Trincheras as well as from all other projects undertaken, whether
they came to fruition or not, whether they are waiting to be transformed or to
see the light, whether or not they disappeared like SpaiDer3* and Künstainer.
This map, of which there are many versions, is much more than a simple roadmap: its purpose does not lie so much in presenting a visual idea of experiences.
Rather it lies in creating a document-tool that facilitates success for each and
13

Besides sharing experiences and knowledge gained, we come into contact with
various collectives in need of space and with groups that have similar objectives
and ways of thinking. These contacts have opened the way to further collaborations.
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every one of the collectives when it comes to engaging in negotiations necessary
for fulfilling their projects. 14
Our Goals
Camiones, Contenedores, Colectivos has really served as an opportunity to experiment in different collective situations. Over time, this has shown
us different management and funding protocols, mechanisms for occupying
sites or buildings, ways of operating as collectives, associations, cooperatives,
as well as self-criticism and evaluation tools. Although around thirteen activist
collectives have been involved in reusing containers up until now, using selfconstruction as one of their weapons, contacts made over the past three years
of intense work have not been limited to just these collectives. TODAY THERE
ARE MORE THAN fifty collectives from Spain and eleven from Latin America
(Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, Paraguay, and Uruguay) working on different
projects. At present, we are working on new tools: on the one hand, we are
working on an archive of collectives and their experiences, based on a questionnaire. This will give an idea of the magnitude of problems arising because of
the lack of space which affects various groups of people. On the other hand,
we are working on a series of technical records on what we have learned from
this experience and other similar experiences in Europe and Latin America.
These files reflect the different protocols that have been yielded with regard to
land occupation as well as legal and technical aspects. Our idea is to use these
databases to create a network of contacts and activity which can create tools
and useful general information without being systematized or institutionalized.
Such a network could be activated from specific projects that give rise to others,
where everyone could freely become involved according to their own circumstances, possibilities, and interests. In this order we have created a digital
collaborative system which supports this and other networks by providing
information, facilitating exchange and connections, and offering new formulas.
Our short term goal is to achieve transnational cooperation.
W h AT N OW?
Todo proyecto de intervención urbana se convierte en un acto político,
no vinculado a un partido polítco, sino de la política apasionada que recuerda
que las instituciones no pueden acotar la realidad ciudadana. Estos actos nos
emancipan temporalmente de la codificación a las que nos suelen someter.
Every project which involves an urban intervention becomes a political act, not related to a political party but to passionate politics, which reminds
us that institutions cannot delimit the citizen’s reality. These acts allow us to
emancipate, temporarily, from the codes they usually submit us to.
www.arquitecturascolectivas.net
14

We also considered the documentary En la red (by Santiago Cirugeda and Guillermo
Cruz) and this book as tools. The drafting of these documents together with the experience
itself have served as evaluation instruments that have helped us define and consolidate
positions.
This article was first published in Recetas Urbanas, Collective Architectures|Trucks,
Containers, Collectives, ed. Paula V. Álvarez (Seville: Ediciones Vib[ ]k). It is reprinted
in a slightly modified form with permission from Recetas Urbanas,

All images: Recetas Urbanas and Benicássim Colectivos Constructores, Nau de les
Arts/Proyectalab, 2011.
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Ecologies, Communities, Resources
“The principal error in political thinking, whether on the left or on the right,
has been or is, an excessive or exaggerated belief in ‘solutions.’ Then one by
one these solutions, whether it was the solution of centralised state planning
in Moscow or the solution of the new world economic order are proved wrong.
I think the question of solutions is a question of scale. In a given situation
which is graspable—that can be quite big—there is a solution. But it won’t be
a universal solution: it is global solutions that have to be suspected. Why is
that? Because to improve something, you really need to know the texture, the
life story of that thing.”
John Berger, interview in the Financial Times, June 18, 1999
When I left my job as a Senior Lecturer at a British University in order to move
to France to set up a land based collective bringing together a landless peasant,
a vegan mobile kitchen, a self-managed mechanic workshop, and the Laboratory
of Insurrectionary Imagination (the laboratory combining art, activism, pedagogy, and permaculture that John Jordan, my partner, and I had founded), my
colleagues were intrigued…maybe even slightly unhinged. Many declared that
they thought it was wonderful but the incomprehension was perceptible behind
the displayed enthusiasm. I was often asked what I would actually be doing
there, whether I would be growing my own vegetables and living without money,
what my “job” would be. It was Sarah, the school’s administrator, who expressed
it most clearly: “When people ask why you are resigning, I tell them that you
are going to start a ‘Utopian community.’ I say all the words,” she added with
a smile, “but I am not sure what’s actually behind them.” I tried to explain, but
left her office feeling that my ramblings about ecological living, a longing for
non-hierarchical relationships and everyday life as art hadn’t really made things
much clearer for her. A few weeks later, the same Sarah organised a leaving
party for me, secretly organising a collection around the school, inviting colleagues that had become friends, and students that I had taught over a decade
in the department. As I opened the present that she had chosen, I realised that
she understood a lot more about what I was about to engage in than she had let
out. In a small black box was a silver pendant with the engraved inscription
50°N15.03°W51. “These are the geographical coordinates of a small town in
Devon called Hope” Sarah explained, “it seemed fitting.”
Indeed it was, for building an “alternative” is always an act of hope,
it’s an embodied refusal of the present which unblocks the reigning paralysis
fostered by apocalyptic predications of the future. It is a lot easier to imagine
the world ending than changing it for the better because there is always comfort
in thinking we know what will happen. Ultimately to act from a place of hope
is to let go of certainty and to trust that the greatest potential lies within the
unknowable.
The very ability to conceptualise of something better than what is
here—whether it’s a political system, a social relationship, the way our food is
grown or our cities built—requires us to develop a critical analysis of the present.
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If this critique is not grounded in a certain optimism, a shred of belief that the
imagined better world can exist in some form in this world now, it risks turning
into another theoretical model, abstract and cynical or another excuse to wait
for the perfect moment—the revolution, the collapse, the last judgement—a sure
recipe for hopelessness. Ideas without a place to test them in are like reflections
in a world without mirrors. An alternative is always a speculative projection…
with geographical coordinates.
Improvising Utopia
“Improvisation…is, for me, a key to survival. Improvisation is really
where I would start thinking about an aesthetics of everyday life.” 1
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, The Aesthetics of Everyday Life
When I received the beautiful pendant I was days away from radically swapping
my geographies, from a mega polis to seventeen acres of field, from a world
renowned university to a ruined farmhouse. Whilst most of my colleagues and
family were unable to imagine quite why I was doing it, they did acknowledge
that once an idea entered into my head I never let go easily and that for me, the
idea of giving up a professional job to become an apprentice Utopian made
absolute sense. 2
All genuine alternatives (i.e. a proposal which truly attempt to address
an identified problem through its root causes, rather than merely “tweak” its
consequences) always begin as Utopian. The etymology of the term is a medieval play on words (referring to a good/happy place and yet meaning no place)
which suggests that an alternative society is impossible, that a better world will
never exist anywhere beyond our imaginations. Five hundred years later our
culture fears Utopias more than ever, especially when they are bent on being
put into practice. Time magazine put it succinctly when they wrote “Basically,
Utopia is for authoritarians and weaklings.” 3
The horrors of Stalinism and National Socialism have overshadowed
our right to dream of radically different models of society—adjust society yes,
remodel it no! But the shadow that those utopian nightmares were made of
was not the fact they these were ideologies with geographies, it was that they
were violent hierarchies founded on the quest for perfection. Control and
purity are the chimeras of totalitarianisms. The promise of a radiant future
tomorrow, conceived of as perfect and fixed, has always justified atrocities
today. From the second coming to communism, from the package holiday to
the Eden of retirement, life, we are told, will be better later. Capitalism has
perfected the art of sacrificing the present on the altar of the future. Dominique
Méda sums up the paradox succinctly: “At first, the point was simply to raise
our standard of living. But when will we consider that it has been reached?
When will we feel that we have attained abundance, total well-being, a life
in perfect congruence with ourselves, if not at the mythical end of history,
which is for ever postponed. We are always going through the motions, the
tensions and all that they determine, whilst knowing secretly that we will
1
2
3

Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, “The Aesthetics of Everyday Life,” in Suzi Gablik,
Conversations Before the End of Time (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1995).
Slogan from sticker mass produced by French activist design group “Ne Pas Plier.”
Robert Hughes, “The Phantom of Utopia,” Time Magazine, November 2000.

The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, Les Sentiers de l’Utopie, film still, 2008.

The Laboratory of Insurrectionary
Imagination/E.Y.F.A, Think Like A Forest,
Art Activism and Permaculture Training, La
r.O.n.c.e, Valley of L‘arz, Autumn 2011.
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never reach the goal we are supposed to be pursuing.” 4
The dream of nowhere is what drives the weightless abstraction that
is capitalism. The belief in the god of growth is an idea whose danger lies in
its detachment from the real world, from place. Capitalism has chosen to
ignore the basic thermodynamic realities of living on a finite planet, in its
madness perhaps it has forgotten that it exists anywhere at all. Like the worst
Utopian projects, capitalism disallows or smothers any alternatives, it punishes
those who refuse its rules—compete, work, consume, own—with criminalisation, prison, outcast status, or starvation. Its promises of perfection drive
us to desire more and yet we remain in a constant state of dissatisfaction: if
you haven’t got the perfect car or body, house, or husband, you are nobody in
this nowhere.
It is where the architects hide their utopias in-between the pages of
beautiful books. The poets and philosophers protect them from the harsh challenges of reality with soft lines of literature. The artists make micro models of
them walled inside museums safe from the clutter of mainstream culture.
The performers act them out in theatres where at the end, the curtain comes
down and everyone goes back to business as usual.
For the Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination (aka Labofii),
Utopia is a practice of everyday life. It is the constant wrench in the gut that
reminds us that we do not have to accept the crumbs of the present. There is
always somewhere else to go from here. Always. In fact there are as many
destinations as there are imaginations, as many places as there are desires.
And it’s from the mess, the multiplicity and imperfections that we learn the
true space of utopia, what EP Thompson defined as “the education of desire…
to teach desire, to desire better, to desire more, and above all to desire in a
different way.” 5
Exploring Edges
“Be careful with the present that you create because it should look
like the future that you dream.”
Mujeres Creando
The Labofii loves creating edges—the edge between artists and activists, every
day life and art, being our favourite ones. Utopia is a beautiful edge
(by beautiful we mean something that excites all of our senses), an edge between
fiction and reality, between the conceptual and the concrete, between an imagined reality and the construction of it. We learnt to value edges from the
observation of the natural world. Thus the point where a forest meets meadowland, or the sea slaps against the shore, the edges between, are the most vigorous
parts of an ecosystem. It’s in those slithers of space that a multitude of different
species coexist and the engine of evolution moves fastest.
Nearly everything we take for granted in society began as an experiment on the margins. From the idea of universal suffrage to the implementation
4
5

Dominique Méda, Le Travail, une valeur en voie de disparition (Paris: Aubier,
1995). Translation by the authors.
Anna Lisa Peterson, Everyday Ethics and Social Change: The Education of Desire
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2009).
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of the weekend, from the science of climate change to the abolition of slavery,
from workers’ rights to organic agriculture, yesterday’s marginal and impossible eventually becomes today’s normal. There has never been a better time to
desert the centre and multiply the edges, the greatest creativity and change has
always taken place there, and it’s from the edge that we can jump and fly.
This is certainly what we uncovered whilst travelling through Europe
between August 2007 and March 2008, visiting and documenting eleven nonhierarchical Utopian communities in order to produce our bookfilm Paths
Through Utopias. 6 We explored projects as diverse as a direct action Climate
Camp set up illegally on the edges of Heathrow airport to a hamlet squatted
by French punks, an off grid low impact permaculture community to occupied
self-managed Serbian factories, a free love commune in an ex Stasi base to a
farm where private property had been abolished. The trip firmed up our conviction that alternatives are not only possible but already exist in their thousands,
and that Utopias are transgressive in that they allow the “creation of a space
where previously there was none, in which new and different ways of relating
to the world can be practiced.” 7
Cutting cracks in capitalism to create space—in both time and place—
is the role of twentyfirst century Utopians. Contemporary life is so consumed
by waged labour that there never feels like there is any space to begin to think
about other ways we might want to live. We can make time to grow things on
an allotment at weekends or join a LETS scheme to live with a bit less money,
but there are few spaces left where we can join up the dots and experiment with
every aspect of our life. In the rush to make a living we might have forgotten
how to live.
The deep sense that space was missing in our lives was the catalyst
that pushed us to unite the conceptual and the actual in our land based project
la r.O.n.c.e. It was born, as so often, out of a chance encounter with like-minded
people, who also took part in local and international protests against the nefarious consequences of capitalism—from climate camps to summit mobilisations.
We had met one of them, a Frenchman named Eric, in the snow of Copenhagen,
as the Labofii was recycling hundreds of discarded bicycles into tools of civil
disobedience in order protest against the hijacking of the UN conference on
climate change by the neoliberal agenda of western governments and corporations. 8 He had turned up one day, had liked our project, offered his skills and
hardly left the workshop for ten days. Months later, a common friend had emailed
us to say that Eric and his partner had found some abandoned land in a beautiful corner of Southern Brittany, which not only nestles an exceptional microclimate but also an incredibly vibrant network of peasant activism. Three of
6
7
8

For the moment, only published in French as Les Sentiers de l’Utopie (Paris: Zones-La
Découverte, 2011) and German as Pfade durch Utopias (Hamburg: Nautilus, 2012).
Lucy Sargisson, Utopian Bodies and the Politics of Transgression (London: Routledge, 2000).
The project, entitled Put the fun between your legs : Become the Bike Bloc, was
devised at the Arnolfini Gallery in Bristol and implemented in Copenhagen during
COP15. The aim was to recycle bicycles into tools of civil disobedience in order to
support Reclaim Power, the day of mass action where delegates in disagreement
with the development of the negotiations would leave the conference and join activists outside in a People’s Power Assembly. The repression was brutal, delegates
were beaten as they tried to leave the conference hall, hundreds of activists were
arrested, but the People’s Assembly took place nonetheless.
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them had been living in the area for years and were deeply embedded in the
local networks, and they were looking for others to buy the land collectively.
We visited and quickly realised the potential of the site, the local networks, and
the people and decided to take the plunge. This meant leaving the UK where I
had been living for more than fifteen years, resigning from an academic tenured
job, selling our flat, moving away from social movements and rebel friendships
that we had slowly but securely built over time and starting afresh. It was a
difficult decision to get to: we went through moments of absolute terror at the
idea of transforming our lives, moving away from everything that was familiar
without really knowing what we were getting into. Alternatives rarely come
without some letting go…
It turned out that the purchase of the land took more than a year, which,
although it was frustrating in many ways, also gave us, the collective of six
launching the adventure, plenty of time to hash out our aims, objectives, and
common ground. For eighteen months, as we were still based on each side of
the Channel, we dealt with owners that disappeared, went back on their decision
to sell or tried to increase the price for no reason, whilst regularly discussing
our vision for this common project of ours.
It was clear from the outset that we all shared an understanding of
the capitalist system as profoundly alienating and destructive, and therefore
one that needs to be deconstructed rather than improved upon. As a result, our
project is not to be a “retreat” from the evils of the world, but a base for both
creating and resisting, of saying YES this is an alternative and NO, we will not
consent to the encroachment of capitalism. It’s an attempt at a crack, a space
to develop new tools and skills, new forms of creative resistance, new ways of
being together that can widen the fissures that are appearing around us.
We have not left capitalism, its front lines run through all of us, there is no
“outside,” but we aim to use “the resources of everyday life to constantly struggle
within, against and beyond the present condition.” 9
Our politics is rooted in a rejection of hierarchies, all forms of oppression and discrimination, as well as a thriving for autonomy and self-management.
Again, these stances come as much from political analyses and theoretical
abstractions as they do from embodied experiences. We all have studied critical
texts, ranging from anarchist theories to deep ecology via feminism and critical
theory, in order to understand the complex mechanisms of oppression and
destruction under capitalism. But importantly we have also undergone its impacts
in our own lives, in our own flesh and psyches. We all, directly or indirectly,
have experienced the blow of patriarchy or racism, witnessed the devastation
of the natural world, or the burden of alienation.
I was in an interesting and gratifying job, yet I still had to adapt to
the frequently exasperating and volatile directives of a disconnected hierarchy.
Too often, I felt that I had little control over the priorities that framed my day
to day activities, frustratingly feeling like a clog in an immense bureaucratic
machine, whose inner works were becoming increasingly meaningless, and
against which I had little leverage. The British government’s policies, especially
under the Tory-Liberal Democrat coalition and the unprecedented budget cuts
9

Paul Chatterton, “Autonomy: The Struggle for Survival, Self-Management and the
Common,” Antipode Vol.42, Issue 4 (2010).
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The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, Put the fun between your legs: Become
the Bike Block, Special swarm trainings and
tactics of how to deal with violent police
attacks with bike barricades, Copenhagen,
2009. Photograph by: Robert Logan.
Creative Commons.
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and destruction of public services that they undertook, meant that education
was no longer understood as a common but as a private “investment” into the
job market. Disappearing into the horizon were notions of education as critical
and emancipatory. I felt that I was increasingly meant to produce cannon
fodder for the job market, whereas I was trying to provide spaces for critical
reflection and analysis of students’ conditions. It was this growing sense of
disaffection that was the main driver for my “escape,” as well as a sensation
of being torn between the emancipatory pedagogies that we were able to
develop with the Labofii, and the suffocating constraints under which I was
working in the university. This discrepancy gradually appeared absurd and
unnecessary: why not create an autonomous space where my life and work felt
coherent and meaningful?
The autonomy that my companions and I work towards is not that of
“the freefloating disconnected individual with highly egoistic desires”; the
autonomy of consumer choice and capitalist entrepreneurs, which characterises
and fuels the capitalist society. 10 On the contrary, we want to regain control of
our own lives, and we feel that we can more easily do so through a collective
project, via reciprocal and mutually agreed relations with others rather than
imposed relationships in hierarchies that we never chose nor respect. We want
to find a meaning to our lives that got lost amidst too much disconnection.
After years of urban living in a megalopolis where every need becomes fulfilled
by the purchase of an item or a service, where such basic ability as food growing,
building and mending things are lost in the frenetic rhythm of work-commuteconsume, the notion of autonomy through collective living, learning, and
sharing skills felt like a new lifeline.
That said, the autonomy that we are pursuing is a complex interrelation of the individual and collective dimensions. As De Souza points out,
personal autonomy, i.e. the ability to make decisions in freedom, is unattainable “in a society which is characterised by structural asymmetry in the distribution of power.” 11 Likewise, there are too many tragic examples where the
collective needs have ended up being the justification for the crushing of all
individual freedoms. Striving for simultaneous collective and individual autonomy, we have decided to use consensus as our decision making process.
Neither compromise nor unanimity, consensus is the process of taking all
opinions and ideas into account in order to get to the best possible solution for
the group. It is based on a collective commitment to mutual listening and respect, thus opening up a space for the emergence of collective intelligence, not
silencing the minority (through voting) or seeing a group process being derailed
by one individual.
Overall we locate our project in the “autonomous geographies” defined by Chatterton and Pickerill as featuring “personal freedom, a mistrust of
power and rejection of hierarchy, and the advocacy of self-management, decentralised and voluntary organisation, direct action and radical change.” 12
Finally, our project is framed by Permaculture. Described by some as “the
10
11
12

Paul Chatterton and Jenny Pickerill, “Notes towards autonomous geographies:
creation, resistance and self-management as survival tactics,” Progress in Human
Geography Vol.30, No.6 (2006).
Ibid.
Ibid.
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art of beneficial relationships” and by others as “the science of connections,”
Permaculture is a radical approach to designing sustainable forms of living
systems which merges traditional wisdom with contemporary ecological
science. Permaculture’s central tenet is that by observing the way that ecosystems work, such as a forest or meadows, we can learn to build human
habitats that are energy efficient, resilient, diverse, and highly productive.
First coined in the 1970s, Permaculture originally fused two words, “permanent” and “agriculture” implying that systems designed using permaculture
techniques would last a lot longer than short-term wasteful forms of industrial agriculture. A radical holistic thinking tool, it was initially used for
designing self-sustaining human habitats that harmoniously integrate people
and landscape; providing food, shelter, and energy. Thirty years on however,
permaculture is being applied to many different aspects of life not just to
agriculture, from local economic systems to urban planning, direct action
strategising to designing an office, its broad holistic approach can be applied
to anything.
Permaculture is held by a strong ethical framework that consists of
three core values: earth care (i.e. the acknowledgement that we must work
with our ecosystems not against them, and oppose the destruction of our
soils, wild habitats, water systems and atmosphere), people care (i.e. the need
to look after ourselves and our community, and strive for justice for all), and
fair share (i.e. the acknowledgement that we live on a finite planet, with
finite resources which we must share and distribute equally amongst all
people and species).
These ethics are not unique to Permaculture, they are shared the
world over by social and ecological justice movements; what is unique is that
Permaculture links these ethics to a practical design system, of which the
key is seeing the world as a whole entwined interdependent system. It is thus
a matter of planning every aspect of a project in relation to the others, in
order to construct as many beneficial relationships as possible. From where
the fruit trees will be planted, to the site of the dwellings, a pond or a green
house, it is all a matter of relative location. But before acting in real space,
Permaculture always begins with a long period of observation and reflection:
surveying the desire and needs of the collective, understanding and mapping
the land and its species, researching the local networks and resources. This
is followed by the design process, where (on paper) every element of the
system is placed in a productive relationship with each other so that the
system needs as little input from outside as possible—this energetic autonomy
is the fundamental principle which enables natural ecosystems to be so
resilient and productive. Only after this period of thinking and looking at
the whole, are actions taken. In this way Permaculture resembles a Utopian
approach, in that it fruitfully combines the power of the human mind to
imagine and project, and the desire to make, to do, to embody ideas in real
place and get one’s hands dirty.
Food for Thought
“Educated minds, in the modern era, are unlikely to know anything about food
and drink, clothing and shelter. In merely taking these things for granted, the
modern educated mind reveals itself also to be as superstitious a minds as ever
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has existed in the world. What could be more superstitious than the idea that
money can bring forth food.” 13
Wendell Berry, The Way of Ignorance: And Other Essays
One day, we were walking across our abandoned fields together, feeling as usual
as though our ankles were being grabbed by stubborn little alien hands. A dense
wave of brambles had spread across the land and we realised that we had a
name for our project: la r.O.n.c.e (brambles in French). It immediately made
sense: brambles are at once spiky and nourishing, regenerating and resilient;
they are known as “the mother of the forest,” it’s a pioneering species that
protects small saplings from grazing animals with its cage of thorns. Eventually
the saplings push their way out of the brambles and become trees and the forest
returns. Moreover the name could be turned into an acronym that works both
in French and English: Resist, Organise, Nourish, Create, Exist.
Like rhizomatic brambles roots, we are conceiving of la r.O.n.c.e as
a small network of distinct but interdependent projects, feeding off each other
whilst remaining connected to a local network of complementary projects, and
extending nationally and internationally.
The first of la r.O.n.c.e’s activities to be set up on the land will be
organic vegetable growing, as the only formally trained farmer of our collective,
Mathilde, needs to kick start her production in order to get funding to buy the
tools she needs.14 She is a landless peasant with a background in art, who has
for years been trying to find land to grow vegetables. For her, as for all of us,
this reconnection with land and food is absolutely crucial. The violent processes of enclosure and industrialisation have led to an increasingly urbanised
population, which has no idea about what it puts inside its mouth, where it comes
from, how it grows, or why. The most basic need of all, eating, has literally been
uprooted and disembodied, turned into an activity that is purchased rather than
provided, whilst its source has been poisoned, its producers impoverished, its
meaning destroyed without us even noticing. Growing organic, healthy, wholesome, high quality food is a fundamental step in regaining autonomy and
control over our health, global sustainability, energy security and income (not
needing to pay for one’s own food reduces greatly the monetary income necessary to live on). Mathilde’s intention is to have a production that will have as
low an impact as possible, whether it is in ecological or human terms.
For that reason she will use horse drawn techniques rather than a
tractor or power tools, so as to minimise inputs (e.g. petrol) and maximise
outputs (e.g. manure). “Contrary to what many people think, it is often less
exhausting to use a horse than a tractor,” explains Mathilde. “There are no
breakdowns and it is much more gratifying.”
The food growing activity will go hand in hand with Radikales Cocottes, a vegan mobile kitchen whose aims are to promote veganism by demonstrating, against much prejudice, that vegan food can be delicious and nutritious,
and to support political causes by feeding its activists. It was thus one of the
main kitchens at the No Border camp in Brussels in 2011, the French Climate
13
14

Wendell Berry, The Way of Ignorance: And Other Essays (Berkeley: Shoemaker
& Hoard, 2005).
At the time of writing, it has only been six weeks since we finally bought the land.
Very little has therefore been done there.
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Camps, and regularly provides food for gatherings of the Confédération Paysanne, the peasant trade union, as well as local militant organisations.
Caro, our chef, went to art school, but grew sick of being looked down upon by
cynical fellow artists when trying to integrate a political dimension to her work.
She now puts all her creativity into her pots and her menus, and uses her cooking
to fulfil the sensual pleasure she was finding in making sculptures. “I love
handling large quantities of food, being up to my elbows in beans, stirring
cauldrons full of kilos of tomatoes,” she says, “it is very satisfying.” For her,
veganism is an important way to address climate change (the contribution of
livestock activities in greenhouse emissions is evaluated at 18% by the FAO 15 ),
as well as land grabbing in the Global South and Europe (more than 70% of all
arable land is used directly or indirectly for livestock). Cooking for large amounts
of people is also an efficient way to support local producers, whom Caro makes
a point to pay a good price for their produce. By offering scrumptious and
ethical food, Radikales Cocottes shows in practice that one doesn’t have to
sacrifice pleasure for ethics.
Beside the nurturing activities of food growing and cooking, l’Altelier
will be where all things metallic get made, fixed, and transformed in a self
managed workshop set up in the 200-square-metre barn that sits in the north
field. Eric, whose welding skills did wonders in the freezing Copenhagen
workshop, is, as well as a welder, an electrician, and all round handy man, a
trained mechanic. Taking his inspiration from a large garage in Nantes that has
been working under selfmanagement for more than fifteen years, his aim is to
put his skills and tools at the disposal of anyone interested in no longer being
dependent on the mastery and knowledge of “experts,” by opening the workshop
to teach how to fix one’s car, truck, tractor, bike. The idea was born from the
realisation that, in the countryside, the car is an indispensable vector of mobility: in a truly Illichian cycle, rural public transport has been decimated by the
growing use of motorised vehicles, which are increasingly necessary… since
there is no public transport in the countryside anymore! 16 “The objective is to
use the car as a doorway for a wide diversity of people,” explains Eric. “Everyone has a car and needing to mend it cheaply is something that many people
share, whatever their political convictions. The workshop will not be a place
where people are made to feel guilty or preached at. I just want to make a range
of alternatives visible, in a friendly and self-managed environment.” There,
participants will be able to realise the extent to which the monopolisation of
skills is in many ways the monopolisation of power: through learning to share
one, we slowly learn to share the other.
By offering a space to learn “autonomising” skills, Eric aims to also
open a space to discuss such aberrations as car dependency and progressively
hear about other ways of doing things, from fixing one’s car to using it less,
learning to run it on nonfossil fuels (e.g. filtered cooking oils) or discovering
alternative energies (e.g. making wind turbines). It will also be a creative space
where tools can be fixed or made for Mathilde; build the “cannibal cauldrons”
(as we jokingly and very non-PC-ly call them) that Caro has been dreaming of
15
16

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, Livestock’s Long Shadow
(2006).
See: Ivan Illich, Tools for Conviviality (London: Marion Boyars Publishers, 1974).
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for her kitchen; or create tools of civil disobedience or structures for trainings
that will take place on site. Finally la r.O.n.c.e will host the permanent base for
the Labofii, which has been nomadic for the last seven years. The Lab is not an
institution or a group, not a network or an NGO, but an affinity of friends who
recognise the beauty of collective disobedience. Since 2004, we have organised
projects and trainings, which we call “experiments” that put together artists
and activists, creating beneficial synergies between these different but complementary constituencies. Our projects facilitate processes by which the courage
and social critique of activists radicalise and embolden artists, whilst the creativity of artists fires up the imagination of activists. These experiments aim not
to make art but to shape reality, not to show or comment upon our world but to
change it. They can take place in contemporary art spaces (the Tate Modern in
London, the Arnolfini Gallery in Bristol, Kampnagel in Hamburg) or in social
movements (squatted social centres in London or Copenhagen, Climate Camps
in the UK, Summit mobilizations). They can take the form of mass civil disobedience using rafts to shut down a power station, 17 using the body to develop
new methodologies of resistance such as the Clandestine Insurgent Rebel Clown
Army, or offer free trainings in art, activism, and permaculture to young artists
and activists, using creative and critical pedagogies. 18 Whatever the context we
have always refused to separate our ethics from our aesthetics. How we live is
as important as how we make art and revolution, in fact it is inseparable.
Why fly to a conference on socially engaged art when our work is a critique of
climate change? We actually prefer burning our bridges and destroying our
cultural capital than compromising; we have pulled out of commissions from
high profile galleries (such as Copenhagen’s Nikolaj Contemporary Gallery)
that required our work to be within the bounds of laws we despise, we have
disobeyed curators (from the Tate Modern) who invited us to do a workshop
on the role of disobedience and then told us that we could not take action against
the institution’s sponsor, British Petroleum. 19
At la r.O.n.c.e, we intend to further develop our practice, using the
land, a forest garden, 20 the workshop, and all the activities offered on site as
inspiration, material, and pedagogical tools. Seeing art and activism as inseparable from everyday life, we intend to explore the notion of a Bauhaus or Black
Mountain College for the twentyfirst century. The aim is thus to organise
trainings where the concept of art as a means of living differently is experienced
rather than merely studied, through the collective sharing of skills, work (from
cooking to building, planting to making) and life over substantial periods of
17
18
19

20

The Great Rebel Raft Regatta.
CRASH: A post capitalist A to Z; Think Like A Forest.
Invited to deliver a workshop entitled Disobedience Makes History, the explicit
objective of which was to prepare and carry out an intervention, we received an email
reminding us that although debates were encouraged, actions against the Tate and
its sponsors (in this case, BP) were forbidden. In line with the title of the workshop,
we decided to ask the participants in the workshop whether this was a command
that they were happy to obey. The outrage that the incident provoked gave birth to
Liberate Tate, a direct action group that is campaigning for cultural institutions to
no longer accept funding from the oil industry. See http://www.liberatetate.org.
A low maintenance permaculture technique based on replicating woodland ecosystems by planting edible and useful species: fruit and nut trees, shrubs, herbs, vines,
and perennial vegetables creating an edible forest that grows and nourishes itself,
but produces free abundant food.
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time. We intend to create a hub of local and international artists, activists,
growers, and friends who will use la r.O.n.c.e as a base to learn and forge new
relationships.
From Shakespeare’s “to be or not to be” to Sartre’s “Being and
nothingness,” the question of being, has been beaten to death by thousands of
years of art and philosophy. But for the Labofii the important question is how
we can be together, how we constitute friendships and affinity groups, troupes
and collectives, communes and societies. It is also a question of how to conquer
our cultural’s anxiety and terror at the strangeness of nature. Cracks in capitalism are places where we can begin to open to new forms of sensibility, new
aesthetics, new ways of sensing the world and our relationship with it.
Art After Art
“It reminds us of the time when it was still possible for free theatre to try out
loving anarchic social utopias… This is about saying goodbye to representation
and is therefore the most radical form of theatre”
Frauke Hartman in The Frankfurter Rundschau, Reviewing: The
Labofii’s Flow, Swarm, Flood. International Summer Festival, Kampnagel,
Hamburg, 2010.
La r.O.n.c.e will be an experiment in art after art, a taste of the art of the future
performed in the present, an art performed by all, not by the ego driven specialist artists, not as fiction that separates but action that connects. It is an art that
embeds itself in our homes and offices, shapes our meetings and gatherings,
suffuses our bedrooms and kitchens, designs our celebrations and resistance,
organises our villages and cities. Ambitious in its courage to mould the mess of
the social world yet committed to a human and local scale in its applications, as
the great radical nineteenth century artist and activist William Morris wrote,
such an art “will gather strength in simple places,” not just in “rich men’s houses.”
It’s absolutely not about turning our life into art (and then displaying
it in the palaces of culture) but about using the processes we are used to associating with art to transform the experience of everyday life itself. This art will
no longer be seen as an end but a means, a way of doing things, a way of making
our worlds with the same craft and pleasure that artists apply to their work.
Art will be the technique for reconstructing reality, not in a metaphoric way,
but a hands-on practical way. The meal you eat for lunch will be as much a
material for this practice as the way you next make love.
The key to practicing this art of everyday life will be paying deep attention to
one’s daily activities, immersing ourselves in the act of doing so that like a
dancer, every step, every breath and gesture is conscious and considered.
Nothing will be automatic anymore, nothing is ‘just’ doing, everything is doing
as best as we can, doing that generates pleasure within us and which is in the
service of the life around us. The function of such actions is to bring maximum
potential and connection to every situation, to open us up and bring us together.
Rather than carelessly reproducing the rituals of money and power in the autopilot mode that consumerism encourages, we act to wake us from the anaesthetic hold of capital. We aestheticize life because it brings all our senses back
from the dead. It has taken a lot of cultural work to isolate our senses, to
separate the art of vision from the art of taste, the sense of smell from that of
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The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, La r.O.n.c.e: A mind map in progress,
Spring 2012.
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touch. Each sense has been split from the other, forced into artificial isolation
and into a specific genre of art of its own. With this isolation, comes hierarchies,
vision over touch, sound over smell. The separation of art and life however is
an older wound.
To live a radically different life we need to change not only our way
of thinking but also our body’s way of feeling. We need to train ourselves in
new modes of perception, new sensibilities to the world that enable us to feel
so disgusted by the dull familiar actions of daily life that reproduce capitalism
that we are unable to carry them out anymore. A trip to the supermarket with
its industrial toxic foods will feel like being a tourist in Auschwitz, taking a
flight on a plane and pouring tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere will feel like
we are dropping cluster bombs on the poor. Buying cheap clothes from H&M
will feel like having child slaves crouching in the corner of our bedrooms.
We need a new sensitivity where we become so shocked by the banal horrors
of this system that puts profits ahead of life, that we are prepared to leave it,
prepared to say goodbye.
This is the plan anyway, we signed the contract on the land just a
month ago. Maybe, hopefully, the end result will have little to do with this map
of intentions…. It will not matter, for as Macherey rightly put it “To look toward
Utopia…should be by definition to escape, to cultivate margins, to move off the
beaten tracks, in order to improvise out of a spirit of adventure and to get to
results that will not necessarily be those which had initially been planned.” 21

21

Pierre Macherey, De l’Utopie! (Grenoble: De l’incidence éditeur, 2011). Translation
by the authors.
Geographies of Hope by The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
License.
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Creating a book was only step one of this project. It is the basis for a continuous
inquiry into the support, building, and connecting of alternative nows.
Have a look at our website:
We recently launched a website, www.alternativenows.net. The website contains a
link where you can download this book for free, and will eventually be used as a growing
“encyclopedia” of alternative nows. Anyone can submit alternative nows that they are aware of
or have created themselves, adding to the collection of counter-realities that we have only
begun to explore in this book. Think you can help? Watch the website as it evolves to learn
how you can contribute.
initiate or participate in an experiment:
We are also holding a series of Experiments in Alternatives Nows—workshops in
different contexts and cities. These will be posted regularly on our website. Would you like to
invite us, or initiate an Experiment yourself? We would love to hear from you.
stay in touch. email us at:
contact@alternativenows.net
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B i o g r a ph i e s
annie sprinkle and Beth stephens
are two ecosexual artists-in-love who have been
collaborating with each other, and with various international
communities, for eleven years. They created a new field of
research, “Sexecology,” exploring the places where sexology
and ecology intersect in our culture—in art, theory, practice,
and activism. Their ecosex wedding events have involved
thousands of collaborators/participants in eight countries.
They also do Sexecological Walking Tours, visual art
installations, and theatre. Stephens is a professor of art at
the University of California Santa Cruz, and Sprinkle is a
popular visiting artist. Stephens is currently writing her
Ph.D. dissertation. Sprinkle earned a Ph.D. in human
sexuality. They are based in San Francisco.
Loveartlab.org, sexecology.org (collaborative
work), elizabethstephens.org, anniesprinkle.org (solo work) .
antonio scarponi
(Conceptual Devices)
Founder and principal of Conceptual Devices,
he considers himself an architect “sbagliato,” as only a
Negroni can be: the right mix of the wrong stuff.
He studied architecture at Cooper Union, New
York and at IUAV, Venice, from which he holds a Ph.D. in
Urban Design. In 2008 he was nominated as one of the five
recipients of the first edition of the Curry Stone Design Prize.
In order to describe his practice Antonio Scarponi wrote the Conceptual Devices Triangular Manifesto:
00. Design should not be based on formal principles—but always on an idea of society.
01. Designed forms represent possible social orders
and a lot of their contradictions.
02. Design is everything. Anything could be designed. Everyone is a designer.
03. Design allows social innovations. Often it is
not made by designers.
04. Design has not scale. It could be small and have
great impact.
05. Design is not an innocent practice. Designers
are wicked.
06. Design should engage people and interact with
them.
07. Design is an interdisciplinary applied science.
08. Design produces visual consciousness.
09. Design is a triangular manifesto.
10. Design makes you smile.
11. This is the top.
12. Enjoy!
www.conceptualdevices.com
The artist Bailout
is volunteer-organized by a decentralized,
informal collective with a rotating membership. The Artist
Bailout was founded by Elana Mann and Autumn Rooney,
who organized the first Artist Bailout as part of the Angels
Gate Cultural Center Open Studios in San Pedro in May
of 2010. Current members include Autumn Rooney, Michael
Rippens, Laura Noguera, and Jenn Su. We openly invite
and encourage anyone interested in organizing an Artist
Bailout to join our group, or to start a “Bailout” or “Soup”
with your own spin and take part in the international Sun
day Soup network.
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www.artistbailout.org
www.sundaysoup.org
Billy Mark
has been writing, performing, composing, improvising, and directing in Los Angeles since 2000. A performance poet and singer songwriter, his practices extend into
the realms of economics and experimental performance
theatre. In 2003 he founded Selah Artistic Giving Center,
a nonprofit art gallery with the mission to empower artists
through the dynamic relationship between art, business, and
charity. In 2009 he graduated from the California Institute
of the Arts where he studied composition, poetry, and theatre. His new theatre works include: Two Minus One, Scratcher, and the opera AER, and his compositions have been
performed at the TED Talks, REDCAT, and Spielfest.
Cheyenna Weber (solidarityNYC)
was raised in rural West Virginia by back-tothe-landers. The violence she experienced there—economic,
ecological, physical, and emotional—shaped her political
and spiritual commitment to love as a response to oppression. She began organizing as a teenager against mountaintop removal and was a lead organizer with the West
Virginia Economic Justice Coalition as an undergraduate.
Since moving to New York City she’s focused on systemic
change with Responsible Endowments Coalition, GEO
collective, and the New Economy Network. In 2010 she
co-founded the collective SolidarityNYC to support, promote, and connect NYC’s solidarity economy. Her latest
efforts have focused on supporting emerging Occupy Wall
Street worker co-ops and movement building for a solidarity
economy locally and nationally. Learn more at www.solidaritynyc.org or email her at cheyennawebernyc@gmail.com.
Critical art ensemble (Cae)
is a collective of five tactical media practitioners
of various specializations including computer graphics and
web design, film/video, photography, text art, book art, and
performance.
Formed in 1987, CAE’s focus has been on the
exploration of the intersections between art, critical theory,
technology, and political activism. The group has exhibited
and performed at diverse venues internationally, ranging
from the street, to the museum, to the internet.
The collective has written six books, and its
writings have been translated into eighteen languages. Its
book projects include: The Electronic Disturbance (1994),
Electronic Civil Disobedience & Other Unpopular Ideas
(1996), Flesh Machine: Cyborgs, Designer Babies, Eugenic
Consciousness (1998), Digital Resistance: Explorations
in Tactical Media (2001), Molecular Invasion (2002), and
Marching Plague (2006).
ethan Miller
is an activist, educator and researcher working
to cultivate and support movements for solidarity-based
economic transformation. He works with Grassroots Economic Organizing (www.geo.coop) and the Community
Economies Collective (www.communityeconomies.org),
and has lived for the past ten years at the JED Collective/
Giant’s Belly Farm in Greene, Maine. Ethan is currently on
a hiatus in Australia, working on a Ph.D. at the University
of Western Sydney with the Community Economies Research
Initiative. Email Ethan at: leaving.omelas@gmail.com.
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Fallen Fruit
is a long-term art collaboration that began by
mapping fruit trees growing on or over public property in
Los Angeles. The collaboration’s focus soon expanded to
include serialized public projects, site-specific installations,
and happenings in cities around the world. By always
working with fruit as a material or media, the catalogue of
projects and works reimagines public interaction with the
margins of urban space, systems of community, and narrative real-time experience. Public Fruit Jams invite a broad
public to transform homegrown or public fruit and join in
communal jam-making as experimentation in personal
narrative and sublime collaboration; Nocturnal Fruit Forages
are evening neighborhood fruit tours that explore the
boundaries of public and private space at the edge of
darkness; Public Fruit Meditations renegotiate our relationship to ourselves through guided visualizations and dynamic group participation. Fallen Fruit’s visual work includes
an ongoing series of narrative photographs, wallpapers,
everyday objects, and video works that explore the social
and political implications of our relationship to fruit and
world around us. Recent curatorial projects index the social
and historical complexities of museums and archives by
re-installing permanent collections through syntactical
relationships of fruit as subject matter. Theoretically, David
Burns, Matias Viegener, and Austin Young are the three
artists of Fallen Fruit who imagine fruit as a lens through
which to see the world.

through a strong social involvement. With her work, she
stimulates and develops cultural production and cre ates
new public (meeting-) spaces or remodels existing ones.
To achieve this she often works closely with artists, designers, architects, software developers, governments, and
citizens. She regularly lectures on topics such as urban
renewal, participation, and cultural production.
Jenny Cameron
is an economic geographer and member of the
Community Economies Collective. She works at the University of Newcastle (Australia) and her research primarily
uses participatory action research approaches. Her most
recent work has been with community gardens in Newcastle
and along with academic ‘outputs’ the project has resulted
in a PlaceStories website and a Community Garden Manifesto. This research with community-based initiatives
strongly informs her teaching practice. She is also a keen
backyard gardener, and a member of the local communal
community garden at the end of her street.

Johannes grenzfurthner (Monochrom)
is an artist, writer, curator, and director. He is
the founder and artistic director of monochrom, an internationally acting art and theory group. He holds a professorship in art theory and art practice at the University of
Applied Sciences in Graz, Austria. He is head of the Arse
Elektronika festival in San Francisco, host of Roboexotica
(Festival for Cocktail-Robotics, Vienna and San Francisco),
georg hobmeier
and co-curates the Paraflows Symposium in Vienna. He
was born in the breathtaking canyons of the and his projects have been featured in New York Times,
eastern alps. Therefore he thinks of himself as “Tyrolian.” Liberation, Spiegel, San Francisco Chronicle, CNN, ReuHe failed as an acting student due to his lack of obedience ters, Slashdot, Boing Boing, New Scientist, The Edge, LA
and chose to wander the world as an obscure performance Times, NPR, ZDF, Gizmodo, Wired, Süddeutsche Zeitung,
artist instead. He started out, young and innocent, with a CNet, and the Toronto Star.
mixture of dance, technology and theatre, works that were
shown and well received in venues such as the ICA London,
The Journal of aesthetics & protest
Monaco Dance Forum, Festspielhaus Hellerau Dresden,
editorial Collective
and others.
is a Los Angeles and Leipzig based artists’
After his graduate studies in Amsterdam (2004– collective. Our magazine sits at the discursive juncture of
2006) he turned to more theatrical forms and the general fine art, media theory, and activism. We sculpt projects
idea of control, developed a set of wireless electrostimu- that challenge hegemonic representations (of knowledge,
lators to access his own body from the outside and produ- art, activism) or that spark situations for community-based
ced a series of sombre works about interrogation and change or creation. We work collaboratively with indivicontrol. He then turned to a total arbitrary mix of genres: duals and collectives on several continents.
A computer game about illegal immigration called Frontiers
(ZKM Karlsruhe), various works as actor, and a series of
Justseeds artists’ Cooperative
site specific dance pieces called Area. He can be often
is a decentralized network of twenty-four artists
found in public spaces throughout Europe, laying around committed to making print and design work that reflects
on the ground or hanging from trees or giving lectures. a radical social, environmental, and political stance. With
Georg Hobmeier remains a mystery, mostly to himself.
members working from the United States, Canada, and
Mexico, Justseeds operates both as a unified collaboration
The howling Mob society (hMs)
of similarly minded printmakers and as a loose collection
was a collaboration of artists, activists, and of creative individuals with unique viewpoints and working
historians committed to unearthing stories neglected by methods. We believe in the transformative power of permainstream history. HMS brings increased visibility to sonal expression in concert with collective action. To this
the radical history of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania through end, we produce collective portfolios, contribute graphics
grassroots artistic practice. Our focus was The Great to grassroots struggles for justice, work collaboratively
Railroad Strike of 1877, a national uprising that saw some both in and outside the co-op, build large sculptural instalof its most dramatic moments in Pittsburgh.
lations in galleries, and wheatpaste on the streets—all while
howlingmobsociety.org
offering each other daily support as allies and friends.
www.justseeds.org
Jeanne van heeswijk
is a visual artist who creates contexts for interKate Johnston
action in public spaces. Her projects distinguish themselves
is a designer, writer, and agitator from Nevada
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City, an intentional community in the foothills of Northern
California. Her current work explores the potentiality of
social situations created by language-based interventions
into space, both physical and mythological. She holds an
MFA in Graphic Design from the California Institute of
the Arts and a BA in Classical Studies from Pitzer College.
Kate lives and works in Los Angeles.

the standardisation of the art world and its restrictive models
for understanding, producing, circulating, and consuming
art. We intend to communicate issues of common interest
directly to the public, and through collective creativity we
hope we can encourage others to take part in the social and
political debate, and thus renew participation in and understanding of the arts. The specialised arts audience can
always see the work later, and theorists enclose it in a
Ken ehrlich
contemporary art context—or not. New Social Art School
is an artist and writer based in Los Angeles. should, in time, be defined by the work through which it
He has exhibited internationally in a variety of media, manifests itself. It’s about people, places, and politics…
including video, sculpture, and photography. His projectbased practice interweaves architectural, technological
platform
and social themes and he frequently collaborates with
is a small organisation with twelve members
architects and other artists on site-specific and community- of staff working part-time with a Socially Just Waging
based projects in public spaces. He is the editor of Art, Scheme and non-hierarchical structure. We carry out our
Architecture, Pedagogy: Experiments in Learning (2010) work in close collaboration with a wide range of other
published by viralnet.net and co-editor of Surface Tension: groups and individuals.
Problematics of Site (2003), Surface Tension Supplement
No. 1 (2006) and What Remains Of A Building Divided
precarious Workers Brigade
Into Equal Parts And Distributed for Reconfiguration:
We are a UK-based growing group of precariSurface Tension No. 2 (2009) published by Errant Bodies ous workers in culture and education. We call out in
Press. He has recently taught in the Architecture program solidarity with all those struggling to make a living in this
at Woodbury University and currently teaches at The climate of instability and enforced austerity. We come
California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) and in the Depart- together not to defend what was, but to demand, create and
ment of Art at the University of California Riverside. He reclaim:
is the recipient of a 2012 Graham Foundation for Advanced
EQUAL PAY: no more free labour; guaranteed income
Studies in the Fine Arts grant.
for all
FREE EDUCATION: all debts and future debts
The Laboratory of insurrectionary
cancelled now
imagination (Labofii)
DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS: cut unelected,
merges art and life, creativity and resistance,
unaccountable, and unmandated leaders
proposition and opposition. Infamous for touring the UK
THE COMMONS: shared ownership of space, ideas,
recruiting a rebel clown army, running courses in postand resources
capitalist culture, throwing snowballs at bankers, turning
Join us to learn, create, and struggle together!
hundreds of abandoned bikes into machines of disobedience,
precariousworkersbrigade@aktivix.org
and launching a rebel raft regatta to shut down a coal-fired
http://precariousworkersbrigade.tumblr.com
power station; we treat insurrection as an art and art as a
means of preparing for the coming insurrection. The Labosantiago Cirugeda parejo
fii is now in the process of setting up an international utopian
(recetas Urbanas)
art/life school on a Permaculture farm in Brittany, France.
is an architect and artist. Since 1996, he has
“This isn’t a normal travelling theatre company exerted critical practices, demanding that the rules governyou know.” Scotland Yard, (British Police HQ)
ing city planning undergo an urgent revision. In 2004, he
www.labofii.net
founded the architecture studio Recetas Urbanas, carrying
out numerous occupation projects and opening-up of spaces
The Llano Del rio Collective
to the public. Along with this labor, Santiago is a teacher
aims to expand cultural, social, and political and a consultant for urban projects in various countries
imagination of Los Angeles through the production of around the world.
thematic guides, related events, and the hosting of a speakers
bureau. We aim to frame practices, rather then be a practice.
sasha Costanza-Chock
The project draws its name from the socialist
(cofounder of VozMob) is Assistant Professor
colony founded in California’s Antelope Valley by Job of Civic Media in the Comparative Media Studies program
Harriman in the early twentieth century.
at the Massachussetts Institute of Technology (http://cms.
Though not strictly a collective we negotiate mit.edu). He is a Fellow at the Berkman Center for Internet
collectivist ideals with an advisory group currently cons- & Society at Harvard University (http:// cyber.law.harvard.
tituted by Katie Bachler, Sandra de la Loza, John Burtle, edu), co-Principal Investigator at the Center for Civic Media
Adam Overton, Hector Gallegos, Ashley Hunt, Tom McKen- (http://civic.mit.edu), and cofounder of the Occupy Research
zie, Ken Ehrlich, Kelly Marie Martin, Steve Anderson, Network (http:// occupyresearch.net). He’s proud to be on
Janet Sarbanes, Fritz Haeg, Kimberly Varella, Ava Brom- the board of VozMob (http:// vozmob.net) and Allied Media
berg, Nicole Antebi, Lara Bank, Jen Hofer, and Colin Projects (http://alliedmedia.org). More information about
Dickey. The Llano Del Rio Collective is organized by his work can be found at: http://schock.cc.
Robby Herbst.
New social art school
should be seen as a movement, striving against

school of Critical engagement
is an action-based think tank that works with
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communities, professional partnerships, and educational
institutions to transgress the barriers between theory and
practice. We work with challenges facing space/place
making. As an organization, we weave educational and
professional opportunities within the intersections of art,
architecture, and urban design. We are currently working
in Copenhagen, Detroit, and Beijing and will begin work
in Malawi in 2013.

Freiburg, collaborated with various directors and choreographers throughout Europe, and written several texts about
performance and collaborative structures. His own work
has been presented by Theaters Freiburg and Heidelberg,
Lucky Trimmer Festival in Germany, Festival Instánces,
Movemonts Sur La Ville, Théâtre de la Cité Internationale
and Arcadi Platform in France, Fábrica de Movimientos
in Portugal, Nonstop Theater Festival in Poland, and Festival Internacional de Danza in Mexico.
spUrse
In 2012 he devised two pieces with Georg
is a research and design collaborative that Hobmeier, the audio walk Labyrinth in Sankt Pölten and
catalyzes critical issues into collective action. Through a Freiburg and the site specific performance The Engagement,
playful transformation of conceptual and material systems, one of the few theatre plays ever made in Germany to
SPURSE develops problems worth having and worlds worth involve firearms with live ammunition.
making, engaging across scales and complexities of all
things human and nonhuman, organic and non-organic.
Tradeschool.coop
Central to SPURSE’s mission is to creatively re-imagine
is an alternative learning environment that runs
the assemblage of the commons, producing new ecological on barter. Anyone can teach a class, and students can sign
relations across multiple scales of temporality and spatia- up for classes by agreeing to bring barter items that the
lity. SPURSE has exhibited in numerous venues and has teacher requests. Trade School began in New York City in
designed a variety of public projects, collaborating with 2010, and since then Trade Schools have self-organized in
large-scale NGOs such as the North Atlantic Marine Alli- London, Milan, Guadalajara, Singapore, Virginia, and New
ance, River Keepers, and Rural Action.
Haven. If you want to start a Trade School, go to: http://
tradeschool.coop/start-a-tradeschool.
swearonourfriendship
is an exercise in collaboration, often between
UrbanFarmers
Laura Noguera and Jenn Su, and often involving food and
is a pioneer in the field of urban agriculture.
its context within social environments.
The clean-tech start-up has developed eco-sustainable
www.swearonourfriendship.com
systems and solutions that enable local food production
IN the city, FOR the city. With minimal transportation
Temporary services
distances to the consumer, smart building integration, and
is Brett Bloom, Salem Collo-Julin, and Marc a proprietary closed-loop production system, UrbanFarmers
Fischer. We are based in Chicago, Copenhagen, and Phil- offers a more ecological and profitable food system, as well
adelphia. We have existed, with several changes in mem- as a more responsible use of natural resources which presents
bership and structure, since 1998. We produce exhibitions, an interesting business model for the twenty-first century.
events, projects, and publications. The distinction between
art practice and other creative human endeavors is irreleThe Vacuum Cleaner
vant to us.
is an art and activism collective of one. The
vacuum cleaner employs various creative legal and illegal
T.J. Demos
tactics and forms, attempting to mock, brandalise, and
is a critic and Reader in the Art History Depart- disrupt concentrations of power. The vacuum cleaner is an
ment at University College London. He writes about modern Artsadmin Associate Artist and a co-founder of the Laboand contemporary art, and is the author of Dara Birnbaum: ratory of Insurrectionary Imagination.
Technology/Transformation: Wonder Woman (Afterall
Press, 2010), and The Exiles of Marcel Duchamp (MIT
The Valreep Collective
Press, 2007). Demos co-curated Uneven Geographies: Art
is a Dutch squatting group. The collective
and Globalisation, at Nottingham Contemporary in 2010, started in 2011. The Valreep came partly out of two squats
and contributed an essay on “The Politics of Sustainability: in Amsterdam east, t’Blijvertje and Joe’s garage. t’Blijvertje
Contemporary Art and Ecology” to the Barbican’s Radical was a group living on a squatted floor of a building, fighNature: Art and Architecture for a Changing Planet, ting against the demolition of monumental houses and
1969–2009. He is presently completing two new books: organizing activities. Joe’s Garage has been there for many
The Migrant Image: The Art and Politics of Documentary years and is famous for its great food from the people’s
during Global Crisis (Duke University Press); and Return kitchen and other initiatives. Together, and with a bunch
to the Postcolony: Spectres of Colonialism in Contemporary of other people from the neighbourhood and beyond, they
Art (Sternberg Press).
took up the impossible idea of squatting an old animal
asylum. The Valreep aims to place attention on the mess
Tommy Noonan
city planners are making and create free and accessible
holds a B.A. in English from Vassar College, spaces for creativity in Amsterdam.
USA. In 2006 he was awarded a DanceWEB scholarship
in Vienna. Between 2006 and 2010, he was based in FreiWatts house project (Whp)
burg, Germany, directing and performing with pvc-Tanz.
is an artist-driven neighborhood redevelopment
He has helped to co-create the international artist network organization, wherein artists and design professionals, in
and project Sweet and Tender Collaborations, and is cur- collaboration with the Watts Towers area residents, employ
rently based in Berlin as a freelance director and performer. art as an economic and community development engine to
Tommy has worked as a performer with Theater promote and enhance the quality of residential life in the
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Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles. WHP brings residents
together in a creative partnership with artists, architects,
design professionals, and volunteers to revitalize the
neighborhood and re-imagine the environment through
inventive programming, community involvement, and
functional and creative housing renovations.
The Yes Men
are a group who use any means necessary to
agree their way into the fortified compounds of commerce,
and then smuggle out the stories of their undercover escapades to provide a public glimpse at the behind-the-scenes
world of big business. The stories are often both shocking
and hilarious. They have been called “the Jonathan Swift
of the Jackass generation” by author Naomi Klein. The Yes
Men have impersonated World Trade Organization, Dow
Chemical Corporation, and Bush administration spokesmen
on TV and at business conferences around the world. They
do this (a) in order to demonstrate some of the mechanisms
that keep bad people and ideas in power, and (b) because
it’s absurdly fun. Their main goal is to focus attention on
the dangers of economic policies that place the rights of
capital before the needs of people and the environment.
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A Guidebook of Alternative Nows is a collaboratively created book.
34 visionary creative thinkers and makers contributed to this
book which illuminates ways of devising more socially, economically, and ecologically just versions of now.
“Other worlds are possible, but only if we exercise the proper care
towards their emergence.”
SPURSE
“Risk-taking is not a solo act.”
Temporary Services
“The culture of death needs to be jammed.”
The Yes Men
“It is time to launch the largest explosion of practical experimentation that our society has ever seen.”
Ethan Miller
“…Building an ‚alternative‘ is always an act of hope, it’s an embodied refusal of the present which unblocks the reigning paralysis
fostered by apocalyptic predications of the future. It is a lot easier
to imagine the world ending than changing it for the better because
there is always comfort in thinking we know what will happen.
Ultimately to act from a place of hope is to let go of certainty and
to trust that the greatest potential lies within the unknowable.”
The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination

